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Introduction
111

Literature is called artistic,' 11 Anton Chekhov said,

depicts life as it actually is. 1111
it.

n

1

wh2n i t

If he had a 1theory of art, this is

It is a statement which most of his critics quote in their dis-

cussions of his

work_~

for it is a succi:nct suromar,r not only of Chekhoy's

theory but also of his. achi_eyemenL
Chekhov•s art:

And it ts a statemei:t typical

of

simple and straightforward on its surface., yet extra-

ordinarily comprehensive and suggestive in its implications.

Tolstoy

called Chekhov -- and rightly so -- '"an artist of. life. 1112
In his art Chekhov confronted and gave expression to the major
questfons of man'·s existence.

It is the th_esis of this paper that

Chekhov saw the central fact and problem of life as that of displacement:

that in life roan freq.uently finds himself

11

out of place 11 either

psychologically or physically (someti_mes both) and that i_nevi tab ly he
is completely displaced by death.

In essence, this was

Che_kfloy~s

vision of life, and his art consists of the form i:n whi_ch he expressed
this vision.

Displacement, as I see it, is the subject of the four

great plays:

The Sea Gull_, Uncle Vanya, The Three Si-sters, and- The

Cherry Orchard.

.

Although the situaUon of the major characters varies
.

from p 1ay to p1ay, in the end· these cftaracters a 11 experience some form
of displacement.

Proof of this proposition is borne out both by the

l Robert Brus tei n, The Theater of Reva 1 t, (Bos ton:
and Company, 1964), p. 138.
2Ernes t Simmons , Chekh;v: A Biography, {Bos ton;
and Company, 1962), Front1sp1ece-:-

Little, Brown
Little, Brown

2

acti <Jn and structure o F th2 p1ays.

A study of the settings of tn2

last three plays reve11s that these s2ttings have been created as
structural symbols; each reflects the action and enhances and il1ufilines the meaning of its p1ay.

It is my belief, too,,that there is a

clear progression visible from play to play in Chekhov•s treatment of
the problem of displacement, a progression whfoh culminates in The
Cherry Orchard.

And as none of his criti_cs, has, to mY knm<1ledge,

adyanced a s i mi 1ar theory (though a nu·mber partially corroborate rnY
views), I feel that this readfog of the playS, may be yaluable.
But obviously there are. other ways to yiew the plays.

Because

Chekhov was a great artist, his works have from the beginning engendered criticism of varying opinion, and because of the artistry, his
works continue to evoke fresh _response.

"No modern dramatist, 11

Maurice Valency has remarked, "is more complex and few have elicited
more diverse interpretations. 113

Critics have found in Chekhov's works

the qualities and aspects of life itself.
to yiew

11

And as no two men are going

life as. it actuall..y is 11 in the same way, hi.s works are natural-

ly controversial.

Thus, to supplement my own explanations and to

illustrate the various ways in whJch. Chekhov has been read and received,
many of these "di verse i nterpretati o'ns .. are
the following pages.

pre~nted

and discussed in

And because all art i.s an expression of the artist's

perception of life 1 before the plays themselves are analyzed, the first
two chapters explore his. vi,sion,

i~ts

ori.,gi_n and nature., and the form in

which he shaped thfs vision.

3Mauri ce Ya lency, The. Breaking String: The Plays of Anton Chekhoy,
(New York: Oxford Uni_versity Press, 1966)_,, p:-300.

3

I

Vision

As with all rr:en, Chekhov's vision developeg.,.·naturally out of the
time and place and manner in which he lived.
town of Taganrog, Russia, in 1860.

He was born tn the small

His father, who had been the son

of a serf, managed for a time to .make a li.vi.ng as a

.merc~ant,

but while

Chekhov was still a boy, his father•s business failed, and the elder
Chekhov fled to Moscow to escape his credi.tors.

The family (his mother,

two brothers and a sister) followed·h.im to Moscow~ but CheKhov remai.ned
in Taganrog for several years to f;:ni:sh hi:s educati_on _.,.. not the least
of which were lessons in self.,.sufficiency,

When he. joined his family

in Moscow, it was to find them poyerty-stricken.

Almost immediately

he assumed the support of hi~ family, a job which would remain his for
the rest of his life.

He chose medi_c;:ne as hi.s profession and entered

the university, but in order to maR.e enough money to 1 \ve., h.e began to
write short, humorous sketche.s for second.,.rate .Moscow periodicals.

It

was in this inauspicious and haphazard way that he began his literary
career.

Although the early years in Moscow were at times desperately

lean, he was able to support himself and f'Lis fami.ly in th-1~ way and to
graduate from medi_cal sch.ool.

And succe.ss came quickly,

By the time

he was established as a doctor, h.e was also establi:shed as a popular
writer Qf short stories.
and found himself famous.

Indeed, almost like. Byron, h_e awoke one morni.ng
Irony, however, wh.ich Chekhov would use as

one of the major tools of hi.s craft pla.yed a strong part i.n h.is li.fe.
for, .about the same time that he began to a chi eve some success, he
contracted tuberculosis, which twenty )ears later would kill him.
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Although the disease was slow in growth, his whole adult life was spent
in the shadow of sickness.

Though death is, of course, the ultimate

condition of every man, Chekhov as an ailing physician was more acutely conscious of his mortality than most men.

11

He, like all men,

writes Robert Corrigan. "was born to di. e; but unlike most of

us~

11

Chekhov

lived his life with the full awarenes~s of ftis unique_ d~i:ng s.elf, 11 1

An

unde.rstanding of Chekhoyts pnysical .condition i_s necessary to the student
of his works as it was ine.xtri_cably bo-und up with hi.s psy°chol_ogical state
and is responsible to a great degree for hts particular yiew of life.
His own personal condition, then, made him more aware than most
men of the transitoriness of life., but thi_s awareness was intensi:fied
by hi_s reaHzaUon tftat hi_s own conditi:on was also the condi.ti:on of hi_s

country.

For the Russi.a of the

1880~s

and 1890's, the decades in which

he was writing, was also i.n its te.rminal stage.

The old world, the

world of serfs and czars, was dying; the new world, the world of the
future, was still to be born,

The world in wh.ich he found himself

therefore, i:n every- sense, a world
what?

of transi_ti,on.

was~

But transi.ti:on to

There was no general agreement on tbi,s question.
What was certain, at least to Chekhov, was that life, as he saw it
•

around him, was not as i.t should be.
sour and dull. 112

He spoke of his ti.mes as ''flabby,

He could not write about heroes, he said, because he

lAnton Chekhov, Six Plays, New English Versions and Introduction
Holt, Rinehard and Winston, 1962), p, xv.

by Robert Corrigan, (New York:

2navid Magarshack. Chekhov, The Dramatist, (New York:
Hang, 1960), p. 40.

Hill and

5

had not seen any:

11

I've often been blamed," he 1;1rote, "for riot having

any pas i ti ve heroes...
to have them.

But \'/here am I to get ti1em?

I would be happy

Our life is proyincial, the cities a.re unpaved, the

villages poor, the masses abused.

In our youth, we

an

chi.rp raptu-

ously like sparrows on a dung heap, but when we. are forty we are already
old and begin to think about death.

Fine heroes we are.! 11 3 The di spari-

ty between naturets greatness and man's smallness, between the potenti~
..

ality and the actuality of man's achievements sickened and angered him:
"The Lord's earth is beautiful , 11 he wrote:
There is one thing, howeyer, that is not
beauti:ful, and that's us. How little justi.ce
there is i.n us, and how li.ttle. humi.li.ty. How
badly we .understand the. meaning of patd:oti sm?
We 2 the papers. te.11 us , 1aye our country, but
how do we show th.is. loye of ours? Inste.ad of
knowledge -- arrogance. and tlTlllJeasurable conceit,
i.nstead of honest work -- lazi:ness. and fi.lth. ·
We h.aye no sense of justice and our conception
of honour goes no further than the 'honour of
uniform,' a uniform whi.ch. is. too often to be
seen in the docks of our courtroOJ:o. 4
Given such a world, the obvious question is How does a man go
about living in it?

~/hat,

if anythi._ng, should he do about it?

The

answer to this question was particularly difficult for the intelligent,.
open-minded nineteenth-ce_ntury Russi an.

Walter ~ruford notes that in

Chekhov's time, "In religion, philosophy, social and political thought,
the most diverse yiews were. h.e.ld by leading minds, and the babel of
doctrine, which we have come to regard as typical of modern times, was

3srustein, p. 142.
4oavi-d Magarshack, Chekhov, A Life, (New York:

p. 221.

Grove Press, 1952),

6

more confusing than ever because of the violence of the conflict
between science and religion. 115

And Chekhoy- 1 s own background, Bruford

points out, presented him •,.fi th special problems:
Chekhov's personal history made it perhaps
more difficult for him than most to achieve
a unified view of life, for he was a spiritual
aristocrat, brought up among shopkeepers and
descended from serfs. The sufferings of the
peasantry and the poor town workers never
ceased.to fill him with pity and indignation.
Yet through his university education and his
contacts with the landed aristocracy and
intelligentsia, he early became an admirer of
the literary, artistic and scientific culture
introduced by the aristocracy from the West.
He knew the peasant, too well to idealise him
in the manner of the "narodni ki 11 and Tolstoy,
and he believed too firmly in the spiritual
achievements of western culture and their
enrichment of life to practise the cultural
asceticism of the narodniki and those who
sympathised with them. Another source of
conflict within him was the difficulty of
reconciling his filial respect for the si.mple
orthodoxy of h.i s parents, wi. th whom he. 1 i ved
in one house for most of his life, and the
scientific outlook produced in him by his
medical studies, not to speak. of the atheism
among the educated generally.6
Through the ages, probably the chief means by which man has reconciled himself to the i_njustice.s and inadequaci.es of th.is li.fe has been
•

through faith in God and. a belief in some kind of compensating life
hereafter.

However, it is generally agreed that Chekhov was never able

5Walter Bruford, Ch.ekhov and -Hi_s-, Russi,a, (New Yo_rk:
University Press, 1960 L p. 19r· - . - · , ·
61·
"d
~.,

p. 198

Oxford

.,

J

to accept such a

vie~''·

Siegfried c,lelchinger states:

only v1hat could be proved. 11 7

11

He b21i2ved

He was not religi.ous,n says Melchinger,

"and had no faith in id2ologies. 118
different observation.

11

rlauri.ce Vale.ricy makes ·a somewhat

"As a scientist, 11 Valency writes, "of course,

Chekhov was more or less committed to the evolutionary attitude.
his day, anything else would have. been eccentric.

But as an artist,

he found it not altogether simple to affi:rm a positivisti'c
Like many other skeptics of hJs ti:me, heh.ad
and the impossibility of

~iying

a

In

de.ep des.ire

convi.ction~

for

God?

ere.de.nee to any- sort of re.li_gi:ous

belief depressed and discouraged htm. 119

Perhaps, but Ilya Ehrenbu_rg

quotes the following rather confident and cheerful passage in a letter
from ·Chekhov to Sergey Di agh_i l ey, "Who, 11 says Ehrenburg, "was then
engrossed in the se;:irch for God~ 1110
11

"Today"s culture," wrote Chekhov,

i s the begi nnin_g of worR_ in the name of a great future, work which may

perhaps go on for tens of th_ousands of years.

Today•s culture ts

the beginning of that work, but the re.ligi.ous rnoye.ment of which we were
talking is an anachronism, almost the tail-end of what has or is becoming obsolete. 1111
It seems clear, then, that Chekhov had little, if any, orthodox

7s;egfried Melchinger, Anton Chekhov, (New York:
Publishing Company, 1972}, p. 6.

Frederick Unger

8Jbid., p. 159.
9valency, pp. 72-73.

1011.Ya Ehrenburg, Chekhov, Stendahl and Other Essays, (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1963), p. 72.
llrbid., pp. 72-73.
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faith, but although he distrusted any set ideology, he found it n2ces:.:.
sary to believe in something.
letters and his works:

Two beliefs stand out sharply in his

a belief in the efficacy and goodness of work

and a belief in progress, that the future would be better than the
present.

Howeyer, the.latter of these beliefs is much more critically

controversial than the fonuer.

For an

obv~ous

reason.

It is possible

to act upon, and thereby in some ,measure prove a belief 1n \<1ork.
this Chekhov did with energy and perseverance.

And

But a belief that the

future wi 11 be an improvement over the present belongs in the realm of
faith> a realm which is not countenanced by all men.

Chekhov was

inclined to believe i_n progress, he said, because of the experiences
of his own life.

His childhood had been. restri.cted and unhappy.

His

father, yery much a tyrant, frequently beat h_is children, and Chekhov
was never able to forget these. beati.ngs.

Life on h_is own, hard as it

was in the beginning, was a vast improyement ove.rlife with father, so
much so that he wrote Aleksey Suvorin, his friend and for many.years
his editor:

"I acquired my belief in progress when still a child; I

couldn't help believing in it, because the difference between the
periods when they flogged me and the period when they stopped flogging
me was enormous. 11 12
At times, however, Chekhov expressed doubt about the immediate
future:

it was too closely alli.ed to the present which he viewed as

spiritless and enervated.

His era was, he felt, like his person,

l 2Anton Chekhov, "Yours Schi 11 er Shakespearovi ch Goethe," Sel ections from Letters of Anton Chekhov, Intellectual Digest, July 1973,
p. 29.

9

disease-ridden.

This was especially apparent, he thot,;ght, in the \·1orks

of the writers of his day.

In a long letter to Suvori n, he attempted

to analyze the situation:
We have no politics, we do not believe in
revolution, we have no God, we are not afrai.d
of ghosts, and 1 personally am not afraid of
death and bltndness. One who wants nothing,
hopes for nothing, and fears nothing cannot
be .an artist. Wh~ther \t \s a d\sea5e ~r not -~
what it is does not matter . . . I don 1 t know
how i. t wi 11 be with us i'n ten
twenty years -~
then ci.rcumst(lnces ·JllaY be di'fferent, but mean ...
whiJe i.t would be rash to expect of us anything
of real yalue., . ·. . I. ~mat least so far clever
as not to conce.al from:myself my disease, and not
to decei:ve myse.lf, and not to cover my own empti.ness with other people 1 s rags, such as the ideas
of the si.xties, and so on. I am not goi.ng to
throw myself like Garshi:n 13 over tne b(lni.sters,
but I am not going to flatter myself with hope of
a better future either. I am not to blame for JUY
disease, and it•s not for me to cure myself, for
this disease i.t must be supposed, has some good.
purpose hidden from us, and is not sent i.n vai.n.

or

14

Despite this bleak account, it is significant that in the midst of his
gloom, a certain optimism surfaces, a belief that good may come out of
evil -- or, at least, that there is a reason for the sorry state of
things.

More typical of Chekhov, though, and certainly more typi ca 1 of

his main characters is the type of statement he made in the preyiously
•
quoted letter to Di_aghi lev i.n which. he asserted that contemporary culture is the "beginning of work for a great future."

But although it is

13v. M. Garshin, a writer, committed suicide in 1888.
14Anton Chekhov, Letters on the Short Story, the Drama and Other
Li.terary Topi cs, edi tea by Lou1s S:-Fri edl and, {NeWYork: Benjamin
B1om , I nc • , 196 4 ) , p . 241 •

10

true that this belief in progress is a theme that runs throughout his
stories and plays, Chek.hov invariably tempered or undercut his (and
his characters') optimism by contrasti_ng the hope for the future ~'lith

the grimness of the present.

Nevertheless, the lasting impression made

by his works is of characters who refuse to relinquish their hopes and

who persist in their belief that there will be one day a better life
for all.

Both Uncle Vanya and The Three Sisters end with central charac-

ters voicing their confidence that a ti me wi 11 come when they wi 11
"behold a life that is bright, beautiful and ftne."15

The critics view these prophecies in different ways.

Thomas Mann

characterizes Chekhov's perception of the future as "utopian."

He

maintains that "The outlines of his vision of human perfection i.n the
future are vague,"16 attributable, Mann believes, to Chekhov's physi.-

cal con di ti on.

11

These vis i ans, 11 he says, "have a somewhat feverish

quality, suggesting the tender reveries of

a consumptive ... 17 David
11

Magarshack, however, sees Chekhoy 1 s belief as a matter of faith.

11

His

belief in a brighter future," says Magarshack, "was founded on his faith

in the fundamental goodness of the human heart_ and in the final victory

of beauty over the beast in man. 11 18

Ilya Ehrenburg seemingly accepts

l5ft~ton Chekhov, Uncle Vanya, Chekhov: The Major Plays, Translated by Ann Dunnigan, (New York: New American Library, 1964), p. 230.
l6rhoinas Mann, Last Essays, (New York:

p. 198.
l 71bi d.

18Hagarshack, Chekhov, A Life, p. 370 ~

Alfred A. Knopf, 1959),

the va 1i di ty of Chekhov's pronouncements in the future:

assured us that in

t\-10

"~lheri

Chekhov

or three hundred years 1 time life on earth

;·1ould b'= beautiful, he was not indulging in whilJ}s·i-cal day dreams -.

I

he was think_ing of the growth. of humanity, \vhich was only beginni.ng

to use the power of thought, of the harmonious de.ye.lop.ment of man. 11 19
An interesting commentary on E.hrenburg's view, as well as Chekh..oy's,

has been made. recently by one of his. contemporari_es and countrymen,
Alexander

Solzhenitsyn~

Solzheni~tsyn

begi:ns his chapter "Interrogation"

in Tne Gulag_ ArchipeJago with thi.s obse_ryati.on:

''If the intellectuals

in the plays of Cflekhov who spend all thei.r time guessing what would
happen in twenty, thirty, or forty years had been told that in fort,y
years i.nterrogation by torture would be practi.ced i_n R·ussi.a; th.at
prisoners would have thei_r skulls squeezed within iron rings; that a
human being would. be lowered into an acid bath; that they would be
trussed up naked to be bi.tten by

ant~

and bedbugs ..• ," and Solzhenitsyn

continues i.n thi.s way, listi.ng more. and more. i_ncre.di_bly sadisti.c forms
of torture, concludi.ng,

11

not one of

Che.k.hov~s

plays would have gotten

to its end because all the heroes would have gone off to insane asylums.1120 There is no way to reconcile critical commentary like. this
and no poi.nt in trying, for th.e diyersi_ty is deti.ved from the di_yersi ty
of men.

Each cri.ticts yiew ts shape.d by the. e.xperi_ences of h_is li.fe.;

.Mann had made it hi.s business to study the personality of the cons ump ti ve;

19Ehrenburg, p. 78.
20Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, The Gulag Archipelago, 1918-1956, Translated by Thomas P. Whitney, (New York; Harper and Row Publishers,
1974)~ p. 93.
.

, 7
I_

Ehre~burg

is known for his friendship with Stalin, his belief in +-'._ne

CorunLmist cause; and Solzhenitsyn is even better known for his str:Jggles
against the system.
Although critics differ in their views concerning Chekhov's belief
in progress, there is seldom any disagreement about his belief in work.
For, Chekhov not only preached the gospel of work, he
it.

11

al~o

practiced

What is needed is constant work,. day and night .. ,/.21 he wrote

his brother Nicolas, (Letters, p. 272) and work he did.

Everywhere

he lived Chekhov sought to make life better for his fellow man, and,
to a great degree, he succeeded in h_is endeavors!

He built schools,

set up libraries, worked to establish a national concensus, fought
cholera epidemics, and traveled thousands of miles to the penal colony
on the island of Sakhali.n to stud.y Russian pri:son condi_tions.

Ernest

Simmons in his biography of Chekhov records that even whi_le in Yalta
where. he was sent by his doctors Chekhov could not remain idle.
long, 11 Simmons writes,
him.

11

11 Before

the irresi.stible urge to be useful had overtaken

He attended the Town Council to l i_sten to the. local Cicero; joined

the Red Cross chapter; accepted an i.nvi.tati_on to a mee.ti_ng of distri_ct
physicians, started a campaign in the newspapers to raise money for
starving peasant children in Samara, and eyen indulged in a little
medical practice. 1122

2lchekhov, Letters on the Short Story, the Drama and Other Literary
Topi cs , p. 21.
22simmons, p. 433.
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Not so surprisingly, ho111ever, Chekhov longed at times for a less
hectic life.
too.

He could -- for he was very human --

compl~in

about work,

He 1•1rote his· friend Maria Kiseleva, a writer of children's

stories, and confided;

11

it is not much fun to be a great v1riter.

begin with, it's a dreary life.
much to show for it. 11 23

Work from morning till night and not

To Suvorin, who had written to ask him to

visit him, Chekhov replied:

"I don't know when I shall come to you.

i have· heaps of work pour manger.
is, a senseless grind. 11 24

To

Till Spring I rriust work -- that

As Chekhov became .more aware of the com-

plexity of his craft and his commitment to it, writing became an
increasingly more difficult task.

But he continued.to work and con-

tinued to believe in the value of it.

"Chekhov believed in work as

few others eyer have, 11 writes Thomas Mann.

''Gorky said of him that

he had 'never known anyone fee 1 so deeply that work is the basis of
all culture as Chekhov did. 11125

And this beli.ef is frequently

voiced by characters· in his plays.

John Gassner notes:

11

Characters

with whom Chekhov is in obvious sympathy often carry Chekhov's favorite work theme, based upon the belief that salvation for the individual or at least a balm for his suffering lies in creativity. 11 26
The plays are filled with examples, a few instances of which will,

23chekhov, Letters, p. 39.
24Ibid., p. 46.
25Mann , p. 192.
26John Gassner, "The Duality of Chekhov, 11 in Chekhov: A Collection of Critical Essays, Edited by Robert Louis Jackson, (Englewood
Cliff$, N. J. Prentice Hall, Inc., 1967), p. 181.
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for the present, suffice.
ters, stresses this theme:

In The Three Sisters Irina, one of the sis11

~/e must, vJOrk, work,"27 she insists.

Sloth is, indeed, in many of these characters' ~inds a cardinal sin.
Astrov, the doctor in Uncle Vanya; who is very much attracted to the
character of Elena because of
observing:

her beauty, nevertheless cannot help

"She has no duties, an idle life cannot be pure. 11 28

.l\nd Lopakhin, the self-made man of The Cherry Orchard_, hot only exemplifies his belief in work by his words and deeds but is convinced
of its salutary effects on the mind as well as on the body:

11

When I

work for a long time without stopping," he says, "my mind is easier,
and it seems to me that I, too, know why I exist. 1129

An interesting_

summation of the Chekhovian philosophy 'of work, the reasons for it
and the nature of it, is given by Maurice Va 1ency:
Work was his remedy for both the i 11 s of the
soul and the ills of the world; moreover, it
was man's unly defense against the ever~
threatening ennui of existence. This sensible
view he never relinquished. For Chekhov, as
for Goethe and Carlyle, it is in work, and only
in work, that we find our health, our justification, and our salvation. We work because it
is in our nature to work. We work because we
have nothing better to do in this world; we
work even though we do not understand too well
what it is we are working for or towards, simply
for the pleasure of working, because~1ork is
our life.
·
·
Far from seeking in art a refuge from the

27chekhov, The ~iajor Plays, p. 253.
28 rbid., p. 196.
29rbid., p. 370.
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senseless drive of the i~i 11, as Schopenhauer had counseled, Chekhov looked upon
art as a prime example of the \.Jill. Life
was painful, and it was senseless~ that
much was evident. But it was also evident
that i. t is our duty as humans to 111ork rfoward,
the improvement of 1i_ f.e, just as it is the
duty of tf1e farmer to improve the soi 1 from
which he draivs sustenance. A li.fetime. of
seryi ce to the cause· of humanity, was i.n
Chekhoyts eyes, the only rati.onal solution to
the problem of existence, Unhappily, one occa-:t
sionally grew tired of humanity and even,
.
occasionally, of existence. ·And work, for aM .
its glamor, was in the long run, exhausting.
But these moments of despair, though very rea 1 , were never verY 1as ting.
Chekh av was a 1ways ab 1e to av·ercome these occasions and get on wi th his
work.
Chekhov~s

belief i_n progress and his belief tn work, a.s Valency

has ·intimated, were. very closely related convictions:
was dependent upon much work in the present.

a better future

Thus far, however, Chek- .

hov•s belief in the importance of work has been discussed very generally.
What now needs to be looked at is how he viewed his own work.

Though

he spent a great deal of time, effort and money in his civic endeavors,
these obviously were not his chief interest.
a doctor and a writer.

By profession he was both

"Medicine is my 1awful i,.redded wife, n he wrote

Suvorin, "and literature is my mistress.
I spend the night with the other. 1131

When one_ gets on my nerves,

Chekhov continued to treat

30valency? pp. 80-81.
31chekhov ~--Intellectual Digest,

p.

26.
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patients (usually without pay) almost up until the time

of

his death,

but his fame today is , of course, deri_ ved from the work. that he did
with his pen.

And not only is writing work, as all who attempt it

discover, but great writing whtch is art i_s among the highest forms of
work.

11

Art," says Thomas Mann,

11

i s., so to spe_ak_, the very essence of

work in i.ts highest abstract form, tfi_e p~radigm of all worR.. .. 1; 32 Chekhov, as he often admitted, began writing for little other
reason than to earn money to support himself and his family, and, until
he began to take his writing seriously, it was a job that he accomplished
with comparative ease.

As a child in Taganrog he had often entertained

his schoolmates by mimi-crdng the town authorities.

The art of the jest

was an early acquired defense against the bleakness of life i.n Taganrog,
a defense which Chekhoy would make use of all of his life.

11

He possessed,"

writes Mann, "a natural bent for gaiety and the poking of fun, for
clowning and mi mi cry, a talent whi_ch_ fed on observati_on and was translated into hilarious_ caricature.

The boy could take off a simple-minded

deacon, a local offi:ci_al sh_akjng ftis. leg at a dance, a denti:st, a police
sergeant's behaviour in church.

He could copy them all so supremely

well, in a manner so true to life, that th.e whole. school marveled. 1133

.

When he began to write, i.t was this talent which he deyeloped and put
into use.

His early sketches were amusing and, for a beginner, sold

well, but there was li.ttle sense of

32Mann , p. 192.

3 3I bi d . , p • 182 •

artist~c

purpose or professi_on in
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them,

But

11

gradually, 11 Mann says,

without his knowledge or conscious consent,
there ... crept into his sketches something
originally not meant for them, something
springing from the conscience of literature
as well as from his own conscience; something
which, while still gay and entertaining, contained a sad, bitte~ note, exposing and
accusing life and society, compassionate, yet
critical -- in a word, literature ... ; - This
critical sadness, this rebelliousness expresses
the longing for a better reality, for a purer,
truer, nobler, more beautiful life, a worthier
human society.34 _

As Chekhov gradually-grew in skill, he also grew in awareness.

By nature and by training Chekhov was more than commonly dispassionate
and objective.

These are characteristics which a doctor needs to deve-

lop in order to treat his patients with a clear mind and a steady hand,
but these were characteris.tics which Chekhov seems to have come by
quite

n~turally.

The most modest of men, he preferred the position of

observer or witness to that of judge.

Eventually, however, he came to

realise that objectivity -- while it is a necessary tool for the artist
is not, in the end, sufficient to great art.
But this realization was slow i.n coming, and the record of its
growth has been a major concern of many

cri_ti_c~.

•

"Unlike many great

artists at the beginning of th.ei_r careers , 11 writes Ernest Simmons,
11

Chekhov did not experience any compelling inner urge to express himself.

He had no word to say to a disturbed and expec.tant world, nor did moral

34Mahn , p. 185 .
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and social problems agitate his mind and cry out for solutions in
artistic form, 1135
his objectivity.

Chekhoy in his twenties took great pains to defend
At twenty-three, he wrote. hi.s bruthe:r Alexander,

"Subjectivity is a te.rrible thing.
poor author completely. 11 36

It is bad in that is exposes the

"He was acute.ly sensitive,u says Sirrmons,

"to the paltriness, the moral obtuseness, and me_di.ocri.ty of the society
in which he liyed.

His natural artistic response was to write about

these failings with profound pity, but without any crusading anger or
disgust. 1137

For, Sirrmons continues, "to obtrude personal views in

literature ran counter to-his rooted conviction that art must remain
purely objective. 1138

Chekhov did not feel, in these years, that art

should necessarily ha ye any stated purpose or that writers should
attempt to offer soluti.ons in the.ir works to

life~s

problems.

he wrote Suvorin:
The artist should be, not the judge of his
characters and their conversations, but only
an unbiased witness. I once overheard a
desultory conversation about pessimism between
two Russians; nothing was solved -- and my
business is to report the conversation exactly
as I heard it, and let the jury, -- that is,
the readers, estimate its value. My business
is merely to be talented, i.e., to be able to
di sti ngui sh between important and unimportant
statements, to be able to illuminate the charac.ters and speak their lansuage.39

35 S1mmons,
.
p.. 65 .

36 Ibid., p. 55.
37
.
. Ibid., p. 127.

38 Ibi d. ·
39chekhov ,' Letters, pp. 58-59 ..

In 1888
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And to his friend Madame Kiseleva, in the same letter that he had pronounced his n0\'4 famous dictum that "Artistic literature is so called
just because it depicts life as it really is.

Its_aim is truth

/
unconditional and honest," he also stressed:

"A writ2r must be as

objective as a chemist; he must abandon the subjective line ... u40
Chekhov 1 s insistence upon the necessity of arti.stic objectivity was
certainly not unique with him; it is a position which has had strong
adherents and defenders both before and s i nee his "ti:rne' but to some.
extent his belief was a defensive one.

He did not feel, as a young man,

that he had any really important yi_ews about Hfe to

offer~

To Drnitry

Gri gori yi ch, the first Russi an wri.te.r of note to -recogni.ze Chekhov's
talents, Chekhoy confessed:·

11

1 haven't acquired a politi.cal, philo-

sophic and religious outlook on life .. I keep changing it every month,
and I have therefore to confine reyself to descriptions of how my characters love, get marrieci, beget children and. die. 1141
Although Chekhov's approach would always remain, to a strong
degree, objectiye, as he wrote and studied, he began to perceive the
necessity of a subjective view.

In 1892 in a ·1etter to Suvorin, he

analyzed this realization:
Let me remind you th.at the writers who we say
a re for a11 time or are simply good, and who
intoxicate us, have one common and very important characteristic; they are going toward
something and are summoning you tm<1ards it~ too?

40chekhov, Letters, p. 275.
41Magarshack, Chekhov, A Life, p. 123.
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and you feel not with your mind, but with
your 1.'lhole body, that they have some object ....
The best of them are rea 1 is ts and paint 1i fe
as it is, but through every li~~2 s being soaked·
in the consciousness of an object, you feel,
beside life as it is, the life which qugfft to
be, and that cap ti va tes you. And \ve?' We! '
vie pair.t life as it is' but beyond that -nothing at all ... We have neither i.mmediate
nor remote aims, and in our soul there ts a
great empty space.42 ·
1

As a young writer, Ghekhov•s error was, says Simmons, that he failed
to realize that 11 If art has any definitive answers to the eternal dishannony of life, they must be the purely subjective response of the
artist himself. 1143

The letter to Suyorin, however, Simmons believes

is a record of the turning point in Chekhov's thoughts, a clear indication of Chekhov's "rejection of complete objectivity in art and its
corollary of portraying life just as i.t is ... 1144

By the time Chekhov

came to write The Sea Gull in 1895, he h_ad, Simmons asserts, struck

---.-.

off in a

n~w

direction:

He had learned that the objective presentation
of life was not enough. Arti_s tic objecti yi ty
was important, but the. writer must also have a
purpose and an aim and be prepared to pass moral
judgment on the endless disharmony between 1i fe
as· it ts and life as it should be. further he
must be able to apprehend man's personal visi_on
of life, his idea 1i zi:ng flights i.nto tne rea 1
or the i. rrati ona l. The poeti.c power of Chekhov
to evoke man's yision of life, to reveal him as
as he truly is and not as he merely appears in

42chekhov, Lette·rs , pp. 240-41.
43sinmons, p. 43.

44Ibid., p. 301.
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real life, and to convey all of this by
creating an emotional mood with which the
audience identtfies itself -- this was the
new di retti on th4t he endeavored to imp art
to The Sea Gull.
_Simmons

t

biography of Chekhov from which this observation is

quoted is probably the definitive biography in English.

It is a mas-

terly work which not only records the facts of Chekhov •s ,life as
reflected in his own letters and letters of others about him but
includes abundant and acute analyses oJ hi.s stories and plays.
real ri.val are two books by David Magarshack:
Chekhov, The Dramatist.

Its only.

Chekhov, A-L:ifeand

And, interestingly, Magarshack is in complete

agreement with Simmons, indeed is, if possible, more adamant, that
"one of Chekhov•s most strongly held beliefs 1146 was the absolute neces-:
sity of a serious moral purpose to every work of·art; "his most abiding
works, especially his great plays are, 11 says Magarshack, 11 meaningless
if this is overlooked. 1147
says using Chekhov's

The last four plays are 11 permeated, 11 he

wo~ds, 11 by a consciousness of aim. 1148 The 11 hall-

mark of the great artist," Magarshack states, is the union of objectivity with

11

the consciousness of a high moral purpose. 1149
11

art, Chekhov had written Suvori.n, not only show

•

Great works of

life as it is but life

as it should be," and this, says Magarshack, is exactly what is shown

45simmons, pp. 351-352.
46Magarshack, Chekhov, A Life, p. 165.
47Ibid., pp. 165-66.
48Magarshack, Chekhov, The Dramatist, p. 42.

49 Ibid., p. 41.
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in these plays.

Further, Magarshack contends that though some hav2

ca.1led Chekhov's p1ays "drama of frustration, 1150 this is not so.
hov's plays, he laments, have been, beginning

~l/it~_Stanislavsky,

Chek-

mis-

4·

interpreted by directors, actors, and audience.·

''Nor~"

Chei<.hov been particularly fortunate in his critics. 115 1
drama, he insists, is not one of.frustration;

11

he says, "has
Chekhov ~s

the oppos1teis true:--

i t is a drama of courage and hope. u52
These views of Magarshack are, as mi_ght be expected, critically
controversial.

Robert Brus tei n, whose treatment of Chekhoy is found in

his book The Theatre of Revolt, believes that rebe1lion is the unifying
characteristi.c of the great modern dramattsts, and that Chekhov has a
prominent place among them (e.g. Ibsen, Strindberg, Shaw, Brecht).
11

Chekhoy's revolt, 11 he says, nis di.rected against the quali.ty of con-

terrporary Russian life ... , against the indolence, vacuity, irresponsibility, and moral inertia of his characters..,_ and, since these
characters are typical of provincial upper-class society, also against
the social stratum that they represent. 115 3

Brustein disagrees with

Magarshack that Chekhov was reyeali_ng in his_ great plays

11

life as it

should be"; indeed, what is depicted, he contends, is "life as it should
not be. 115 4

Brustein takes issue,"too, with Magarshack's statement that

50t·1'agarshack, Chekhov, The Dramatist, p. 42.
51rbi d., p. 15.
5 2 Ibid. , p. 42.
53srustein, p. 148.
54 I b. i d • , p . l 39 .
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Chekhov's drama is a "drama of courage and hope," but he agrees that
Chekhov's work is informed by-a 11 moral purpose."
he says,

11

11

David [·!agarshack,"

some\-ihat overstates the case by saying_.that
Chekhov's mature
,.
\

plays are dramas of 'courage and hope;' 11 however, Brustein continues,
he is perfectly right to emphasize the moral
purpose behind Chekhoy\s imitation of reality.
Chekhov neyer developed any program for "life
as it should be. 11 Like most great artists,
his revolt is mainly negative. And it-.is a
mistake to interpret the occasional expressions
of yisionary optimism which conclude his plays
as evidence of "courage and hope" (they are more
like desperate de.fences against nihilism and
despair}. Yet; it i.s also wrong to assume that
Chekhov shares the pessimism which pervades his
plays or the despondency of his defeated characters. Everyone who knew hi.m testifies to his
gaiety, humor, and buoyancy, and i.f he always
expecte.d the worst, he always hoped for the best.
Chekhov the realist was required to transcribe
accurately the appalllng conditions of provincial
Hfe without false affirmations or baseless optimism; but Chekhov the mora 1i st has a sneaking
beli_ef in change. In short, Chekhov expresses
his revolt not by depicting the fdeal, which
would have violated his sense of moral purpose,
but by c~itici_zing t~e r~al gt the same time
that he 1 s represent1.n9 l t. 5
But desp.ite Chekhov's "sneaking belief in change," Brustein feels that
ultimately because he was "confronting the same world as the other
great dramatists of revolt -- a world without God and, therefore, a

world without meaning -- Chekhov has no remedy for the disease of modern
life. 11 56

Even his belief in work, his favorite "panacea," says Brustein,

5 5srustein, p. 150.

56 I bi d . , p ~ 17 8.
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"is ineffectual before the insupportable fact of death. 1157

His

visio~

of life was, indeed, a b1eak one, yet no other modern dramatist, Bru. stein maintains, possesses "a deeper humanity." 5_,~- 1-le .quotes Chekhov's
pronouncement that "My .holy of holies are the human body, health, inte1...,
ligence, talent, inspiration, love and the most absolute freedom -freedom from despotism and 1i_es, 1159 and comments:
Chekhov himself embodies· these qualities so
perfectly that no one has ever been able to
wri_te about him without profound love and
affection... Because of his hatred of untruth,
Chekhov will not arouse false hopes about the
future of mankind -- but because he is humane
to the marrow of his bones, he manages to
increase our expectation of the human race.
Coupling sweetness of temper with toughness of
mind, Chekhoy makes his work an extraordinary
compound of moral i. ty and rea 1i ty, rebel l i_on
and acceptance, irony and sympathy -- eyoki ng
a singular affi_rmation even i.n the darkest·
despair.bO
Brustein's views are.essentially affirmed by a number of other
critics; yet there are readily apparent differences among these critics,
too.

Maurice Valency, for instance, does not focus on Chekhov's moral

purpose at all.

While Brustein discusses at length Chekhov the realist

and Chekhov the moralist, Valency is concerned with Chekhov the artist .

•
Early in his book about Chekhov's major plays, The Breaking String,

Valency says that Chekhov "poses distressing questions, and he has no

57srustein, p. 178.

S8Ibid.
59 Ibid.

60Ibid., pp. 178-179.
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answers for them.
no ans·,ver.n 6 l
art:

Perhaps in his view, the answer is that there is

In Valency's opinion, answers are irrelevant to Chekhov's

"It seems altogether unlikely, 11 he writes,
that Chekhov ever wrote with a particular point
in mind. His work is ne.ver argumentative, seldom demonstrative. It is descriptive, representational. When he found a subject to his
liking, he proceeded, apparently, tO set it down
as a painter might, filling in his canvas with
broad, and often seemingly unrelated, touches
·which in the end are seen to make a Gestalt.
Chekhov was certainly concerned with meaning,
but not often with message.~. Apart from his
often-e..xpressed fai_tb. in th.e future of humanity,
it is quite i.mpossible to say what Chekhov
believed. He affi.rmed Hfe. · He gave to the
transitory a permanent form, an i_nti ma ti on of
eternity; and he fixed the cultural elements of
his time in patterns that are beautiful in themselves, and universally intell~gible. It ts the
traditional role of the arti.st ... But from the
intellectual standpoint he was never precise:
he displayed his ambivalence. His plays are
never definite in function or in aim and, as
works of art, they seem as irrelevant to such
concerns as the paintings of Brueghel or Venneer. 62

Valencyts Chekhov, then, is artist first and last, an artist of great
talent but few beliefs.

In his final assessment of Chekhov, he pic-

.tures the artist as a detached, tolerant, and resigned fatalist.
far as he could see, 11 Valency writes,
his world was a tissue of absurdities. It made
no sense, and was probably no longer viable.
He had only general therapeutic measures to suggest. Perhaps it could be nursed back to health.
If riot, it would dle, and a ne~wotld would rise

6lva1ency, p. 69.
62rbid., pp. 299-300.
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from its ashes. The question of how precisely
this ~vas to happen seemed, at the moment, unan-.
Si·terable. But in two or three hundred years at
the most, he was certain, the answer would be
clear, and perhaps even the question. In the
meantime there was nothing for it but/patience,
Life ~·1as painful, but it 1,1as amusing; on the
whole, an interesting and exasperating experience that one would not willingly forego. There
was no more ~o be satd on the subject.63
The abruptness and finality of this last sentence are characteristic
of Valency, an unfortunate habit that detracts. from the general excellence of his style and perception.

Shortly after making this last

point (in his next paragraph), Valency brings his book to an end, and
though perhaps he has no more to say on the subject, it is hard to
believe that this was true of Chekhoy, who continued not only to write
up until the time of his death but was, at the last, writing some of
his greatest works.
However, Valency's general th_esis that Chekhov had few, if any,
answers is a major premise of both Robert Corrigan and Thomas Mann.
But they differ from Valency in thei.r i.nsistence that Chekhov never
stopped wrestling with the questions life posed hi.m.

Corrigan, like

Valency, believes that the world as Chekhov saw i.t was absurd and
•

meaningless, and this is .the vision, he says, whi.ch informs the plays.
In fact, Chekhov is, Corrigan asserts, "the legitimate father of the
so-called 'absurdist' movement in the theater. 1164

Like Valency, too,

Corrigan believes that Chekhov was a fatalist, but where Valency

63valency, pp. 300-301.

64chekhov, Six Plays, p. xviii.
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;:iic:tur2:;
'.!~:::as
::o~s

Ch~khov

as a

d2ta,:~:'=d,

f;:,-~a1ist,

resigned

Corrigan pres2nts

one ':lith a strong s'2ns2 of obligation and purpose.

"He

via:;

ci ous, 11 says Corrigan,

of man's helplessness before the overpowering
forces of circumstance; he was aware of man's
littleness, his instgnificance in a gigantic
and impersonal uni yerse; he kne\'/ that no matter
how closely men huddled together they could
never really communicate. In short, he was
aware of the fact th_a t the. yery con di ti ons of
life doom man to failure g~d there was nothing
anyone could do about it,
But although this was the_way Chekhov saw life, he
Corrigan insists,

11

11

never abdicated, 11

his sense of responsibility for human life.

Even

though Chekhov knew there were no solutions, all his ·life he sought to
find an answer and his plays are a record of that quest. u66
It is, in great part, Chekhov's "sense of responsibility for human
life" that attracted Thomas Mann.

Chekhov, writes Mann,

11

in his heart

knew 'that life is an insoluble problem,"' and this knowledge made his
conscience uneasy about his writing.

11

'Am I not fooling the reader! 11

he quotes Chekhov as asking, "'since I cannot ans\'1er the most important
questi ans?' 11

11

These words, 11 Mann

says~

11

had a profound effect on me;

it was thanks to them that I decided to delve deep~r into Chekhov's
life ... 11 67

It is Mann's contention that Chekhov never found answers

to "the most important questions, 11 but he never stopped searching.

65chekhov, Six Plays, p. xxii.
66rb·d
1 • , p. Xl· Y.

67Mann , p. 181 •
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.-t1,

•
n;s

'

L

won~

• ht r2oeemrng
'
•
• ans;-1er
r1as ... a sea:cn' f or th. e rig,
wor d 1n

to the question:

·:1ha t a r·e we to do?

1 11

But, Mann continues,

11

The .·

,,.;o:":i ·..:as difficult, if not impossible to find. :-'The o~ly thing he knev-;

7or certain was that idleness is the worst, that man has to work because
idleness means letting others.work_ for him, means exploi.tati.on and
oppression. 1168
was this:

11

The only resoluti.on Chekhov ever reached., says Mann,

0ne tentertains a forlorn world by telling:stories without

ever being able to offer it a trace of saving truth ...

Nevertheless,

one goes on working, telling stories, giving form to truth, hoping
darkly, sometimes almost confidently, that truth and serene form will
avail to set free the human spi.rit and prepare manki.nd for a better,
lovelier, worthier life."69
All of these critics have valid grounds for their particular

explanations, and it is only to be expected that at times these explanations may disagree.

For as Valency observes:

11

is more corrplex and few have elicited more diverse

No modern dramatist

i~terpretations. 11 70

In part, the greatness of Chekhov's works, like all great works of art,
is derived from his ability to depict a percepti.on of life which is
unifonn enough to be generally apprehended, yet. varied and deep enough
to be a continuing source of fresh meaning and insight to the individual.

I am indebted to these critics; their views have deepened mine,

58Mann, p. 202.
69rbid., pp. 202-203.

70va1ency, p. 300.
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but r;:y

C'.m

int::(;;retation, •.vhich 1s based primarily on readings of

the p1ays, differs somewhat from theirs just as theirs do from each

other's.
Chekhov, as he himself said and all who write about him note,
was in his \'forks describing "life as it is. 11 ·Corrigan has said that his
plays are a record of Chekhov's quest to find solutions (though he knew
there were not any) to the problems life poses, problems that not only
beset Chekhov as a 19th century Russi an but mankind in genera 1.

The

\'1or1d Chekhov saw and revealed in his plays i.s a world peopled by characters suffering from boredom, frustration, inaction, lack of communication, unrequited love and shattered dreams.

Life is made bearable

for some by their illusions; for others thei.r sufferings are tempered
only by a belief in the dignity of work, the necessity of endurance,
and faith in the future.

But the present life, the life as it is, is

stultifying and meaningless.
does not remain static.

This is the condition of life, but it

Although Chekhov has sometimes been accused

of having little action in his plays, a subject which will be discussed
more fully later, a study of his plays reveals that there is action of
a very special sort.

Each of the plays moves towards and ends in some
•

kind of displacement or dispossession for either a single character or
a group of characters.

And as I have read and reread the plays, I have.

becorr.e increasingly convinced that displacement is a dominant, perhaps
the dominant, subject and theme of these plays.

This theory finds

partial critical corroboration in Robert Brustein 1 s statement that

11

each

of his mature plays, especially The Cherry Orchard, is constructed on
the sarr.e melodramatic pattern:

the conflict between a despoiler and

30
his v1ct1ffis -- while the action of each follows the same melodramatic
develo;;~.ent:

the gradual dispossession of the victims from their

rightful inheritance. 117 1

But far more than a

11

.,_-..,.

m?1odramatic pattern 11
r

I see th:: il:0'12r::ent tov1ard and the achievement of dispossession in the
plays as their central point, central both to their action and to
their meaning.
The therrie of displacement was perhaps the most natural of all
themes to Chekhov as it characterized the process and the inevitable
result of both his self and his world.

In his plays Chekhov dramatized

for the most part the i.dea of displacement in life, a displacement
whi.ch r;iay be physical, e,g. loss of home, or psychological, e.g.· loss
of illusion or faith, or both,

But inherent i.n this displacement.!.!:_

life is the ultimate displacement, the displacement of life, which is
death.

The plays, then, as I read them are very much a record of

11

1i fe

as it was '1 for Chekhov, a 1i fe that was i_n far too many ways not the
way i t should be, a 1 i fe which both dispossessed man in the l i yi ng of
it and of which he was himself dispossessed in the end.

Chekhov, as

has been stressed by so many cri. ti cs, had no fi.na l answers or sol uti. ons
but in his plays he was, l beli.eye, confronting and at length comtng to
terms with this yisi on of life,
Much has been said about the Chekhoyian vision, but it is not, of
course, the vision alone which accounts for his greatness.

71arustein, pp. 151-152.
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in his art v1hich cofl'es of, as Mann has said, "giving form to truth, 11
or to his vision of the truth:

The plays are the result.. They

mu~,:t

be examined, but before the plays are looked at _,individually, some

general discussion of form is needed.

32
II

Form
A great

22:1 l

more has been written about Ch'ekhov: s form by others

than by Che~ho·1 himself.

But some of the most explicit and frequently

quoted remarks he made on this subject were made through the character
of Treplev, the young playwright in The Sea Gull_.

Treplev, who is

disgusted by what he feels are the old and worn practices in the thea-

ter of his day, aspires to the creation of something altogether new
2nd cifferent.

Early in Act I of the play, he voices his opinion that

:.the theater of today is hidebound and conventi ona 1 11 and goes on to
proclaim:

"We need new forms.

New forms are needed, and i_f we can't·

have that, then we had better have nothing at al 1. ul

Ilya Ehrenburg,

who believes that it was Chekhov's practice to disperse his own views
a~ong

various characters, selects the following speech as an example:

"'Is there any need, 11 he asks,
hi:-Jself into

Treplev~s wo~ds

11

to prove that Chekhov had put a part of

..• ?

The best proof is·The-Sea'G_ull, a

play that broke with theatrical routi.ne. 112

Ehrenburg, anticipating

possible objections to his observations' explains:

11

it is hard to

imagine. a work of art into which the arti.st has not put some parti.cle

of his own life, hts feeli.ngs.
and parti ci pa ti on in it.

..

Art requires both observation of llfe

One can ta 1 k as much as one 1 i kes about th.e

prototypes of .literary characters· -- it is interesting and even instructive; but one should never forget the perenni a 1 prototype whose name

1 Chekhov, The f·lajor Plays, p. 109.
2Ehrenburg, p. 53.
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: s the au tho r ' s O\·m . " 3

When Trep1ev makes his speech about the need for new.forms, he
1s a fairly confic2nt, brash young man.

But by .;the end of the p1ay,
F

he is d2eply disillusioned and depressed; he is, in fact, suicidal..

All has changed, including his ideas on form.
abou-:: new forms, 11 he says,

11

"Pve talked so much

and now I feel that little by little 1

myself am falling into a convention...

I 1 m becoming more. and more con-

vinced that it•s not a question of old and new forms, but that one
writes, without even thinking about forms, writes because it pours
freely from the soul. 114

Ehrenburg does not refer to this speech, but

Robert Brustein does, asserting that the later Treplev remarks are
i 11 us trati ye of the Chekhovi.an approach to writing,

assur.:e ,:• he

s~ys,

11

"W:e may, safely

that Chekhov approached the drama thi.s way:

trusting

that by expressing his vision honestly, the proper form would evolve. 115
The question of whether vision gives rise to form or form to vision is,

certainly, a wide open one.

The safest and perhaps the most accurate

thing to say is that there is, in the creation of a work of art, an
interaction between form and vision, so closely interwoven, that it is
impossible to separate one from the other.

In the finished product, if

i t is successful, there is a fusion which is complete and satisfying.

For the purposes of criticism, however, it is necessary to speak of
form and vision as separate entities.

3Ehrenburg, p. 54.
4Chekhov, The Major Plays, p. 164.
5srustein, p. 141.

And that Chekhov believed in the
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r:2c2ssity of

so::'~.

kind of conscious, orerr:2ditated artistic design is

:r:ade clear in another letter he wrote Suvorin in 1888:
that creative work involves problems and

purposps~-"

11

·If one denies

Chekhov wrote,

Bone must admit that an artist creates without premeditation or intention, in a state of aberration; therefore, i:f an author boasted to me
of having written a novel without a preconceived design, under a sudden
inspiration, I should call h.im mad. 116
One of the most comprehensive discussions of Chekhovts form,
particularly of the innovati ans he introduced, is found in Robert Corrigan •s introduction to -.-.
Six Plays .-.
o-f Chekhov..
obser'les, are often considered

11

di fferent 11 and

Chekhovts plays, Corrigan
11

di ffi cult"7 because

they do not satisfy the audience ts general expectati.ons of what a play
should be, the expectation and beli.ef that the dramatic action should
"express soir,e kind of completion to the statement:

'Life i's

~'I

118

This is not to be found i.n any of Chekhov's plays, says Corrigan,
because

11

he did not be.1ieye that 'li.fe is something'; all of hi.splays

are expressions of trie proposition that ~Hfe fs.
quotes Chekhov's

11

Corrigan then

often quoted and usua 1ly misinterpreted remark about

what the nature of the theater should be:.
111

1119

I

A P.1ay' 111 Chekhov wrote'

ought to be written in which people should come and go, dine, talk of

0 chekhov, Letters, pp. 59-60.

7chekhov, Six Plays, p. xviii.
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid.
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weather, or play cards, not because the author wants it but because
that is what

~appens

in real life. Life on the stage should b2 as it

really is end the people, too, should be as they ace ...

111

10

This idea,

,..:l
11

which, says Ccrrigan,

has tremendous implications for the theater, 11

implications which

11

we are just now becoming aware of . . . 11 1 1 led

Chekhov to abandon

11

the traditional linear plot. 1112

He

11 ~1as

not inter-

ested in presenti_ng an action in any Ari.stotelian sense, but in drama.,..
ti zing a con di ti on. 11 1 3
11

Acti_on per se was, for Chekhoy, sa~s Corrtgan~

an artificial concept. 1114

hov"s plays because

11

Th.ere is no central acti_on i_n any of Chek,-·

He was· concerned wi.th show.ing life as i.t i:s and in

life there is no central acti.on, there. are only people and the only
thing that is basic to each indiyidual is the ontological
his being. 11 15

~olitude

of

It follows, then, Corr_igan continue.s? that there~ are. no

central characters in a play by Chek.hov as the-re were in clas.si:cal plays:
11

he has no Oedipus, no Lear, no Macbeth. 11 16
Because Chekhov was not concerned with action in and of and for

itself but

11

with the inner lives of his characters

Corrigan states,

11

seem lifeless, timeless, stati.c. 11 17

10chekhov~ Six Plays, p. xviii.
11rbid.

12 Ibid., p. xix.
13r·Dl.d •

14 rbid.
15 Ibid.
16,.101
.. d •

17 rbid,

. his plays, 11

In fact~ as

35

Ch2<hov developed as a ;:ilay.ffight, he became, Corrigan says, increctsiilg1y suspect of the "poss i bi 1 ity of meaningful action (even

nsgative) . . . 1118
v1hich is

11

There is "the quality of tir:ielessness in the plays , 11 19

strange" since "al1 of the plays are structured 1t1ithin a

variation of an arri va 1-departure pattern and there is a great speci ~
ficity of time in each of theplays. 1120
11

There are many references to

dates, ages, the passage of years, the time of day, the' seasons. 1121

ltevertheless, Corrigan emphasizes, "i.n spi_te of this frame of a time
pattern, we have. no real sens.e of time passing.

Chekhov, for all his

apparent attention to temporal concerns, has been interested only in
revealing more and more fully the continually shifting and changing
state of consciousness within each of the characters. 1122

The. only

characters who are aware of time, who seem to think that it is important,
are the ones, says Corrigan, "whose inner 1i ves Chekhov was not interested in revealing . . . , 11 characters who "for the most part live only
in the world of events and appointments to be kept. . . .
the characters in Chekhov's world have no sense of time. 1123
para l world ho 1ds no charm
most

imp~rtant

or

But most of
The tern ...

meani·ng for these characters; for them the

thing in life is, Corrigan claims, their own parti_cular

world which is a world of illusion.

18chekhov, Six Plays, p.

19 Ibid.
20ibid.
21 Ibid.
221·01"d •
2 3Ibi d., p. _xxi.

xx.
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''\·ihat it all boils dm1n to,'' says Corrigan, i;is this:

for Chekhov

to she:·,.; 'life as it is,' ee.cr. of his characters mu:;t be dc:;fir:ed by his
solitu:e and estrangement from life and not by his partic1pation in,..,,,
life.".::.<-t This is in line with Corrigan's beliefthat,"the central
these of all of his plays is estrangement. 1125

Each of Chekhov~s charac-

ters, he says,
attempts to build and then operate in his own
little world, with no sense of social responsi..:
bil ity, to ta 1ly unaware of the sufferings of
others. Each character has his own thoughts and
problems with which he is usually morbidly consumed. As a result, the people in Chekhov's plays
never seem to hear or notice one another.
But though each character would 1i ke to maintain his separateness,
would like to retreat to his own special world, to do so, Corrigan
points out, is no easy feat.

All of the plays are set in i.solated

locales, and the characters are constantly being thrown \1ith one
another.

It becomes necessary for them, . therefore,· to set up escape

routes, and of these there are many:
for some; for others work.

11

drink, sleep, religion,

But," says Corrigan,

0

g~mbling

no matter what the

nature of the escape may be, they are all means whereby Chekhov's characters can return to their own private worlds when outside demands become
too great. 1126

This desire -for escape can be attributed in part to the

weakness or selfishness of certain characters, but it goes much deeper

24chekhov, Six Plays, p. xxi.
25Ibid., p. xiii..
26 Ibid. , p. xxi i .
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than

th~s,

Corrigan stresses.

For it v1as Chekhov 1 s 1'profc11nd insight,"

he says>" rlot only to perceive that

11

each man is al one and. that he seeks

to maintain his solitude, 11 but also to know
that for each man solitude is unbearable.
Man is aware that finally he is alone in
the uniyerse and that he is incapable of
being alone. The essential drama of the
human condition as it is expressed in Chekhov 1 s p 1ays 1i es i.n the tension beb1een th.e
uncertainty of each man's relationship to
others and the u~certai nty of his re 1ati onshi p to himself. l
This insight, says Corrigan, could not be

1i near p1ot.

expr~ssed

by the tradi.ti.onal

"Like so many painters, composers, poets, no ye 1i sts, and

now fifty years later playwrights, Chekhov was aware, 11 says Corrigan,
that the crises which are so neatly resolved
by the linear form of drama are not so neatly
resolyed in life. To be ali.ve is to be in a
continual state of cri"sis; in life as one
crisis is resolved, another is always beginning. He. wanted his plays to express the
paradox, the contradiction, and the i ncompl eteness of experience; he wanted to suggest
the raggedness, the confusion, the complexity
of motivation, the 11 discontinuous continuity,- 11
and the basic ambiguity of all human behavior. 28
Recognizing that the tradi tiona 1 form of drama, .twund as it was to the
"destructive tyranny of a sequential and chronolog_ical structure, 11 2 9
was incapable of expressing his view of life, Chekhov found it· necessary
to create a form which would serve his needs.

27chekhov, Six Plays, p. ~xii.
28rbid., p. xxiii - xxiv.
29 rbid., p. xxiv.

And so, says Corrigan,
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·:::-: ~r:'.-'=;lted a form which mignt be call<;;d, to use th2

:. ... -:;,::;-,.;criticism of poetry
::::,~~:-:,:·/,he

explains,

"ta~es

a conte.xtual
a

terminology of

. ..

.

or concen'!::n c action.

11

10
"

situation and then develops it concen-

-:·-~-=~l~y. like a series of inscribed tangential circles. 11 31

This kind

of stn,,;cture. Corrigan claims, is "epiphanic; its purpose is to reveal
l i t2ral ly to 'show forth' -- the inner 1 i yes of his characters. 1132

Exactly how Chekhov goes about structuring his action in a concentric pattern Corrigan does not say, which is a pity because the image
nf tangential circles is an arresting one.· What Corrigan does discuss

is various techniques which Chekhov used in order to achieve his purpose.
Tr:e first of these is one Corrigan has already referred to in a different

ccntext; this is Chekhov's use of specific reJerences to ti.me.

Corrigan,

in his discussion of the time.lessness of Chekhov's plays, has observed

frat the effect of timelessness is "strange 11 because the characters are
fon~ver

r.:aking note of temporal matters.

Corrigan believes that Chekhov

fi11Ed his plays with these references for two reasons.

First, since

eYer;one•s life is, more or less, ordered and bound by time, allusions
of this sort enable the audience to i_dentify with the action and charac-

ters of the play; and secondly, through these references Chekhov avoided
and eliminated, Corrigan says,

11

is dealing with man's inner life. 1133

30 chekhov, Six Plays, p xxiv.
31rbid.
32 Ibid.
33r:D1. d • , p. XXY.

•

the danger that faces an artist when he
This is the danger "that in his

40

p:es2nta:ion of lif2 he 'dill of _necessity become too private, too persona.1, too subjective since such a life is the u1ti11ate ir:i subjectivity;
but such subjectivity tends to cancel out al 1 corn~uni cation. 11 34

How-

ever, says Corrigan, "by enclosing his subjective 'actions' in an
objective frame of specific external details 1135 (a lesson he feels that
Beckett and Ionesco could profit from), Chekhov overcame the danger of
excess subjectivity.

He was able, thus, Corrigan maintai.ns, "to cap-

ture the private lives of each of his characters. . . by means of those
every-day events, objects and expressions that as human beings, in all
pl aces and in al 1 times, each of us shares. 1136
Chekhov's special employment of references to time is the first
specific technique Corrigan discusses.

Another is hi_s

11

re.fusa l to use

the big scene, the ~tereotyped draroati.c si_tuati on 1137 because fie came· to
feel

11

that such scenes were phony. 1138

Altho_ugh Chekhov constructed

early plays such as Platonov and Ivanov following the conyentions of
the \·1ell-made play, he advanced beyond tfli"s type. in his late.r ones.
While working on The·wood Demon (from which still later Uncle Vanya
emerged), Chekhov wrote, and Corrigan quotes, his famous statement on
the way in which he beli.eved life should be dramatized on the stage:

34 chekhov, Six Plays, p. xxv.

35 Jbi d.
36

Ibid.

37Ibid., p. xxvi.
38 I b.l d. , p. XXVll
..•
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s

cerr:at:d i.:; made that th2

f~ero

an·d heroine
But in
fe people do not shoot thems~lves, or fall
in 1ov12 or deliver themselves of clever sayings_
every ~in:Jte. They spend most of theit:-__time
eating, drinki_ng, or rushing after men.,.. or _
wo~en, or talking nonsense.
It is therefore
n~cess~gY that this should be shown on the
stage.
T"'

o~~d

he

draT~tically

effective.

In his later plays, Chekhov set up scenes that have all the makings of
t!'le big scene, but then deliberately undercut them by having. them backfire or fall to pieces.

Or if he did not undercut them, he

them by having them occur off stage.
brya~ov

11

muffled 11

Vanya's attempted murder of Sere-

is an example of the undercutting technique; an instance of

t1e r::uffling method is Tusenbach's death in a duel in The Three Sisters
which takes place off-stage.

"By undefplaying the big, exciting drama-

tic events we are better able," Corrigan says, "to see the drama and the
complexity of the seemingly trivial, the inconsequential, and the simple
that is the verJ tissue of the human situation.
well t.'ie wisdom of Hamlet:

Chekhov had learned

'by indirection find di_rections out. 11 .40

W:'1en Chekhov set up a potentially "big scene" and then knocked it
d~nn,

the technique at work is, of course, that of irony.

And of all

the tools of his trades, irony .is the one he emp.1oyed most frequently
and effectively.

Both Mann and Corrigan point out that Chekhov often

observed that "the truth about life is ironical, 1141 and his plays abound

39 Chekhov, Six Plays, p. xxvii.
40r·Dl. d •

,

p.

XVl..l •

4 1Hann, p. 191 and Ibid.
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in

of his use of irony.

ins'.:~nces

his special handling of dialogue.
big scene, so it

~·1as

This is particularly apparen-:: in
As his practice was

t~

undercut the

to arrange his characters' s_p.eed1es so that one
.""

7

character's rer.iarks undercut those of another.

Generally this seems

to be unintentional on the part of the character but was certainly
deliberate on the author's part.

This ironic arrangement of dialogue

is indicative of Chekhov's careful, conscious craftsmanship{

In Act I.

of Cncle Vanya, for instance, Elena observes pleasantly that it is a
nice day and Vanya responds wi.th th_e rather rude and morbid retort that
it is a good day to liang oneself -- whereupon Marina, the old servant,
enters, calling her chickens:

"Here chi ck, chi ck, here chi ck. u42

This

in context is, of course, a somewhat bizarre non-sequitur (the use of
wh i en Chekhov is j us ti f i ably famous).

But, says Corr.i gan ,

In her world, in which she is doing her job,
this is a perfectly logical line; however
coming as it does immediately after Vanya's
ironic self-dramatizing, it is not only
funny, but it acts as a commentary on Vanya's
line. The result is a kind of grotesque
humor which makes us laugh with a lump in our
throat. It is funny until we reali~3 the
total implications of our laughter.
Another method by which Chekhov obtained tbe effect of irony
through his characters• speeches is a more traditional technique.

It

is to let a character speak speeches which convey a meaning or depict
him in a light very different from that which is intended by him.

42chekhov, Six Plays, p. xxx.
43Ib"d
l .

,

p.

.
XXX - XXXl.
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:::::e~r.O'/' s .:n'1racters, Corr~ gan ri.)tes

and

t~~ug1, i t

is presumed, they take

11

are addicted to making. speeches, ,,Ll-4
the~selves

seriously, others

(ar.d ;::..:-.:s includes author and audience as vrell as ·other characters)

of;::en
the

~o

ii:Ote

not.

In fact, the more serious a character is, frequently

cor;;ic he is.

This is particularly true of the characters who

have a penchant for self-dramatization or speculative ph~losophizing.

And: while it r.iay be obvious, it must be stressed that in- such speeches',

tne character is revealed as he sees himself -11

11

not," says Corrigan,

the way we. see him or the other characters see him, or the playwright
,., :;

sees him."..,..,

This is one way in which the audience becomes aware of

Chekilov's conviction that the truth about Hfe is ironic.
f..s there is often a disparity between the intended effect and the

actual effect of a character's speeches, so there is often an incongruity between a character's words and h.is deeds,

In all the plays,

Corrigan ·notes, Chekhov has created characters who make..
brilliantly tncisiye remarks about themselves
and other people, and yet th_ey are ~aid i_n such
a way and are put in such_ an i nco.ngruous and
1udi crous context that we do not s.top to take
them s.eri ous ly when we hear them. ·The force
of these. statement~ is driyen home cumulatively;
1·1e are. suddenly aware as the play ends that the
characters hay~ done just the opposite in their
acti ans to what they n~ve e.xpounde:d they should
do in their dialoque~4b
·

44chekhov, Six Plays, p. xxxi.
45Ibid., p. xxxii.
46ibid., p. xxviii.

Treplev is one of many examples.
\'Jho

11

He is, says Corrigan, a young

~~n

has lofty ideals but is a bad writer," (analogous to, in Corrigan's

opinion, today 1 s adolescent who signs up for creative writin,9 courses
and writer's workshops). 47

What Treplev says about the need for ne~

forms is true, Corrigan claims, but Treplev does not follow his own
precepts.

The little bit that is given in The Sea Gull of Treplev's

playwriting illustrates that what he writes "is drivel. . . and the
disparity between what Trep lev says about the theater and what he writes
for it is part of Chekhov's point. 1i4 8

11

Tnus

by contrasting the way the

characters see themselves with what they do and with the way other
characters yi ew them, Chekhov, 11 Corri.gan concludes, "again by in di recti on is able to reveal the way life really is. 1A9
That Chekhov chose the method of indirection to achieve his intention of revealing

11

life as it i.s" is one of the rr..ajor propositions of

David Magarshack. 1 s book. Chekhov, The Drarr:atist, but Magarshack approache:s

--

.

his discussion differently from Corrigan.
for Chekhov action was

11

.

Corrigan has maintained that

an arti fi ci a 1 concept . .,50

f·~agarshack asserts

that for Chekhov action was what "he es teemed above everything Else in
a dramatic work .. 115 1

Magarshack recognizes that there are critics who

believe Chekhoy's plays are "devoid of action, plot and subject matter.•·• 5 2

47 Chekhov, Six Plays, p. xxi...x.
-4 8.r bid.
49rbid., p. xxxii.
50Ibid., p. xix.
51Hagarshack, Chekhov, The Dramati.st., ~. 1E3.

s21bid., p. 159.
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But this is not so, he insists.
in Chekhovian drama.

Action is of "paramount importance"

"As for plot, it is not its absence but its

complexity that distinguishes it," Magarshack says, and he fu·rther
contends that

11

the plays of Chekhov are packed with subject matter, each

of them teeming with_ the most di verse themes dea 1i ng with the great
problems of life, man~s future, man's duty to society, and so on. 1153
The purpose of Maga rs hack' s book is to discuss and record the development of Chekhov's dramatic art in order "to provide a key to the proper
understanding of Chekhov 1 s last plays and the way they ought to be
s t age d . • , 1154
preferred

11

For, too often, Magarshack rnaintains, producers have

to follow their own fancies or

."to discover Chekhov's intentions. 1155

1

inspiration,'" rather than

In general, critics as well as

producers- have not understood Chekhov's plays.

11

The different theories

advanced by critics in and outside Russi a to e.xp lain the nature of
Chekhov 1 s plays reveal , 11 Magarshack asserts,
thought.

11

a curious confusion of

This is mainly due to the inability to discover the general

principles whi.th, in Chekhov's own words,
value of a work of art.

111

1

lie at the very basis of foe

56

Whereas one of Corrigan's chief premises is that Chekhov abandoned
the Aristotelian linear structure of action because it was not suited
to his purpose, was incapable of giving form to his vision, one of

-~3Magarshack, Chekhov, The ilramatist, p. 159.

54Ibid., p. 156.
55 Ibid.
56rb·,
10.,p. i59
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Maga rs hack 1 s primary con ten ti ons is that Chekhov turned to Greek dra1:.a
as a model for his last four plays.

Magarshack has divided his bock

into two main sections, the fi.rst of which deals with the early p12ys,
ones which he ca 11 s p 1ays of direct-action, and the second with the
·last four plays, which he terms plays of indirect-action.

There are

major differences, Maga rs hack maintains, between these two groups cf
plays , -and years of work and study we re required before Chekhov i:-:estered the techniques·responsible for the creation of the great plays.
"It took him about seven years , 11 Magarshack writes,
to work out his new formula of the play of
indirect acti.on, and there can be no doubt
that he arri yed at hi.s new form only after
a careful and painstaking analysis of the
technique of playwriting, including a
thorough study of Greek drama, a fact of
some consequence to the understanding_9f
the structure of his last four plays.~
Chekhov's purpose in his p1ays of indirect action was, says l·'.agarshack,
"To reveal the inner substance of his characters on the stage, that is
to say, to show them as they really are and not as they appear to be in
real life.

In order to achieve this purpose, it was necessar;

for Chekhov, says Magarshack,
to ao back to, and improve on, a type of
drama that was not so rwch concerned with
the highly dramatic events in the lives of
its characters as with the effect those
eyents had on them. This drama of indirect

57Magarshack, Chekhov, The Drarna:ist, p. 49.
58 i bi d ._' p . 156 .
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action is, in fact, much morecomp1ex
in construction and more rigid in its
adherence to the laws of the stage than
the more common drama of direct action.
Deprived of their 11 dramati. ca lly effective
s i tua ti ans ,1' the abi 1 i ty of such p1ays to
hold the attention of the audience depends
·largely on a number of elements through
which the functions of action are expressed.
Most of these elements are present i.n Greek
dral'.1a whi§~ is essentially a drama of indirect
act1 on... ·
Magarshack then surrmarizes these "elements 11 of Greek drama, all of
which, he says, Chekhov incorporated into his major plays:
The main elements through which action is
expressed in an i.ndi rect-acti on play are:
the "messenger 11 eleJllent, the function of
which is to keep the audience informed
about the chief dramatic incidents which
takes /sic7 place off stage (in a directaction-play this element i.s, as a rule, a
structural flaw); the arrival and departure
of the characters in the play round which
the chief .incidents that take place on the
stage are grouped; the presence of a chorus
which, as Aristotle points out, "forms an
integral part of the whole play and shares
in the action 11 ; peripetia, that is, the
reyersal of the situation leading up to the
denouement, which Aristotle defi.nes as 11 a
change by whi. ch the action veers round to
its opposite, subject always to the rule of
probability and necessi.ty", and which is the
most pciwerful element of emotional interest
in i~ndi.rect-action plays and their main instrument for sustaining suspense and arousing
surprise; and, lastl~d background which lends
depth to such plays.
11

These are the main basit elements

~hrough

which. action is 2x;:iressed

59Magorshack, Chekhov, The Dramatist, p. 156.
60 rbid:..:.., p. 164.
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in Chekhov's last plays, 11 Magarshack says.

Then, in a short discussion,

he elaborates briefly on each of these elements, explaining how Chekhov
made use of them.

For example, he claims that "Chekhov's gre-at art as

a playwright is best revealed in the superb way in which he handles the
messenger element.

In the opening scene of The Cherry Orchard he reduces

the narrative part to a minimum, and yet the situation is irrr.ediately
clear, flor does the scene drag in the least:
and full of action. 1161

it is charged with tension

After quoting .severa 1 pages from The Cherry

Orchard, Magarshack turns his attention to The Sea Gull. "The remarkable
thing about 'The Sea Gull, 1162 he says, is that Chekhov does not intro-

--. -.-. -.-.-

-

duce the messenger element until the fourth act.

He uses it here to

acquaint the audience with the events which have occurred between the
end of Act III and the Beginning of Act IV, and nchekhov," says Magarshack, "handles the scene with consurmnate skill. " 6 3
elements is discussed, more or less, in the same way.

Each of the Greek
But although

Magarshack i_s intent on provi.ng that Chekhov's plays of indirect action
are constructed with the components of Greek drama, he is equally concerned with stressing that the greatness of Chekhov's plays is derived
from the original and innovative use that Chekhov made of these elements.
"Where Chekhov's genius as a playwright . . . finds its most brilliant
expression," Magarshack writes,

11

is in the entirely original fonn he

gave to the indirect-action type of drama by a completely new and

61;,:agarshack, Chekhov,
E"i::Ibi d.

- - - ' p. 166.

63,bid
'
.
~

'
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Dramatist, p. 16:..
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infinitely subtle combination of its basic elerrents, and in this sense
Chekhov can be said to be one of the greatest innovators in modem
drama. 1164
The foregoing obserYations on the structure of Chekhov's plays
are dependent upon and

i. 11 us trati ye of Corrigan 's and Maga rs hack 's

profound knowle.dge of the theater in general and Chekhovian drar.Ja in
•

particular.

Their analyses, based as they are on years of training and

study, are not ones which would occur i1TID1ediately to the ordinary reader
or theater-goer.

There is, however, a more generally obvious aspect of

the structure of Chekhov's major plays, but it is one which these critics
refer to only in passing.

And this is, as Corrigan has noted, that "all

of the plays are structured within a variation of an arrival-departure
pattern . .

~ 1165 Maga~shack

characters" as one of his

11

cites

11

the arrival and departure of the

main eleroents, 1166 but when he cowes to dis-

cuss this as an element, he corrments only that it is important because
11

It introduces action of a purely external ki_nd, 1167 \IJhich •!is particu-

larly welcome to producers who are i.ncapable of dealing with indirectacti.on plays. 1168 Maurice Valency also observes, in discussing The
Cherry Orchard, that the play's
the other plays:

11

formal pattern is much the saire as in

an arrival, a sojourn and a departure.

64Magarshack, Chekhov, The Dramatist, p. 173.
65 chekhov, Six Plays, p. xx.
66Maaarshack,
Chekhov, The
_....
- Dramatist, p. 16~.
r7

-

0

Ibid., p. 168.

_I_?__i_~-~ p. 169.
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After Ivanov,"
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says Valency, "all Chekhov's plays are designed after this principle. 116 9
But then he says no more.

Perhaps~

it has seemed so simple and obvious

an observation to these critics .that it was not worth belaboring.

To

one critic, however, an understanding of this pattern of Chekhov's
plays is crucial to their ·meaning.

Arthur Ganz makes this the focal

point of his article, "Arrivals and Departures:

The Heaning of the

Journey.in The Major Plays of Chekhov."
Ganz begins his article in what has come to be almost the standard
order of procedure in Chekhovian criticism:

he notes with surprise

that so much of what has been written about Chekhov as a playv:ri ght
"tends to be defensive and even slightly belligerent. 1170

It is not

altogether surprising that this is the tatk critics often take, Ganz
says, because "what seem to be-" Chekhov's faults as a playwright "are
easily observed and often ennumerated. 11 71

Nevertheless, so much has

been written recently, he continues, that now "Chekhov •s competence as
a playwright has been more than adequately estaolished."

-g

b

72

What is

Valency, p. 267.

70Arthur Ganz, "Arrivals and Departures: The Meaning of Journey
in the Major Plays of Chekhov," Drama Survey, V (1966), p. 5.
Evidence of Magarshack_'s aggressiveness has already been provided.
Corrigan begins his discussion with the statement that 11 In our times no
pl c.ywri ght is more respected or less understood thc.n Anton Chekhov. 11
(Chekhov, Six Plays, p. xxii). Mann opens his essay by discussing the
reasons why Chekhov has been 11 underestimated for so rn~ny years in
v:es tern Europe ... " (l-iann, p. 179).
-71Ibid.
72 Ibi d.
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11

settled~

far from

11

though, are "questions of the tone of his work c.nc.

the nature of the vision of life that we find in them.
when the plays are looked at as a whole, Ganz contends, a pattern
emerges "which in these last plays of Chekhov is always that cf a
symbolic journey marked by the arrivals and departures of certain
acters.1174

c~ar

This pattern, Ganz maintains, "offers a key to the structure

and mea,rii_ng of the Chekhovian drama. 1175

Although the plays are cer-

tainly not turned out of a single mold, he notes, "no play deviates
from the basic pattern.

,,75

And he surrrnarizes this pattern:

in each of Chekhov's last plays the
action is initiated by the arrival of a
character or group of characters in what we
come to recognize as a Chekhoyian setting, a
house in the count.ry or in a sma 11 town, i solated in space and even in time, a pinature
world. The characters \-1ho impinge upon -:his
world tend, with certain exceptions, to be
comparatively unmoyed by their encounterwitii
it. Since their function is to evoke reactions
while remaining for the most part unchanged
themse lyes, we roay as a matter of convenience
refer to them as catalyst characters. At the
heart of eacn play stand i_ts central figures~
those who feelings are most profoundly aroused
by the encounter with the catalyst grou~,
Invariably these are feelings of longing. Trre
meeting with the catalyst group regularly
engenders in th.e centra 1 characters a yearning
for some object or state of being which turns
out to be beyond attainment. Usualiy the sense
of longing is associated with love, but always

73 Ganz, p. 5 .
,f

T

74rbid., p. 7.

75 rbid.
76 Ibid., p. 9.
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with a love that remains unfulfilled.
Though the late Chekhov p1ays are fu11
of love relationships, few of t97se are
consummated and none are happy.
When in time, Ganz says, the catalyst characters depart, the "central
characters are faced with the fai.lure of their desires.! 178 They do not,
however, despair; instead, Ganz maintains, "they turn i_nvariably to the
idea of.work as an answer to the emptiness of their lives. 1179

What is

important here, however, is not the concept of work as an antidote for
life's problems, "but the painful acceptance of a quiet and mature
resignation 1180 which is the course these characters choose.
although all of Chekhov•s plays proceed from

11

But

a state of eager yearning

. to one of patient endurance," Ganz points out,

11

Even in his dark-

est plays, there is at least a suggesti_on that the dream will ultimately
be possible. 11 81

Ganz feels that Chekhov was probably not conscious of

structuring his plays in this form but believes that the pattern he has
discussed "determines not only the shape of Chekhoy•s last plays but
their meaning as wel 1, for, 11 he says,
the journies /sic!that constitute the central
acti ans of these works, 1i ke the voyages in
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner and Heart of
Darkness,are jourmes to understanding.
Although the literal journies in the plays are
made by the catalyst figures whose arrivals and

77Ganz, pp. 7-8.
.
· 78 Ibid.,
p. 9.
79 Ibid.

801 bi'd.
'
81 Jbici.

departures mark the beginnings and endings
of the actions, the true voyages are those
undertaken by the central characters and in
various fragmentary ways echoed by most of
the lesser figures about them.82
The journeys that Ganz speaks of here are, as every student knows,
journeys on two levels:

they are literal journeys and syr.Dolic ones.

What Ganz has done in his discussion of Chekhov's plays is to approach
them by.way of a combination of archetypal and psychological criticism.
His approach is close to my own.
Over and over again it has been stated that Chekhov was in his
plays revealing

11

life as it is."

If the premise is granted that this

was both his aim and his achievement, it is not surprising, then, to
find that the pattern of the plays is the one most naturally fitted to
that th_e pattern is that of life itself -- an arrival,

this purpose:

a stay, and a departure.

This is the form which all the plays follow,

but it is most fully realized, I believe, in The Cherry Orchard"
I have said that, in my opinion, displacement or dispossession is
a major theme of all the great plays, and this too is indicated by forw
of the plays.

Although each play varies in its movement, and the kind

of displacement varies in differi_ng degrees from play to
toward this point that all ·the plays move.

play~

And ·U-1ere is, it seer..s to

me, a progression in Chekhov's treatment of the theme, a

~:ogression

\'lhich is indicated not only by the action and end resuh cf

82Gan· -L

'

r·
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but their structure too.

I first arrived at this conviction through

a study of the settings of The Cherry Orchard.

The conviction was

strengthened and at length confirmed in my mind through study_ of the
three plays which precede The Cherry Orchard.
My examination of the· plays will treat them in the order in which
Chekhov composed them> but for the. present purpose of brief exposition,
I will 'tetrace my somewhat backward journey of discovery.

It is simple

enough to view displacement as a major theme and subject of The Cherry
Orchard.

By the end of the play, the orchard and al1 the land and

property that go with. it has been sold and everyone with the exception
of an ancient servant has left.

The play is in a very literal, but

some would say superficial, sense about the dispossession of the aristocratic Ranevsky family of thei.r estate by the son of one of their former
serfs.

Critics note that the play- has definite national, historical

parallels too:

the plight of the orchard owners is reflective of the

situation of Russia in the late nineteenth century in which the old,
established feudalistic society was being displaced.

The play in this

way is sometimes seen to be reyelatory of and concerned with the problem of class struggle.

But there is yet another, still higher, level

on which the theme of displacement can be viewed.

And this is that the

situation of the characters of The Cherry Orchard is not just peculiarly
their own or their country's; it is the situation of mankind in general.
It is for this reason that Maurice Valency cc.llsthe play ncosmic dra:;;::.

8 3va1pncy, p. 28~.

"G.)

At its core The Cherry Orchard encompasses an expression of life itseif.
One of a number of indications that this is so is revealed by its set:..
tings.

14hen taken together they comprise a COfi9lete life span; fr0\"".1

Act I in which all the signs that are given are ones of birth,

arrival~

beginning to Act IV where everything pertains to death, departure,
ending.
Altho_ugh the fullest treatment of_ displacement is, to li1J' mir.d,
found in The Cherry Orchard, it is sti 11 very much the tfierne and subject
of the other three plays.

What is seen, though, but he re given in

descending order, i_s evidence of Chekhov's growing master;.

As in The

Cherry Orchard, in The Three Sisters the theme of displacement js portrayed in both a psychological and physical sense, and
settings are significant.

here~ too~

the

In the course of the play, the sisters ere

deprived of both their dream and their

ho~e.

By the end cf t1e

p1cy

they have been brought to the rea 1i zati on that their hopes of returning
to Moscow, which is symbolic to them of a happy and worthwhile life,
are not only unattai.nab le but have been essenti a 1 ly i 11 usory.

Acts I

and II are set in the drawing room of their house of whi c.~ they are
very much the mistresses.

By Act III, however, their sister-in-law who

is the human agent and motivating force behind their dispossession has
relegated and confined them to a single bedroom in the house.

By kCt

IV the dispossession is complete, and the scene is set outside of tt)f;
house.

Robert Brustein in his analysis of

7qe

Three Sisters points

the ways in vJhich the sets are symbolic of t!i2 2ction of· the plc./.

o;;t

:-.:=

does not, hov,1ever, observe that this is a ;:c.ttern of ail the last ;:icJS.

In Uncle Vanya the effect of displacement is seen to wcrk fu11.Y
Vanya is

only on one level, the psychological one.

threat~r:2c

wi"b:

loss of home, but this threat is not actually carried o~t in -ti1e ccurse
of the p1 ay.

The major movement of the play chronicles Vanya •s journey

toward di.si 11 usi onment.
gical displacement.

.

chart this course.

The des ti nation he reached is one of psycho1o-

Vanya trayels an inward road, and t'1e settings
Act I is set i.n the garden of his estate; A.ct II

takes place in the dining room; Act III in the drawing ro::i:n; .and Act IV
is in Vanya's own room.
In The Sea Gull, the first of Chekhov's four great p1ays, the
theme of displacement is there, but is not as skillfully and artistically developed as in the later plays, and the settings are
as I can determine, symbolically significant.

not~

so far

Treplev, by the end of

the play, is certainly disillusioned, so much so that he shocts nirse17.
He thus, becomes the agent of his own fi na 1 di sp 1acerir.;nt.
play which precedes The Sea_ Gull closes in the sa.rne way with the sui:_
cide of Ivanov.
and, i.n

~

But after The Sea Gull, Chekhov would

sense_, easy endings of this sort.

characters choose to suffer and endure.
in Uncle Vanya but misses its mark.

a~andon

In the later plays

A pistol is Cisc:har92d

violent
~e
G11

stage

Again in The Tnr::e Sis-:.ers a c;u'1

is fired, but the shooting· in this play occurs off sta92.

By tr;:: ti::-e

Chekhov came to v:rite The Cherry Orchard, ho\'1ever, he co1'.d 2.--:d die
declare -- triu;;;phantly --

84Magarsl:ack, Chekf-,ov,

111

that there 1·.ras not a sir.;~:: ;:~sts1 sh::t"18 4

p. 272.

in the whole play.
Ganz has remarked that "though Chekhov's plays fall into_ a. clearly
definable pattern, there is no reason to suppose he constructed
with any such plan in mind. 1185

L~em

Certainly there is nothing to suggest

that Chekhov had in mind anything like a master plan for four plays when
he sat down to write the first. Nevertheless, it seems to me that by
•
the time he came to write The Cherry Orchard he was follo\'dng (and at
the same time continuing to create) a form with whi_ch. he was not only
thorough.ly fami_liar and over which he had attained full mastery but
also of which. he was CO!JJpletely conscious.
can be pro'Ved.

There is no way this feeling

A close e.xamination of the_ plays wi 11 not necessarily

serve to support thts belief, but detailed analysts will, I believe,
establish. that both th_e yision and form of Chekhov's great plays are
illustrative of the idea of displacement.

85

Ganz~ ~·
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II I

The Plays
The Sea Gull
Chekhov began
.

wrlttng~The Se~Gull

-.---. --- in October of 1895, and it was

performed for the fi.rst time e.xactly a year later.

The play, Dc,vid

Maga rs hack. says, '.'was written in a feyerish rush, in a state of hi gn
tension, and consi_de.ri_ng th.at its dramati.c style was entire1y new, i t
is not surpri"sing th.at Chek.hov failed to produce a masterpiece at
once. 11 1

Although The Sea Gull ranks among Chekh.ov•s four great plaj's,

i_t is generally considered the least of the greatest.

But it is a1so

agreed that at the time Chekhov wrote it, it represented his best
dramatic work.
Prior to The Sea Gull Chekhov had written a number of one-act
plays and th.ree ful 1-1 ength_ four-act p 1ays.

The short p1 ays had oeen

performed with moderate success, but only one of the fu11-1e:igth works
had been staged.

What is believed to be his first long play was never

published in his lifetime; it is known only through a manuscript which
was found after his death.

The play, an extremely long one for Cf.eizhov

-- about three ti.mes the length of The Cherry Orchard2 -- hes been
published under various titles because the manuscript lack::ci a title=
but it is most often called Platonov after its rnain

Chekhov, The Dn;mat1st, p. 183.

2v;;,le"c"
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chief value today lies in the example it provides of Chekhov's youthful
full~length

attempt to write a

play, but it

11

is obviously journeyman's

work, 113 says Valency., I·yanov, Chekhov's second four-act play, ·was,
however, not only produced, it was a box office success.

Nevertheless,

i.t too is looked upon today as the work. of a fledgling dramatist,
interesting primarily in the i_nsight it gives of Chekhov's handling of
theme a.nd characters.
Valency comments,

11

"It is a play put together li.ke a pudding,!!

with a ludicrous climax and a desperate end, 11 but

i.t does, he concedes;have "elements of greatness. 114

The third play,

The Wood Demon, was rejected by the Committee of the Alexandrinsky
Theater in Petersburg but was eventually staged by the Moscow Abramov
Theater.

Its opening performance, however, was "almost unanir:i0usly

condemned in the reviews. 115

This adverse reaction tended to confinn

Chekhov's suspicions that he was not cut out to be a dramatist, that
he lacked the talent for writing plays, at least long plays.
Ivanov's success did little to dispel these

doubts~

Even

for he felt that

it had been misunderstood by both producers and audience alike. 6
Lengthy works seemingly were beyond his scope.

He had thought for

years of writing a novel, but though he spoke often of this plan, he
never was able to bri.ng it off.

However, despite

3valency, p. 49.
4 I bi d. , p. 90.

s·Simmons,

p. 199.

6Magarshack, C~ekho~, The Dramatist, p.

00
_,
~

.

hi~

own i_nner qualms
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and the 1 ack of externa 1 assurances, he was obviously dra'fm to the
theater.

It had for him an attraction not to be denied, and fortunately

for the world he refused to be daunted.

He persisted in writing plays.

The early p1ays are chiefly i nteres ting today in the record they
. give of the development of Chekhov's art.

Their weaknesses are those

.of a young, inexperienced playwright attempting to abide by the

.

But, as Corrigan has pointed

accepted dramatic conventions of his day.

out, these conventions were unsuited to Chekhov•s purpose.

The early

plays are, according to David Magarshack, traditional in that they are
plays of direct action in which "everything of dramatic importance
happens before the eyes of the audience. 11 7

It was not until Chekhov

was ab le to discard the conventi.ona 1 form and discover a new (or, as
Magarshack believes, make over the old) that he could and did begin to
write the great plays.

The Sea Gull

\<Jas

the fi.rst of these.

But although the form of the early plays is different from that
of the later ones, there is a similari_ty among and a consistency in
the settings and themes of an the plays·.

And the world which is

created within the plays is al ways the same.

Tney are a11 , with the

exception of The Three Sisters, set on isolated country estates.
sisters,

however~

The

also reside, as will be shown, in relative isolation.

The Chekhovian world, I have said, is a world peopled by characters
suffering from boredom, frustration, lack of corrrnunication, unrequited
love and shattered dreams -- and ultimately some form of .displacement.

7i•iagarshack, Chekhov, 1:1e Dramatist, p. 116.
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Chekhov opens all of his plays by establishing the mood before introducing the action.

Frequently he does this through minor characters

whose chief function is to reinforce the thoughts, feelings ~nd situations of the major characters.

A fine illustration of this is the

opening of'The Sea Gull.

---.-.. -.-

The setti,ng of the play is the estate of an elderly, for1TY2r

•

"Councilor of State, 11 Pyotr Nikolayevich Sori.n.
lawn which overlooks a lake.

Act I opens on the

There are. only two characters on stage.,

neither of whom figures i'n the 111ai n action of the p1ay.

Hedvedenko,

a schoolmaster who is obsessed by the idea of money because he has so
little, speaks to Masha, the daughter of Sorin's stev1ard.
always wear black?" he asks.

for my li_fe.

And Masha answers:

I am unhappy. 118

11

\i[ny do you

!II a:r1 in mourning

Medyedenko cannot understand F;asha 's

melancholy.

To him she is a girl 1\lho has everything; we:alth, health,

and leisure.

He has none of these, he tells her, "but I don 1 t wear

mourning."

His life is, he says, fraught with problems.

He expounds

upon his responsibilities to h.is family, the meagerness of his salary,
the many privations he suffers.
this , only rep 1i es :
undeterred, talks on.

11

But Masha, who i.s bored by al 1 of

The performance wi 1 l begin soon. 11

He is in love with Masha and is made miserable,

he te1ls her, by her indifference.
standable.

Hedvedenko,

But, he adds:

"It 1 s quite under-

I am a man without mec.ns, I have a large family.

wants ·to marry a man without means?"

f-iasha answers:

8chekhov, The Major Plays, p. 105.

•
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MASHA: Nonsense. (Takes a pinch of snuff.) Your love touches
me but I cantt return it, that's all. (Holdi_ng out the snuff box to
him) Have some.
MEDVEDENKO:

I don't feel like.it.

(pause)

MASHA: It's sultry; there'll probably be a thunderstorm tonight.
You are always philosophizing or talking about money. You think
there's no greater misfortune than poverty, but in my opinion, it's a
thousand times easier to be a beggar and wear rags than . . • however,
that's something you wouldn't understand . . . 9
Here she breaks off as Sorin and Treplev come on stage.
In this opening scene, Chekhov, in very broad strokes, projects
the mood of the play and introduces two major themes.

The mood, one

of disatisfacti.on and frustration, is sustained throughout the play
and climaxes in Trepley's suicide.

Through the use of random o!Jserva-

tions and nonsequi turs the short dialogue between Masha and Medvedenko
i.llustrates the lack of communication which is a major therrie of all of
the plays.

Partly, in this case, the alienation is due to Masha's

indifference, but it i.s clear that Masha and Medvedenko live in different worlds, and there is no bri.dge between these worlds.
seem th.e sli.ghtest chance of any bridge being built.

Nor does there

The second theme,

which looms larger in this play than in any other, is that of unrequited
love.

Medvedenko is in love with Masha, but his love is in no way

returned..

Masha treats him at best with a weary tolerance, at worst

with outright scorn.

She is in love with Sorin's nephew, Konstantin

Gavrilovich Treplev.

Treplev, hov;ever, is in love with

Zarechn'aya, v1ho lives on a neighboring estate.

9chekhov, The Major Plays, p. 106.

~{inc.

r-'.ikhailovna

But Nina, cf course, is
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not in love with him.

She fa1ls in love with Boris A1ekseyvich Tri-

gorin, a famous writer who is visiting the estate as the guest and
lover of Treplev's mother, Irina Nekoayevna Arkadina.

Although-Tri-

gorin is attracted to Nina for a while, long enough to participate in
an affair and father a child, he jilts her in rather short order.
Unrequited loye (and there are still other instances in The Sea Gull!)

---

i.s a theme. of all the plays, but Chekhov plainly overdid it in this

•
The plethora of pining lovers produces, perhaps,, a coriedic effect

play.

(and Ch.ekhov called the play a comedy), but such obvious and contrived
exaggeration detracts from the total effect of tlie play.
The story of The Sea Gull revolves very much around these various
unhappy lovers, but there is, of course, more to the play than this.
Chiefly there are four main characters.
his

mother~

There are young Trep1ev and

He has grown up on his uncle's estate because his father

is dead and his mother, a famous actress, found that a child interfered
with her career.
loves.

There is !iina, a lovely young neighbor whom Treplev

And there is Trigorin, the famous short-story writer who as

Arkadina 's lover has come with her to her brother's for c short visit.
When the play opens, Ark a di na and Tri gori n have just arrived; they are
what Ganz calls the catalyst characters, what Brustein tenns the intruders.

PresL1mably before their arrival, the life of the other characters,

though not happy, has been at least stable.

It does not remain so.

The initia1 action of the play is introduced by Masha's remark tl-.a.t
the performance is apout to stc.rt.
pre:miere of a p1ay by Tr:::p1Et.'.

The

perfor.T;~;-.ce

in question is the

In this play i'-tin2 1:c.s the chief, indeed
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as it turns out, the only part.
assemble as audience.

She arrives, and

t~e

other characters

Treplev, understandably, is very nervous.

Evi-

dently this is his first play, and it is, he believes, revolutionary
in its dramatic innovations.

It is a total departure from anything

heretofore seen on the stage, a representation, Treplev tells his audi-.
ence, of "dreams of what wi 11 be two hundred thousand years from now. 1110
In this•time of the extreme future, man will have ceased to exist.
Nina enters as the "great world soul, 11 and in a 1 ong speech addresses
the audience.

She is not allowed·, however, to finish her opening

speech because Arkadina interjects in a loud voice her opinion that
"Theres something decadent about this."
predictable mortification.

11

Treplev's reaction is one of

Mother!" he "reproa..:hfully implores. 111 1

Nina resumes her speech, but Arkadina soon breaks out laughing, and
Treplev, humiliated and infuriated, brings down the curtain.

He vainly

tries to defend himself with a few sarcastic remarks but gives up in
despair and stalks off.
the play.

Most of the audience has little to say about

Arkadi na pronounces it full of "decadent ravings, 11 but one of

the spectators, Dr. Dorn, has been very much impressed,
lev out and tel ls him:
ideas.

He seeks Trep-

"You took a subject from the realm of abstract

That is as it should be, because a work of art decidedly should

express a great idea."

Dorn counsels Treplev to continue \'iriting, but

cautions him: ·"In a work of art there should be a clear, definite idea.
You must know \'/hat you are v1riting for, othet1dse, if you just move

1Dc1iekhov

The M.e:jcr Plays, p. 114.

'-----··--

11Ibid., p. 115.
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along some esthetic road without a definite aim, you'll be 1ost and
your talent will destroy you. 1112
not take the doctor's advice.'
and Act IV, and in Act

But Treplev either does not or can-

Over two years el apse between ·Att I

IV Darn's diagnosis of Treplev's artistic con-

dition is still the same:

"He's got sometf1Jng! 11 Dorn tells Arkadina.

"He thinks i.n i.mages, his stories are vivid, striking, and I am deeply
moved b.Y them.

It's only a pity that he has no definite purpose.

He

creates impressions, nothing more, and, of course, you don't get very
far on impressions alone.

Irina Nikolayeyna, are you glad you have a

son who's a writer?"

And Arkadina answers;

anything of hi.s yet.

There's ne.ve.r time. 1113

11

Imagine, I haven't read

In staging his play Trepley was trying to achieve a nu!ilber of
goals.

As an unproven but dedicated writer, he naturally hoped for an·

· encouraging reaction from th.e audience, an audience which as it was
c~mposed

entirely of family and friends would, in all likelihood, be

disposed in his favor.

By making Nina the star of his play, he aspired

to strengthen his suit for her hand.
hoped to impress his mother.

But, perhaps most of all, he

None of this comes to pass.

dreams of glory turn into a nightmare of shame.

Instead his

His play is not appre-

ciated_; Nina fails to return his affection, and his mother continu::s to
treat him as a wayward child at best, at worst to insult or ignore him.
Between _Acts II and III Trepley attempts suicide.

That he is desperate

and depressed is certain) but that he does not really intend

12chekhov. The ~~aj or Plays, p. 122 .
.

·-

13Ibid., p. 163.

--

~o

kill
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it is little more

himself is borne out by the nature of his wound:
than a scratch.

His misery and desperation, however, baffle his rrcther

whom Magarshack describes as a "stingy and stupid egoist" buf na great
actress, 11 (adding that

11

there is no reason in the world why great

actresses should not be stingy and stupid 11 ) . 14

Arkadina can see no

solution but to return to Moscow as soon as possible.

But before she

goes, she asks her brother Sori.n to look after her son, telling hira:
" . . . I shall neve.r know why Konstantin tried to shoot himse1f.n

Sorin

tries to explain:

It is not hard to understand; an intelligent
young man living in this remote place in the
country-, with out money, wi.th.out pos.i ti on, without future. No occupation whatsoeye.r. Asha;rii:=d~
and afraid of his idleness. . •. he feels
supl~fluous in th_is house, a parasite, a hanger
on.
And shortly thereafter the mother and son meet in a scene that begins
well, with each expressing care and concern for the other, but soon
erupts into a violent quarrel, full of accusations and
Arkadina is the winner as she always is.
by telling him that he is

little vaudeville sketch. 11

11

na~

calling.

She reduces Treplev to tears

incapable of writing so much as a paltry
She calls him a "sponger" c.nd a "beg!;ar,;'

and as he s.its crying, sh,e deliyers the most kiJling blo.•,' of all, pro-

nouncing him a nnon~ntity. 11 16

Treplev's sense of insuffici.ency -- as

14Magarshack, Chekhov, The Dramatist, p. 203.
15chekhov, The Major Plays, p. 141.

1 6 1b·1 c.
i ' p. 1£15
. .
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an artist, as a lover, as a son -- is overwhelming.
those is failure as a person.

The aggregate of

He feels worthless, unnecessary, dis-

He can find no p1ace in the world and so chooses to leave it.

p 1aced.

The play ends with his suicide.
Conceding that Treplev•s death is attributable to a number of
causes , cri_ tt cs often see one cause as chief.
•

tics emphasize different causes.

Howe ye r, different cri -

Robert Corrigan maintains that the

suicide is primarily motivated by Treplev•s realization that he is
unable to express his ideas on art concretely, that he lacks the talent
to give form to vision.

His play, says Corrigan is

to foreshadow the plays of the bad expressionists).
he says, a great

11

11

drivel (it seems

1117

There is,

di spari ty between what Trepl ev says about the theater

and what he writes for it. . .

I think, as much as anything, i t is

Treplev's recognition of this fact that drives him to suicide. 18
11

But

Corri.gan then parenthetically qualifies this pronouncerrent:
already I am aware, 11 he says, "that such an analysis as this_ has falsified the significance of his death, for it tends to reduce the many
interlocking meanings of the play to a single action). 1119

David Magar-

shack, however, is less hesitant about advancing a single theory.

He

believes that Treplev's troubles can be traced to a neurotic relationship with his mother, a re)ationship which Magarshack sees as one of
the themes of the play, the

11

Hamlef-Gertrude theme, 11 he calls it.

17chekhov, Si~P1ays, "Introduction, 11 p. xxix.

lBrb i..a. , pp. xxix - x.xx.

19~~-~. p. xxx.
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11

What destroyed Konstantin's talent," says Magarshack, "was his 'mother

fixation'.

His obsession with his mother is quite abnormal:

alternates between outbursts of extreme love and extreme hatred:

it
What-

ever he does, there is always the thought of his mother at the back of
it.

The whole aim of his life seems to be to convince his mother that

he is a genius. 1120

Maurice Valency's interpretation stresses still

another .facet of Treplev's situation.

Valency contends that it is

Trigorin's arrival and presence which solidifies Treplev's sense of
failure and leads to the suicide.

For, Trigorin either has or quickly

obtains everything that Treplev \·Jants:

he has the recognition and

respect of a wide reading public; he has Arkadina as his mistress; and
he soon gains possession of Nina.

The fact that Trigorin is not happy

with his own life is something Treplev does not know (there are very

few exchanges between the two men), but such knowledge would probably
haye had little effect on Treplev:
problems.

he is too wrapped up with his own

Valency writes:
Treplev is a young man of deep feeling. He
is passion ate ly attached to his beauti_ful
,mother~ and he. ardently wants to impress her
as a man. He is deeply in love with Nina.
But he serves no purpose in either of their
ltyes, and ls therefore of no particular
interest to them or, in fact, to anyone who
matters to him. For Trigorin, Treplev hardly
exists. . . . Casually with out thinking, and
without prizing it in the least, Trigorin has
appropri,ated everything that is most precious

201~1agarsh0ck, Chekhov, The Drcrnatist, pp. 194-195.
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to Trep ley -- first, his mother, then Iii na,
finally that artistic success in which
Treplev sees his only reason for living.
For Treplev, Trigorin drains life of its
meaning,21
Treplevts trouble is, says Valency, "nobody needs or understands him.
He is entirely de trop . . . "22

In this context Treplev is akin to the

superfluous man who appears so often in 19th century Russicn literature,
•
but, Valency maintains, it is not Trepley's "fault that he is de trop
in this world ..

It is the fault of the world. 1123

1--'ld although Trep1ev's

suicide can be seen, he says, as a gesture of protest, "it is so pointl~ss

a gesture, so ill-di.rected and i.11-considered, that it hardly

affects

anytMng~

His death_ is si.mply a waste, the crowning stupidity

of the sequence of absurdities which has been his life." 24

The

m~jor

significance of the suicide, Valency argues, lies in its reve1ation of
Chekhov's view of 1i fe as absurd.

11

For Chekhov the idea that 1i fe is

an absurdity was certainly not new/' says Valency, !!but he had never
before stated it quite so clearly.

Hence.forward it was tc pl c.y an

increasingly important role in his thinking. 11 25
Admittedly, life for most of Chekhov's characters is disappointing
at best, and meaningless and hopeless at worst.
constant throughout the plays.

21yalency, p. 150.

2~Ibid., p. 151.
23 Ibid.

24 Ibid.
25rbid.

This vision is fairly

But the manner in which the charc:ct2rs
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choose (and the verb is selected with intent) to face their lot is one
that slowly changes and progresses from play to play.

Trep1ev is in

many ways similar to the protagonists of Chekhov's early plays.

Like

them, he is, says Valency, ."self explanatory, 1126 lacking the subtlety
and complexity of later characters.

When he comes to the realization

that his e.xistence. counts for nothing i_n this world, he, like Ivanov
and Voy!Ji tsky in the ifood Demon, grabs a gun and shoots himself.
-

-.-

.

Suicide, desptte Hamlet 1 s reseryations, is incontestably one way of
dealing with the problems of life.

It is also an easy way to end a play.

Shortly before. he began work on The Sea Gull

3

Chekhov wrote Suvori n:

"I have an interesting subject for a comedy, but I haven't t.iiought up
its ending so far.
a new era.

He who can invent new endings for a play will start

I can't get those endings right.

married or shoot himself.

The hero will have to get

There is no other solution . . . 11 27

Treplev

agreed with his maker, but his solution is one that none of Chekhov's
characters chooseS again.

They choose instead to endure 1 i fe as it is,

hoping through work to make it bearable.
can not be seen as masters of their fate.

Certainly Chekhov's characters
This is a nineteenth

cent~ry

view totally alien to Chekhoy, but they do seem to feel that in this
place of wrath and tears, despite the bludgeonings of chance, their
course must to strive, to seek, and though their chances of finding are
sli~.

to persevere and not to yield.

26valency~ p. 146.
27r{1agc rs hack, Chekhov, The o~-c.ma tis t, p. 175.
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The first of such characters is Nina.

From an objective point of

view, the disasters Nina encounters are, because they are more extensive,
more horrendous than Treplev's.

Not only is she, like him, thw~rted

professionally, romantically and parentally, but she is disinherited
as we 11.

Her plight, however, is not so vividly depicted as his.

The

circumstances leading to Treplev's displacement are shown on stage.
IHna's gisplacement is revealed only through report; what ·;s seen is
her response.

In the first three acts Nina is portrayed as a· beautiful,

sweet, somewhat naive young girl who would like to become an actress.
The facts of her unhappy background are filled in by other characters.
Her mother is dead,

Her father has remarried and p1ans to leave everyi~ina

thing to h.is second wife.
father and stepmother.

is totally dependent on the whims of her

Her father forbids her to have anything to do

with the theater, even to acting in Treplev's play.
to assert her ·tndependence,
of

~isiting

But Nina decides

In Act I she commits the minor misdemeanor

Sorin's estate, but at the end of Act III, she decides on a

course of action which her fath.e.r regards as fully felonious:
resolves to try her luck on the stage.
father disowns her.

she

For this disobedience, her

Her only home becomes the theater, but as a member

of an itinerant company she must travel from town to to\'m; there is no
permanence in her 1 i fe.
brief affair.

Off on her own, she and Tri gori n engage in a

She has his child, but the baby soon dies.

occurs in the two yea rs which e 1apse be tv;een Acts II I and

Her dmmfall

n·,

c.nd the

\

·acc0Ltnt1jof it is related to the ~udience by Treplev \~ho.r«:.s kept track
of her;

(This is one of Hagarshack's instances of Chekhov's use of the

"messenger elenent 11 ) .

He tells idna's sc.d story to Dr. Derr. \';ho has

been away and therefore does not knov; vJhat has happer:ec.

"fa.s far as I
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conclud~ng

can make out from what I have heard, 11 Treplev says
"Nina's personal life is a complete failure."
Dorn asks.

11 Even worse, 11 ireplev ans\'Jers.

11

his tale,

A.'1d on the stcge?"

He has followed ner and

attended the plays in which she was acting.

Although "there: were

moments when she showed talent," Treplev says, generally "she acted
crudely, tastelessly, with stiff gestures and strident intonc.ticns.e· 28
At the end of Act IV Nina appears impulsively and distractedly at the
door of Treplev's study.

She is pale, thin, older.

other of the disappointments they have suffered.

T.:'1ey speak to ec:ch

.

Treplev irrp1ores ner

to stay with him, to gi.ve up her nomadic life which to him is point12ss.
Nina, however, though admitting that she is still in love with

iirigorin~

refuses not because. of loyalty to her lover but because si:e fee"!s
she has learned from her sufferi:ngs.

"I know now, I understand," sh2

tells Trepley, "that in our work, Kostya, whether it's acting or
writing -- what's important is not fame, not glory, not t.te things
used to dream of, but the ability to endure.
cross and haye faith. 1129

1

To be able to bear one's

But Trepley has come to no sucn rea1ization.

Perhaps it is the contrast between Hina's faith and his le.ck of it

tha~

fi_na lly destroys him, for when she leaves he shoots hir.sE: 1f.
The portion of Nina's last speech which has been quoted is only
the last part of it.

She ends by voicing her

deteIT.lir;at~cn to endu~e,

but she begins the speech, a very long one, in despc.ir.

28chekhov,·The Major Piays, p. 157.

2. 9rb·d
1 • , pp. 16I - '6°
I v.

"I'm so

t1r~-:'.''
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she says.

"If I could rest . . . rest!

l am an actress. 11

that's not it.

to herself as a sea gull.
not it. . . .

11

I am a sea gull. . .

;;o

Over and over again she re7ers

1 am a sea gull, 11 she repeats.

-t~a-:'s

"ilo

A man ccu:e along

Do you remember, you shot a sea gull?

by chance, saw it, and having noth_i ng better to do destroyEd it.
. t. f or a s hor t
A su bJee

s t ory, . . . no th a t• s no t l. t .

.

.

. . u30

Al
·n
. ....woug

the play i.s entitled The Sea Gull, there are few explicit references to.

-------

the bird.

The first is in Act l when Nina likens herself to a sea gu11,.

saying, 11 1 am drawn to this 1ake like a sea gull . . . 1131

In Act II

Treplev suddenly appears with a sea gul 1 he has shot for no

apparen~

reason and equally irrationally presents it to Nina, saying 0;1ly, "I
was so low as to k;ll this sea gull today,
Nina is, naturally, stunned.

11

I lay it at your feet.:•

What 's the Jl)atter with you?" she a.sks

Treplev, and he, after a pause, says, "Soon, in the sarre way, I shc.11
ki 11 myself. 1132

No further reference is made to the gul 1 until the end

of the Act when Trigorin, seeing the dead bird, asks Nina what it is.
And she says simply,

11

A sea gull.

Konstantin Gavrilovich shot it_.r.:

whereupon Trigorin immediately begins writing in his notebook.
asks him what he is writing and he tells her:
Just making a note.
An idea occured
to me. Subject for a short story: a young
girl like you i"ives all her life beside a
lake; she loves the lake like a sea gull,
and, like a sea guil, is happy and free. A
man comes along by chance, sees her, ar.d

30chekhov, The Majot?lays, p. 167.

3lrbid., p. 111.
321bid.' p. 131.

fiina
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having nothing better to do destroys her,
just 1i k.e thi_s sea gull here. 33
This is, of course, in a nutshell Nina's story, but the gull itself is
not mentioned again until Nina's confused comparison_ of herself to it
And then, soon afterwards just before the sound of the shot

in Act IV.

is heard off stage, a mi nor character produces the gull, now stuffed, to
show Trtgori n.

Tri gori n, though, has forgotten the sea gul 1.

11

I don't

remember, 11 he says, "I don't remember. ,,34
Much has been written about the sea gu11 as a symbol.

The gull

"belongs," says Valency, "to that proli.fic genus of symbolic waterfowl
of which the prototype i.s in The Wild Duck. 11
Chekhov's is a comprehensive symbol.

And like Ibsen's bird,

It "symbolizes," Valency contends,

"a good deal more than the wounded Nina or the wounded Treplev.
is a

11

11

It

metaph.or intended to suggest the entire poetic content of the

play."35

David Magarshack makes a similar point.

All of Chekhov's

plays, he says, can be viewed on two disti.nct planes of perception, on
a realistic plane and on a symbolic one.

"On the realistic plane . . . /'

he says, "the 'seagull' theme personifies Nina's tremendous spiritual
struggle against adversity and her final triumph over it.

But on the

symbolic plane i.t is a poetic way of expressing the very conmen fact of
life, namely the destruction of beauty by people who do not see it and
are not aware of the terrible crime they commit . • . 1136

33chekhov, The Major Plays, p. 137.
34rh·:
ul G.

,

p. 160.:; .

35 vo.lency, p. 140.

Chekhov,

~he

Dramatist, p. 152.

Although the
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gull is most frequently and literally related to Nina, critics in
general agree with Valency and Magarshack that the bird is an encom;Jassing symbol.

Arthur Ganz remarks that "the gull is associated not only

with Nina and the destruction of her dreams but with Treplev and his
love as well.

It has, i. n fact, connections with the dreams of

beauty and happiness and thei.r ultimate disappointment felt by al1 the
major characte.rs. 1137

Li.ke. Ni.na, though, the gull both literally and

figuratively changes.

When last seen, it is stuffed.

"The life has

been drained out of it, but in its new form, 11 Ganz maintains,
vives and even keeps a kind of permanence.

11

i t sur-

Nina, too, though injured,

has evaded destruction, and in her art, even as an actress, we may
bel·ieve that she achieyes someth_ing of the. timelessness that pertains
to all beauty. ii38
Critics view Chekhovts use of symbolism in The Sea Gull as partially responsible for the play•s. total effectiveness.

But this is an

effectiveness which the Russian critics who first saw th.e play were
oblivious to.

The play was first performed in Petersburg by the presti-

gious Alexandrinsky Theater in October of 1896.
Valency,

11

a di ~aster. 1139

Opening night

1895 he had written a fri.end:

11

In November of

1" have finished IT"'lf play; the title is

It did not turn out at all as I hoped.

37 Ganz , p. 11 •

38 Ibid.

39valency, p. 142.

says

Chekhov, from the beginning, had expressed

his usual doubts about hi_s abi_lity as a playwright.

'The Sea Gu11.'

was~

.!:together I
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am a poor drarnatist. 1140
depressed him deeply.
him as telling Suvorin,

But the failure of the play hu:riiliated c.nd
11

If I live to be seven hundred,." Valency quc-:::=s
11

1'11 not give another play to the theater.

In th.is field I am a fai.lure. 1141
and then closed.

The Sea Gull played for fiye nighzs

In the succeedtng performances, says Valency,

play was more thoughtfully receiyed.

the

But the press was alr;ost unani-

mously 9icious. 114 2 Tolstoy when he read the play
voice to the chorus of critical opinion:
It reads like a play by Ibsen. '· 11 43

11

11

added his venerable

'It is absolutely worth1ess.

Tolstoy, though, it must be noted,

had rather excepti:onal vi.ews on drama.

Ernest Simmons quotes the

renowned noyelist as once telling Chekhov, "You know, I cannot

abic1·~

Shakespeare, but your plays are eyen worse. 11 44
Although The Sea Gull failed initially, such failure. was fortunately not its final fate.

Two years later it triumphed, c2tapu1ting

Chekhov and the company that performed it into faffi2.

urn sorne r.EC.S':Jre,.•!

Valency observes, Chekhoy's
extraordinary ri.se as a dramatist may be
attributed to a happy accident. It depended
on the fact that the conscious artlessness of
his method coincided with the avant-garde
reaction against the conventions of the
Scribean system, the intricacies cf which,
fortunately, he had never been able torr.aster.

40 chekhov, Letters, p. 146.

41valency, p. 142.
r12 rbid.

43rbid., p. 143.

44s·
· l mmon s· , . p . ~qr
.- :J •
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The effect he arrived at, more or less
fortuitously, in The Sea Gull 1-1as precisely the effect whimthemost proaressive
contemporary dramatists were aiming.4~
Shortly after Chekhov had resolved never again to write another p1ay,
he was approached by Vl adi_mi.r Nemi rovi ch-Danchenko for per.ui ssi en to
produce The Sea Gul 1.
ri:sk a !iecond fai_lure.

Chekhov refused, understandably unwi l1fog to
But Nemi'rovi ch-Danchenko, a drar.iatist of sorr:.e

note himself, persisted and eventually elicited Chekhov's re..1uctcnt
consent.

Ne.mi royi ch-Danchenko was at the time interested in rstc::bHsh-

ing in partnership with Konstantin Stanislavsky a new kind of theater
company, one which would combine a drama school with enser.ble producOriginally called The People's Theater, "it soon becar:e

tions.

as The Moscow Art Theater. u46

;~nown

The story of Chekhov's association a:'iri

relationship, though at times marred by

misunderstandings~

particularly

between Chekhov and Stanislavsky, was essentially a symbiotic one:

t.'1e

playwright and the theater company made each other great, begfonfog en
the opening night of The Sea

~ull,

Thereafter all of Chekhov's p1ays

were performed only by The Moscow Art Theater.
no more disasters.

45Valency, p. i68.
II

r

-

-tOibid., p. 162.

And

thereafte~

he had
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IV
Uncle Vanya
Uncle Vanya was first performed by Tile Moscow hrt Tneater in
October of 1899, but the exact time of i_ts composition is not certai n. 1
Chekhov always insisted that it was a new

play~

it was;•howeyer, i.t i.s obvious that Uncle Vanya

and in its tota1 effect
O'l\'Es

m:rch of its origin

and design to the i.11-fated -.---.-.
The Wood ·Demon, especially to the second
and third acts of this -play. 11 Chekhov, 11 says Ya1ency~ "ir.corporated
these acts almost word for word i.n the new version . . . u 2 But

01

ine

Wood Demori. is by any standards a piece of theatrical rubbish," Va1ency
asserts, and "Uncle Vanya is one Jf the great plays of our tires.
is an interesting demonstration of hov1 it is possible, with God's help.,.
to make something out of nothing. 113
One of the di.fferences between the two plays is rr..ade apparent in
their titles.

The demon of The Hood Demon is a doctor nar::e.d Khrush-

chov, a fanatic on the subject of nature riho is obsessed i:y the spectre
of waste be sees sp.readi.ng oye.r Russia and the

rmrld~

Particularly he

is di.sroayed by the rapid rate at which deforestation i ~ occurring.

It

is both. hi.s purpose and passi_on to ameliorate this situation by p1antin9
as many trees as possible..

In Uncle Vanva Dr. Khrushchev

b~co;r;es

Dr.

Astrov v1ith the same vocation and avocation but d2prived cf his der:x:mic

l Valency, p. 79.
2 I bi d • , p . 180 .
..,
:iibid.

qua 1i ty.

As trov, 1i ke a11 of the doctors in Chekhov s p1cJS
1

Often the doctors seem to reflect w'.1at are

believed to have been Chekhoy's views.
calls

11

raisonneurs. 1.4

s tan cs

He is neither one of the ir:truders

apart from the other characters.
nor the intruded upon.

~

The physicians are wi":at Va1ency

But though Astrov is a yery important character

i_n-..:Uncle Vanya, the play bears Vanya's name, and despite Olek.nov's
practi~e

of decentralizing

characters~·-Unc-le·Vanya

is, in IT&' opinion,

chiefly Vanya's p1ay.
The play in a number of \'Jays recalls The Sea Gull.

Act I is

c:o+\..
_,_

in the garden of a country estate, an estate owned by an el cerly,
recently retired Moscow professor, Aleksandr Vladimi rovi ch Serenryakov.
The professor and his beautiful, young wife Elena have just a:rri ved for
a yisit of unspecified length.

Heretofore, ·they have made their home

in Moscow, but Serebryakov 1 s retirement has reduced his i.ncorre ~ and he
can no longer afford to live in town.

Originally the estate belong2d

to Serebryakov's first wife·, who has been dead for a nurr:ber of years.
Her brother Ivan Petrovich Voinitsky, Uncle Vanya, has undertcken to
manage the estate through the years and lately has been helped considerably by his niece Sonya, Serebryakov 1 s daughter, who has gro#n
estate.

up o~

the

The catalytic effect of the Serebryakoys 1 yisit on Vcnya and

Sonya forms the p1ot of the p 1ay.
Uncle Vanya is, like all of Chekhov's plays, a plcy c.jc:..;-;:. chc.'.!ge,
more accurately about the i roni ca 1 nature of

4va1ency ~ p. 146.

change~

very

r:;:~. Oii

tne

order of

11

plus ca change, plus c'est la meme chcse."

in all his plays, Chekhov began by setting the

r.lOOd

!-.nd c.s te

first.

7~e

d~d

µ1ay

opens with Astrov chatting with Marina, the old nurse who had tc.ken care

of Sonya's mother and has he 1ped to raise Sonya.

/..strov is i11 at c:ase,.

out of sorts, feeling that in the last ten years he has a;ed baG1y and
quickly.
says.

•II

"Have I changed much • . . ?"he asks Marina.
. you've aged.

you used to be.

"A lot,u Hari:-ia

And you're not quite so good-looking as

What's more -- you take a drop of vockc. now."5

:..Strov

then launches into two very long speeches, lashing out against tt2
inanity of his existence in particular and of Russian lilfe ir.

general~

These speeches serve not only to establish the mood of the play but
also to introduce what are by now very familiar themes.

f.nd, of co;;rse,

the doctor in his diatribe reveals much about hirr-..se1f too:
. . . I've become a different man. And
what is the. reason? I've worked too hard,
nurse. I'm on my feet from morning to
night. I don't know what rest is . . . why
wouldn~t I have aged?
And life itself is
boring, stupid, squalid . . • . It drags
you down this 1i fe. You' re surrounded by
crackpots, nothing but crackpots; you live
with them two or three years, and 1i ttl e by
little, without even noticing it, you becG~e
odd yourself. It's inevitable . . . . I
haven't grown stupid yet -- my brains, t;,ank
God, are still. there· -- but my feelings are
somehow dulled. There is nothing I want,
nothing I need, no one I love . . .
In the third week of Lent, I went to
Malitskoye, there was an epide;;iic . . . .
typhus. . . . In the huts people lay on
the floor in rovJs . . . Filth, stench, sr:-.okE·,
calves among the sick . . . and young pigs,

5cheKhoy, The Major Plays, p. "174.
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right there. . . . I was on the move all
day, didn't sit down or have a morsel of
·food. , . Will those who come after us in
a hundred or two hundred years, those for
whom we are blazing a trail, wi 11 they
remember and have a k_ind word for us? i~o,
they won't nurse!6
Indisputably, Astray has by far the h.ardest, foe most

derr~nding

life of

any character i.n-..: Uncle 'Vanya, perhaps of any character Chekhov evEr
created.

His view of life cannot, therefore, be said to be exactly

representative of the other characters', but because his outlook is
based on wide experience with all sorts and conditions of
is a

comprehensiveness~

a fuller truth, about

it~

peo~1e,

ther2

It is for this reason,

·-

I believe, that Chekhov gave_ him the opening speech of the play.
As soon as Astrov has had his
1ars of this play are introduced.

say~

Vanya enters and the parti cu-

The very first sentence Va.,riya speaks

informs the audience of the basic situation of the play:
the professor and his wife came here to live, 11 he says,
out of joint.

"Ever sir.ce
11

H fe has been

We never used to have a free minute, Sonya and I

worked -- I can tell you -- but now, only Sonya works, while I just
sleep, and eat, and drink . . . .
her head," agrees:

11

~Jld r~arina,

It's not good."

Everythi ng 1 s topsy-turvy. r.

"'shaking

Astrov asks if tr.e

Serebryakovs plan to stay long, and Vanya replies:

".4hur.dredye:c.rs.

The professor has decided to settle down here. 117
fhis decision of the professor has a1reacy i:> f.ct. I begun to nc.ve

6chekhov, The Major ?i2ys, p. 174.

7lbid.' p. 175.
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a very deleterious effect upon Vanya, but the

s1g~ificance

tude of this effect is not immediately perceptible.

and magni-

Vanya, as he is

initially portrayed, is frustrated, resentful, cynical and defensivs.
But though he, no doubt, has always harbored feelings of this sort to
some degree, they have suddenly surfaced because of his realization
that his life's work has been done i.n vain, that he has been duped.

He is forty-seven years old, and from his point of view the best of
his 1i fe is over.

He has spent his manhood in

s~rvi

ce to Serebryakov,

handling all the affairs of the estate and sending most of its profit
Th.is he did gladly, believing that his brother-in-

to the professor.

1aw was a great man and that his own work had va 1ue be cause it con tri -

buted to Serebryakov's welfare.

When the play opens Vanya has already come to look on

abrupt change.
the professor

But his feelings have undergone an

a~

11

a dry stick, a learned fish . . . with gout, rheur::-a-

tism, migraine and a liver swollen with jealousy and enV'J ... a·. lne
upshot of this new vision is to convince Vanya that his life lackss
and always has lacked, any meaning.
die, never having lived.

But nCYr1 i.t is too late.

He tells his mother:

He wi11

"I lie awake niohts in

rage and resentment that I so stupidly missed the time when I could
have had everything that my old age denies. 119
self-knowledge, given to extremes.

Vanya is a rr:Gn of 1:ttle

His present intense hatred of Sere-

bryakov equals or surpasses his former imm=nse cd"niration.

hlthough

Vanya places all the blame" on the professor, obviously ne hir.se1f .:s,

8chekhov, Tht:_ J~jor Pla_y·s, p. 177.
91 bi d. ' pp . 180- 181 .
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to a great degree, responsible for his disillusionr:Ent if for no
reason than his lack of perception.

o-::h2~

But in Act I he has not gained

this insight.
Vanya is frustrated and embittered by what seems to him .to be t:":e
Hot only has Serebryakov lived in luxury -- ttianks

injustice of life.

in great part to Vanya's labors, but he has also won

fa~~

as a writer,

and in this too Vanya has performed the valuable service of copyist.
Vanya envies Serebryakov for these and many things but for nothir.g sn
much as his beautiful young wife Elena.

And because of her rewi tching

and breathtaking beauty, it is Elena's presence even more than her
husband's which e.ngenders the emotions that move this play.
beauty,1 1 says Valency,

11

is very hard to bear.

nGreat

Even a g1i1t.pse of it

enough to dispel the illusions which make life tolerable."10
Valency maintains~

11

occupies a central position in the action.

~s

'Elena/'

1

She

does very little, almost nothing; but her beauty is dynawic, and by her
very presence she shocks the people around her into a desperate rea11zati on of their shortcomings, and the hopelessness of their situation. i:iil
Elena· is extraordinarily beautiful,

Chekhov did not choose her

name randomly.1 2 , The English equivalent of the ·nar.e Elena is Heier~~ and
like the famous Helen of. old, she possesses a beauty which, thou¢1 it
stirs the hearts of men, brings in its wake trouble, sorrCYr£, and ruin.

10.va 1ency: p. 183.
11~1t:·id .• p. 182.
-~-·

12Ibi d., p. 183.
---·
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Before she leaves, she has, through her presence alone, helped to
des troy the dreams of both Vanya and Sonya.

Her beauty is a constant

reminder to Vanya of a lost, neyer-lived youth.

He becorr.es wildly

enamoured of her and pursues her reckJessly, fooltshly, seemingly
obli.vious to her unmistakable., repeated rejections.

Elena•s beauty

so completely overshadows her very good, but yery plain, step-daughter
that Sonya''s secret desire of marrying Astrov is denied all possibility
of achievement.

It is worth noting here, I think, that the theme of

unrequited love which Chekhov overdid in The Sea Gull has a place in
Uncle Vanya too, but a different sort of place.

In The Sea Gull this

kind of fruitless, one-sided re.lati.onship shO'fiS its kinship to the
stock situation of romantic comedi.es (admittedly a sor-t of black sheep
kinship since none of Chekhov's lovers finds happiness} in that it is
as much a plot device as theme.

But in Uncle Vanya, the constant

rejection of Vanya by Elena and the eventual rejection of Sonya by
Astrov are significantly more than plot

deyices~

and the phrase "unre-

quited love" because of i_ ts conventi.ona 1 connotations does not seem an
apt description.

For, to both Vanya and Sonya love is the. missing fac-

tor in thei.r lives, and the gratificati.on of their desire for love.·
would, they feel, supply their li_ves with a spirit of joy and a dimension of meaning which they have neyer known and will apparently never
know.
As the p 1ay progresses~ the presence of the profe.ssor and his i,.;i fe
is seen to have an increasingly pernicious effect on th:: f:o:.;ser.olc in
general, but on \'anya in particular.

Nevertheless; i t a::c:s": be o=:-s2rv2c

that the visitors are as unhappy as their hosts.

!-.ct II 0;:•2::s with.
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Serebryakov se_ttled in an armchair in the dining room.

It is the

middle of the ni_gh.t, but no one is asleep because the profess.or, suffering from one of his frequent attacks of gout, has kept everybody up
wi_th. hi.s constant complai_nts and demands.

A stonn rages without,

reflectiye of the tempestuous emoti.ons of those within.
Uncle Vanya

Ch.ekhov~·s.external

Beginning with

settings are symbolic of the internal

•

action of the play·, the effect of which is to add a remarkable depth
and .uni.ty.

And this is a uni_ty which is characteristic of all of Chek-

h_oy's last plays.

In Act II the pervasive unhappiness and restlessness

projected in Act l are gradually intensified.

Although the Serebryakovs

are portrayed as the agents of disruption and discord,
pleasure from their roles.

11

this sepulcher."

procure no

Serebryakov, who is the cause of Van.}1 a 1 s

feeli_ngs of displacement, feels displaced himself.
;-estate as

th~y

He refers to the

"I want to live," he says,

11

I love success,

recognition~ excitement, and nere it's like being in exile. 111 3

A'1d

Elena, despite the attention she requires and receives, is very much
aware that the atmosphere of the house is highly charged with anger and
antipathy.
Vanya,

11

"There is something very wrong in this house," she tells

•••

the professor is irritable, he doesn't trust me and is

afraid of you; Sonya is angry at her father, angry at me • • •

I am on

edge and have been on the verge of tears twenty times today •.
. There is something yery wrong in this house. 1114

more affected by the atmosphere_ Elena describes

13chekhov, The Major Plays, p. 188.
14rbid., pp. 190-191.

But although Vanya is

she is, he answers

only, sarcastically,

11

Let 1 s drop the philosophy!a15

Vanya is unable at thi_s poi:nt to comprehend or care about any
problems but his own~

Hi,s only concern is himself.

The conversation

conti:nues revea 1i ng much about the persona li.ti_es of th.e speakers and
much,

too~

about th_e nature of Chekhoy 's art,

Instead of dro;:ipi ng the

philosophy, Elena proceeds not only to phi.losophi ze but to lecture as
•
well: "Ivan Petrovich.," sh_e says, "you are an educated man, and I
should think you would understand that the world is being destroyed not
by cri.me and fire_, but by hatred, enemi ty, all these petty squabbles.
Yo_ur business should be not to grumble., but to reconcile us to one
another. 11

This time Vanya responds to the subject at hand, but his

response is typically subjecti.ve.:

JIFi.rst reconcile me to myself!

darling,, • . ,"he implores and attempts to take Elena's hand,
as always, i.s repelled by his advances.

"Stop it!" she cries.

Hy

But.~he,

"Go

away! ,,16
Elena•s little sermon is full of fine-sounding sentir.€nts, but as
she is herself a main cause of the "hatred, enemity, al1 these petty
squabbles, 11 her speech is extremely ironic.
tradict her words:

And, too, her actions con-

she delivers a lofty lecture on reconciliation,

but when asked by Vanya -for help, she rejects him quickly and tactiessly.
Of course, the task of reconciling Vanya to hir..se1f is one which must
be ultimately his alone, a realization he has not c.rrived at!> but c:er-

15chekhov, The Major P1ays, p. 191.
15~b·.
..L l d .
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tainly Elena might have made his job a little easier.

ftnd although on

the surface Vanya seems undaunted a·nd undeterred by Elena's indi fference, her rejection is affecting him.

His frustration is steadily

As soon as Elena i.s able to escape from Vanya•s bumbling

mounting.

clutches, she does so, and he, left alone on the stage, begins to
soliloquize.
imagin~ng

(It is hi.sonly soliloquy in the play).

He begins by

himself marri.ed to Elena and in bed with her with his arn:s

around her, comforting her fears of the stonn.
shift suddenly.

But then his thoughts

Fantasy cannot block out the grimness of reality;

indeed, such happy visions have the effect of making his present situation more unbearable, the cause of which he persists in attributing to
Serebryakov.

11

0h, how I have been cheated," he cries out,

I worshipped that professor, that pitiful,
gouty creature, I worked 1 i ke an ox for
· him~ Sonya and I squeezed the last drop
out of this estate; like kulaks, we sold
vegetable otl, dried peas, cottage cheese~
. grudging ourse 1ves every morsel of food,
trying to saye every little kopeck so we
could send him thousands of rubles. I was
proud of him, proud of his learning, it
was the breath of life to me. Everything
he wrote or uttered seemed to come from a
genius. God'. And now? Now he has retired,
and the sum total of h.is li:fe can be seen:
not one page of his work will survive him,
he is absolutely unknown, he is nothing!
A soap bubble~ And 1 have been cheated . .
I see it -- senselessly cheated . . . 17

Vanya's rage is in reaction to his realization that he has been disposs-essed of the illusion which has made his life heretofore to1e:-2b1e

l?chekhov, The Major P1ays, pp. 1_92-193.

aa
if not happy.

11

When one has no real 1 i fe, one lives on i 11 us ions," 18

he tells Sonya.
life.

But no1-1 he feels he has neither illusion nor real

And his fury and frustration are almost beyond the point of

rational containment.

In Act III he loses all control.

Act III is very much_ the climatic act of Uncle Vanya.
act emo_tions which haye so far been held in check erupt.

In this
Questions~

which characters have not dared to ask for fear of disappointrrent are
answered.

Rel ati onshi ps which ha ye been nebulous are clarified.

F~rid

the threads of the plot which have been stitched in an interlacing
pattern in the previous two acts are bound up and rounded off in this
act.

The ti.me, is September; autumn has come, a foreshadowing (used in

all the last plays) that the end is nigh -- that the displacement wi11
soon be complete.

Elena ·begins the work necessary for such cofi'T:)1etion,

and Serebryakov takes up where she leaves off.

be

But there is, it must

stressed, nothing conscious about their partnership.

first, acting

as intennediary between Sonya and Astrov, Elena ascertains that Sonya•s
loye i_s a hopeless one.

It is true that Astrov does not love Sonya and

never has loved her "as a woman 1119 (this is the way Elena puts the
question to hi.ml, but he. does, h.e says, "like" and

11

respect" her.

And

he makes it plain that it is Elena's presence which has precluded the
possibility of marriage to Sonya.

11

If you had told me this a month or

two ago, 11 he says, speaking of Elena's revelation of Sonya's love,

18chekhov, __,....
The Major Plays, p. 195.

19 Ibi_-d., p. 209.
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might perhaps have considered it, but now . . . . (Shrugs his shoulders). 1120

Moreover, Astrov doubts the sincerity of Elena's mission,

accusing her of having not Sonya's interests at heart but her own.
And indeed she expresses no sorrow over the information she elicits,
only requests that Astray cease hi_s -visits to the estate.
he_r of using

.

11

He accuses

this i.nterrogation" as a means to further her own aims,

cal li"ng he.r "you charming bi rd of prey/' "a beautiful, fluffy 1i tt1e
weasel" who 11must have victims. 11 21

Although Elena denies his charges

ve_hemently, she soon succumbs.to his advances,, ending up quite quickly
_in his arms.

At this point Vanya enters, with an annful of autumn roses

he has gathered for Elena.

Heretofore he has refused to accept Elena's

rejection of him, but now his mind cannot deny what his eyes espy.

He

recognizes that h_is dreams of love and happiness have been only that -dreams.

And thus Elena's part in the dispossession of Vanya and Sonya

is accomplished.
But the act is only half over, and the second half of it belongs
to Serebryakov.

It is hi.s plan to roake the dispossession -- the dis--

placement -- complete, but, as in the case with h.is wife, tf-tere is no
conscious villainy in his design.

He cannot bear 1iying in the country,

and therefore, thi_nking only of himself as is hi_s wont, he devises and
proposes the plan of selling th.e estate and investing the. money i_n
securities and perhaps buying a villa in Finland.

The only reason that

Serebryakov's plan is not adopted, that physical displacement is not

20chekhov, The Major Plays, p. 209.

21 Ibid., p. 210.

achieved as well as psychological, is that Vanya, now feel'ir.g goaded
beyond endurance, lets loose all of hi,s pent-up anger, bo::--bc:rding
Serebryakov with a ·volley of insults and accusations fror.. his carefully
stocked arsenal.

The professor who remains calm throughout the attc.ck

finally becomes annoyed and indignantly and

di~dainfully

''What ri'gh.t have you to speak to me in that tone?

asks Vanya:

You nonentity. 1122

He cal l·s Vanya only one name, the same which A.rkadina hurled at Trep1ev -- but in both cases it seryes to confirm each man's worst fears,

that he has no i den ti. ty in the eyes of others,

But Vanya does not ki 11

himself as Trepley had done; instead he grabs a gun and fires -- twice -at Serebryakov, missing him both times.

This final scene of Act IIi is,

says Valency, "a marvel of dramatic ingenuity.

When everything is pre-

pared for him to play his great scene, Vanya misses his target -- not
once, but twice.

In _this climactic moment of his life, the habit of

missing is evidently too strong for him to resist; his n:venge proves
as futile as everything else he does. 1123
Vanya~s

But it must be noted that

violence is the immediate cause of the Serebryakovs' departure

in the next act.

Something undenfobly constructive arises from his

abortive attempt at destruction.

And so in Uncle Vanya physical dis-

placement is only a temporary, terrifying possibility.
1ast two plays it becomes rea

But in Chekhov's

n ty.

Act IV is set in Vanya's own room, on an autumn everifog, an outward and vi.s i.b 1e sign of the inner and spi ritual

22chekhov, The Major Plays, p. 22.

23valenc_y, p. 190.
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The only actual happening in this act is the departure of the Serebryakovs.

Beginning with Uncle Vanya all of Chekhov's last plays end

with a formal departure.

That the Serebryakov's visit has had a devas-

tating effect on Sonya and Vanya is certainly apparent, but even Astrov
has not escaped unscathed.

He., who has said he wants nothing, needs

nothing; 1aves no one, has been affected too by Elena •s presence.

Fror:i

the beg.inning As troy realizes what Sonya and Vanya only co;ne to realize·
in time, that Elena's beauty bodes no good.
remarks early in the play,

11

"She is beautiful, 11 he

there's no denying it, but . . . . you know,

she does nothing but eat, sleep, walk about and beHitch us with her
beauty -- and that's all.
her . .

Isn't that so?

She has no duties, other people work for
An idle life cannot ~e pure. 1124

arouses his emotions and affects his life all the same.

But she

He will never

be able to visit Vanya and Sonya with the freedom and good will of
former times.
emptier.

His life will henceforth be a little sadder, a little

At the end of the play Astrov, in a farewell speech, tel1s

her:
You came here with your husband, and every
one of us who had been working, bustling
about trying to create something, had to
drop his work and occupy himself with nothing
but you and your husband's gout the entire
summer. Beth you --. he and you -- have infected us with your idleness. I was infatuated
with you and have done nothing for a whole
month; meanwhile people haye been sick, peasants have been pasturing their cattle among
my young trees. . . . So, wherever you set
foot, you and your husb2;1d) you bring

24chekhov, Jhe Major Plays, p. 196.

ruin.
I am convinced that if you
!~~~~~u~~2 5 devastation would have been
But devastation has been done, and, temporari1y ar.y-'tl·ay, it is
enormous.

Vanya, at the beginning of Act

IV, is suicidal.

He has

stolen a bottle of morphine from Astrov but denies the theft.

Never-

theless, his present intense depression differs r.~rked1y fro.Ti his
•
despair in the past. A change has s~t in, a radical one. Ko longer
·does he vilify Serebryakov.
he is not blarni.ng others.

He is still

absolu~ely

miserable! but now

He longs to be able to start life over or

at least to find someway "to begin a new life. 11

t-s trov, to 1'tho@ he

unburdens himself, is impatient wi.th. this kind of talk;
now!" he says,

11

\~hat

yours and mine
am I to do?

i~hat

sort of new li:fe can there be!

is hope less. 1126
am I to do7 11

But Vanya cannot accept this.
11 pointing to his heart. 11

Our situation

And when Vanya asks h.stro'I, "\.!hat ·

the doctor answers only,
11

"Oh come

"~\othing."

Give me something. . . ,"he says,

And Astrov "softening," answers:

Those who will come after us, in two or
three hundred years, and who will despise
us for having lived our lives so stupidly
and insipidly -- perhaps they will find a.
means of happiness, but we . . . There is
only one hope for you and me: the hope t~ct
when we are sleeping in our graves we m~2 be
attended by visions, even pleasant ones. 7
p.st.rov's answers, albeit honest ones, are not nuch he1p to Vanya.

25chekhov, The Mc.jor Plays, p. 225.

26 Ibid. , p. 222.
27 Ib"d
l ...

But Sonya's are.

Sonya truly loves her uncle and even ir. the miast of

her own unhappiness is ab le to sense and sympathize with his shar.:e end
It is she who persuades Vanya to return Astrov's r.•orphine.

sadness.

She tells him "tenderly":

"I am, perhaps, just as unhappy as yo:i are:r

but I will not fall into despair.
till my. life comes to an end. . . •
must bear it, Uncle, you must! 11 28

I'll bear it, and go on bearing it
And you will bear it.

You

And bear it Vanya does.

Unlike

Treplev, unlike his counterpart in The Wood Demon, he do:s not cho0se
suicide as a way out. ·He makes no speeches affinning his fa'fth in the
future. or his belief in the value of work.
point.

He has not reached this

Such speeches are reserved for Sonya who, like Hina, see;;s r.:c&.:

of sterner stuff than her fellow sufferer.

Indeed, Vanya mal:.es no real

speeches at the end at all -- the longest of his lines being two sentences but most of them not even that.

He has with.drawn into hioself.

But his acti ans speak for him.

His farewe 11 to Serebryakov is free

from any malice or bi tteniess.

"You sha 11 receive exactly the same

amount as you formerly received," he tells the professor.

.will be exactly as it was. 1129

•:Everything

And in th.e final scene he is back at his

desk, working, with Sonya at his side as tn the days of old.
and quiet have been restored.

Vanya admits that his heart is

Pe::ce
hea~J,

·but in the last lines of· the play Sonya assures hin that "we sha11
on 1 i vi ng.

. .'

so

we shall patiently bear the trials fate sends us; 1ti2'1l

work. for others nov: and in our old age., without

28chekhov, The ~ajor Plays, p. 223.
29rbid., p. 226.

ever

knarnng re5t ," b:;t
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one day 11you and I, Uncle, dear Uncle, shall behold a life that is
I have faith, I have faith.

bri. ght, be.aJJti.ful, and fine.

stre.am down Vanya's face and Sonya's too.

11

Tea rs

11 You have had no joy in

your hfe, 11 Sonya tells him, "but wait!' Uncle Yanya, wait . • • . we
shall rest."

And as the. curtain falls, Sonya repeats her assurance,

"We shall rest. 1130
The endings of all of Chekhov's ·plays are critically controversial,
but none more so· than the end of Uncle Vanya.
on the question of change.

The controversy centers

Has change occurred?

Hill life be differ-

ent for Sonya and Vanya, or wi 11, as Vanya has said to Serebryakov,
"everything be just as it wasu?

Critics have answered this question in

various, frequently opposing, ways.

Maurice Valency maintains that

Chekhov believed "that in general people do not change, do not learn
and do not profi.t from their mistakes. 1131

Valency, therefore, believes

that in Uncle Vanya the events that occur will have no lasting effect
on the characters.

11 In Uncle Vanya the ending is not happy," he says,

The mood at the end of the play is
elegiacal. The action is suspended
rather than resolved. . . In the end
. the. scene i.s recomposed precisely as it
was in the beginning. The storm has
passed. Everything has been shaken:
nothing has changed~ The episode has no
parti.cul ar importance. 32

-30chekhov, The Major Plays, pp. 231-232.

-.-

31 Val ency, p. 194.
32 Ibid. , pp. 181-182.
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David Magarshack maintains a completely opposite opinion:
The incursion has changed everything and
never again wi 11 the relationship between
Astray, Sonya, and Uncle Yanya be the sa.i:e.
None of them are /st cTthe same, in fact.
It i.s as if a hurricane nad swept through.
thetr lfyes and uprooted everything. t.nd
it ts the young girl's faith and c§~rage
a 1one that will rebui. l d tf1.e ruins.
V. Yermilov, a Russian critic, asserts, however; that there is both
sameness and cha_nge, that outwardly 1i fe reverts to its forner form
but that inwardly it has been inalterably modified.
observes, a reconstruction

1he end is, he

Of the beginning, but

This external sameness acc.entuates with
particular force the changes that actuc11y
have occured as a result of the Serebryakov's
11
intrusioni' into the life of the estate.
Everything has returned to the old ccurse,
and yet th.ings are completely different.
Everyone is different; even the cricket, it
seems to chirp in a new way.
This is Chekhovi an action: on the one
hand, the absence of change, even the ap~arent
negati.on of change, an emphatic impression of
the unchanging expression of life; on the other
hand, the· reality of internal, qualitative
changes, altering the entire structure of life
as it was. The most important thing has passed
from life: hope. And it seems that Unc1e
Vanya and Sonya have been buried alive.on this
estate, where sn01·Js torms wi 11
\'.'hi rl and
snow wi 11 blot. out eyerythi ng.

3son

Siegried

J~elchinger

b'efore . . .

says simply;

"Everything will c.gain be

And everything v:ill not be as it was bsfore .

a~

it was

.L.nd-nothing

33t·'lagarshack, Chekhov, The Dramatist, p. 225.

34y_ Yermi lov., "Uncle Van;a: The Play 1 s
Collection of Critical Essays, pp. 119-120.

Chekhov:.

t~

will ever be as it should be.n 35
Generally my reading of the end of the play coincides

~ith

tf,e

critics wh-o see both change and sameness as descriptive of Vanya
Sonya's situation.

Outwardly life resumes its fol"'11Er pattern.

2.rid

Chekhov

makes_this very clear in his careful construction of the last scene.
Astrov and Sonya are, I believe, in the end

But ch_a°nge has occurred.

sadder and perhaps wiser, but it is in Vanya that change is most r.r-nifes ted.

The Vanya of Act IV is a very different man frow tte Vc.nya of

the three preceding acts.
sive,

No longer is he angry or cynical or de:"en-

No longer does he blame the failure of his own life on the

misdeeds of others.

There is no indication that he affirn:s "life as

it is" in any way, but he has at least come to accept it.
there are not too many alternatives.

Of course,

He could rail against it, but

he has tried that and found it wanting.

He could kill hir.$elf but

agrees with Sonya that he should, instead,

11

bear it."

Perhaps he will

adopt Astroy•s stoical attitude; perhaps he will accept Sonya's fc:ith.
There are many possible

11

perhapses."

The only certain thing is that

life goes on -- for awhile.
The world of Chekhoy•s plays seems to sorre excessively drec.rf
and bleak, but it is a world vihich was modeled on life as the autrar
saw it in his time and place.

11

lt is a discordant little ~tor1d wh.ic.~

.Chekhov depicts" in Uncle Vanya, says Valency! "a group of please:-:

people in idyllic surroundings, hopelessly at c-dGs with thel7'.Seiv<=::
and with one another -- and this world mirrors,

35Melchinger, p. 119.

~tis

21d

suggested,-::.-::=::
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illness of the great world of whi_ch_ it forms a

part~

11

·

ln large part

Chekhov's vision, Va1ency obseryes, was akin to, shared by, many of
his contemporaries:
The pessimistic mood in whith Chekhov
often displayed the world around him represents, of course, a phase of nineteenthcentury pe~si.mism in Russia, in France, and
elsewhere. The France depicted by the French
naturalists was a jungle. The Russia revealed
to us by the literature of the 1890's is a
morass, and the writers of the succeeding
period bring out with merciless realism the
squalor of the ci. ti es, the poverty of the
peasant villages, the corruption and the
s tupi di ty of the bureaucracy, and the filth,
brutality, drunkeness, and disease of the
country in general, all the misery wh~gh the
censorship sought in vain to conceal.
But although Chekhov saw the world in which he lived in much the same
way as other writers of his day and patterned the world in which his
characters live upon it, his perception was different from his contemporaries too.

And this difference is primarily accounted for in

that he looked upon life with the knowledge that he would soon be
leaving it, and this knowledge quite naturally colored his vision.
"That Chekhov saw hi.s Russia through the eyes of a dying·man is a
fact too obvious to require emphasis, 11 says Valency.
It was inevi{able after 1890 that he should
see the world around him in terms of his own
n lness, and it was no,rrna l for hi.m to project
upon it his own symptoms. This world, his
Russi a, was a continent in decay. It was wasted
by a disease that was perhaps curab 1e, but -there
was no immediate prospect of a cure. The

36valency, p. i97.
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treatment would in any case be lona, and
the method was uncertain. In the meantime,
the symptoms were unmistakable. The languor,
the weariness, the hopelessness, the resignation of this Russia so clearly reflected his
own exhaustion that the closeness of the
correspondence was perhaps· not entirely clear
even to himself, for he was a man of buoyant
spirits and naturally optimistic temper. But
the world which he saw, and so vividly represented, was not quite the world that other
people saw. It was the world of a man whose
illness necessarily colored everything that
was before his eyes, brightening some things
and shadowing others in accordance with an
inner princi_ple of illumination that was specifically his own.37
Time was runni.ng out for Chekhov, and he knew it.

Although he

seldom talked about hi.s disease and was embarrassed and made impatient
by solicitous questions or references of others to his condition, he
could, when he felt obliged, speak openly about it.

He had suffered

his first hemorrhage i.n 1884 at the age of twenty-four,38 and though
he knew from that time on that longevity was something that he would
not be granted, he was able for about fifteen years to live a more or
less normal life.

By 1899, however, his health was rapidly and

obyiously deteriorating, a situation which required that some decisions
be made and measures be taken which heretofore had not been necessary.
Of primary importance was the_question of his place of residence.
Although restlessness was a major characteristic of his personality
and he was much attracted by and given to travel, Moscow had been his
home trom the time he left Taganrog, and it was in Moscow that he was

37va lency, p. 198.
385.immons, p. 63.
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happiest.

But its climate was

a consumptive.

consider~d

unsuited and injurious to

For a number of years Chekhov, unwilling to give up·

life in Moscow, had compromised by spending portions of his winters
in places where the climate was warm, in Hice, in Biarritz, but
chiefly in Yalta.

Toward the end of 1898, he seems to have resigned

himself to the necessity of permanent residence in Yalta.
some Tand and cornmi.ssioned the building of a house. 39

He bought

However, he

always "yearned for Moscow, 11 declaring, Ernest Simmons notes, "that
he would much rather be destroyed by the rigorous climate of the North
than by the provincial boredom of this town where the doctors had condemned him to 1ive."40 Nevertheless, it was in Yalta that, for the
most part, his few remaining years were spent.
As important as the question of where he would live was the
All of hi.s life Chekhov was beset

matter of what he was to live on.
by financial worries.

His work increasingly brought in more money,

but as the primary breadwinner for his rather large family, there
never seemed to be quite enough..

About the time that he made the

decision to move to Yalta, however, he was approached by the wellknown publisher-A. F. Marx who offered to buy out all of his works and
publish a complete edi.ti.on of them.

In January of 1899 Chekhov signed

a contract with. Marx. 41 Because he would receive lump sum payments
far larger than any he had ever previously been offered, (all told

39 stmmons, p. 442.
401bid.' p. 461.

4lrb·d
- 1 •

'

p' 454 .

lOO
seventy-five thousand rubles) Chekhov found the tenns of the agree11
ment attractive, but, "i.n reali.ty,
says Simirons·, "the astute .publisher
.

found Chekhov a rather easy mark. 11 42

Members of his family and many

of his friends were opposed to the transaction.

However,. Chekllov,

Simmons contends, was "not unaware of some of the drawbacks of the
contract. , .

from a 1ong range poi:nt of vi.ew he re.al i zed that he

riskec:i losing much, 11 but "Chekhov's agreement was clearly influenced
by his own cool assumption that his years were numbered.

He told

Suvorin that the contract would be profitable if he lived less than
five or ten years, and unprofitable i.f he lived longer . •A 3 And when
his friend

A~

s.

Yakolev protested this view, contending that he was

being overly pessimi_stic, Chekhov remonstrated, telling him:

"My

friend, you forget I am a doctor, however bad a one I may be.

The

medical experts do not at all deceive me; my case is a poor one:f and
the end is not far off. n4 4
In moving to Yalta and in signing the contract with Marx, Chekhov
had confronted and resolved the problems of where to live and what to
liye on.

These were not easy

decisions~

but since they dealt with

matters mainly concrete and physical, they were a great deal easier
to arri:ve at than the much more complex and abstract question of how
to live.

Exiled, displaced, soon to die, he was in a position which

would have plunged many a man into despair.

He was, nevertheless, as

;

his __correspondence shows, endeavoring to come to terms with hfs

L1 2simmons, p·. 454.

4 3Ibid., p. 455.

44 Ibid.
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condition.

His attitude frequently and naturally

resentment and resignation.

fluctu~ted

between

In February of 1899 he wrote Lydia Avi-

1ova, a friend who for years had been an ardent (sometimes too ardent
for comfort}.admirer:
You write that I ha ye an uncorrmon
understanding of how to live. Perhaps,
but the butting of the cow of God does not
produce horns. Of what use is it that I know
how to 1i ve when I am always departing, always
in banishment? I am the one who went to Peasburg and did not find any peas; I was free and
knew not freedom; I was a litterateur, and
against my will I spent my life far from litterateurs. I sold my works for seventy-five thousand,
and have already received part of the money, but
of what use is it to me when I have been confined
to the house for two weeks, and do not dare show
my nose in the street? . . . There you have my
cormnercial secrets. Make a convenient application of them, but you won't percei5e much of my
unusual knowledge of how to live. 4
This letter not only illustrates Chekhov's disatis.faction with his
situation but also typifies two of his most sali.ent characteristics:
his modesty and his refusal to dis tort the truth as he saw it, a
truth which in this instance was, as it was so often, of an ironical
nature.

However, he could at times. be very di. dacti c.

Worried about

his mother, who had been recently widowed and whose heal th was poor,
he wrote his sister in .November of 1898;
Tell Mother . . . that after summer winter must
come, after youth old age, after happiness
unhappiness; or the contrary; man cannot be
healthy and cheerful all his ltfe, bereavements
always await him, he cannot avoid death even
though he were A1e>(cnder of Macedon -- therefore,

4 5 chekhov, Letters, pp. 49-50.

l02
one must be prepared for anything and accep_t
it as unavoidable and necessary~ however sad
it may be. According to one's strength, ~ge
must. fulfill one's duty and nothing more.
This is the philosophy to which Chekhov basically adhered.
the surface perhaps it seems simpli.stic.
in the practice of it.

On

But there is nothing simple

It requires not only an acceptance of the

conditions of life which run counter to man's desires and dreams but,
more importantly, a wi 11 tngness on his part to work on in the face of
thi.s knowledge.

This was Chekhov's endeavor, and it is the endeavor

of his characters, but achievement did not come easily for him or for
them.

It involyed a process which was for both author and characters

a gradual one, and the plays are a record of the struggle.

But as his

own situation became more severe, as the end which was "not far off 11
drew ever nearer, the necessity to come to terms with life as i.t was
became increasingly more urgent for him.

The task was fonnidable.

Each play was written wi.th more di.fficulty th.an the previ.ous one.· But
with each succeeding play he came closer to articulating a fuller and
more complete expression of life, and in this sense, each succeeding
play is greater than the one which precedes it.

46simrnons, p. 440.
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v
The Three Sisters
Many critics consider The Three Sisters, the third and next to.
last of Chekhov's great p·lays, hi.s greatest, those who demur, com:.edfng
that it is only rivaled by The Cherry Orchard.
that

~ltho_ugh

Robert Brustein observes

all four of the last plays are masterpieces, The Tu·ree

Sisters and The Cherry Orchard represent Chekhov's "highest achie:-..-ement, from a thematic and technical point of view. 111
maintains:

V.aurice Valency

"The Three Sisters is Chekhov's masterpiece. . .

NJ i;;lay

has ever conveyed more subtly the sense of the transitor; nature of
human 1i fe, the sadness and beauty of the passing moment. uZ

Davi a

Magarshack attributes its greatness in part to the profundity of its
themes.

"It is a play, 11 he says, "which deals with the utmost cyster-

ies of man's soul, the purpose of man's existence, and the ultir;ate
values of life.. 113

Eric Bentley says quite simply:· "To ey mind, Chek-

hov's supreme achievement is The Three Sisters.'r4

And Laurence 01ivfer

who directed and starred in The American Film Theater's recent presentation of The Three Sisters says that, without question, all four of
t~e

last plays are works of art, but to him The Three Sisters is "'the

most beautiful of all

and to the Chekhov worshipper," Olivier

lBrustein, p. i55.
Lv~0 ~en~y·
·
l
L- . ,

p • 219.
!he Dramatist, p. 226.

4Eric EentlEy, CiiE:kh::iv's Cherry Orchard, t:c'.ited '::Y E::rJ:::rt Goldstone, (Boston: Allyn c.nc Eacor1, Inc., 1965). p. 125.
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contends, "that 7eans the most beautiful p1ay in the ~·1orld. 11 5

By.anybody's rec'.<or.ing The Three Sisters is a wonderfu1
but its

COiTDOsit~on
•

did not come easilv
to Chekhov.
.
r

play~

Although settling

~

down to write a play v1as always difficult for him, as early progress
was often prevented by a nurrber of false starts and overall composition generally interfered with and interrupted by famil_y ~ friends
and sickness, The Three Sisters presented more than the .usual problems.

Valency quotes Chekhov as

writing to his friend A. L. Vish- ·

nevsky, an actor, in the fall of 1899:

"The p1ay we were talking

about does not exist, and I doubt very much that it will be written
soon.

Twice I began it, and twice gave it up -- each ti me I got some-

thing other than I wanted. 116

The Moscow Art Theater was very anxious

for a new play by him for their coming season, but Chekhov write Nemirovich-Danchenko that as he was unable to write the play he had in mind,
they would just have to do with out i t.7

Toward the end of the summer

of 1900 he began work seriously on the play in Yalta.
he wrote Vishnevsky,

11

Early in August

1 have already written a good deal, but until I

come to Moscow I shall not be able to evaluate it.

Quite possibly

what I'm getting is not a play at all, but some Crimean nonsense. 11 8
But a month later, in

Septe~ber,

trouble the play was giving him:

he was still
111

~riting

about the

The Three Sisters' is very difficult

5 Laurence Olivier, 11 A. Chekhov and W. Shakespeare" in "The American Film Theater Cinebill, 11 Vol. l, No. 6. {New York: 1350 Publishing
Co., Inc., Jan. 1974).

6valency, p. 206>
7Ibid.
8Ibi d., p. 207.

to write, more difficult than my other plays, 11 he wrote .n .; <: sister.

·-

i•Qh wel 1, it doesn't matter; perhaps something wil 1 cor.:e of it, n:=xt
It's very hard to write in Yalta by the way:

season if not this.

I

am interrupted, and feel as though I had no object in writing; what I
wrote yesterday I don't like to-day.

119

But after many revisions (all of Chekhov's plays were repeated1y
•
revised), the play di.d get done, and after many typical a1tercaticns
with Stanislavsky, the play was produced.

But a1V1ough Chekhov was

now so firmly established as a popular dramatist that his plays rsgularly drew admiring audiences,

11

the truth is, 11 says Va1ency, "that

The Three Sisters was no great success. 11 10

A few peop1e like i~e;;-ifro-

vi ch-Danchenko and Gorky considered the play the "profound2st yet, 11
says Ernest Simmons, but it took the public and the critics sev.::ral
years to come around to this view.11
lukewarm

rec~ption

in this play.

Valency attributes the initfai

to the structural innovations Chekhov introduced

As 1-iagarshack and Corrigan have so carefui1y pointe:d

out, all of Chekhov's great plays illustrate a departure from the
conventional dramatic form of his day, but the diversion was more re.dical, Valency believes, in The Three Sisters than in c.ny of the previo'.JS
plays.

"The traditional design of western cornedy fro:n the sixteenth
involve~,

century on

11

he says,

11

the simultaneous r::anageii'ent of

°cf1":

more plots of cl i mac tic nature, subordinated according "':o the rc.r,k,
aqe, or social condition of the participants, connec-:2c

.

9r·he'Kriov
\..·..
- ' Letters: p. 155.
-1011valency,
p. 211 .

llsimrnons, p. 522.

'J1

coWJT.-0n

or

1C5

incidents which affect each plot line, the whole corr;p11cated by
misunderstandings, deceit, mistaken identities, discoveries and
peri peti es. 11 12
at all.

But The Three Sisters is not structured in this
~-

We'!
~

Instead, the structure of the play resei7Dles, Valency says,

that of a novel.

11

The principal innovation 11 which Chekhov introduced

in The Three Sisters "is the arrangement of . . . interlaced stories.nl3
Chekho-v employed in this play, Valency maintains, "a novelistic technique in which several lines are unfolded simultaneously without c.ny
evident thematic dependence, no subordination, no surprises, and v2ry
little convergence of plot.
ti vely plotless. 1114

The result is a stor1 that seerrs relc-

This plotlessness, Valency claims, is part1a"';ly

a result of Chekhov's emphasis on characterization rather than pfot;
and while the structure of The

Thre~

Sisters represents a deviaticm

from standard dramatic procedure, its focus on character is, he asserts,
typical of nineteenth century Russian drama.

i;lfiith this piay, the

tendency to subordinate plot to portraiture which characterizes Russian
drama from the time of Griboyedov /an early nineteenth century dras=tistlcomes to a kind of culmination.

ihe Three Sisters, Valency

contends, "marks the high point of the type of drarria that has characterization for its object. . .

From the standpoint of realistic

portraiture, this play may well be considered the crm·ming
and also the end of a tradition. 1115

12valency, p. 211.
13rbid.

14 rbid.
15Ibid., p. 222.

rr.~sterpiece,
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Certainly the characters in The Three Sisters are ad.T.irably and
carefully created, and certainly, too, the plot may be said to be
sparse in the sense that the play is not loaded with events.
say that Chekhov 1 s "technique" is one

11

But to

in \'Jhich several lines are

unfolded without any evident thematic dependence . . . and very little.
convergence of plot" is to disregard, I believe, a major point of this
play i'"n particular and of the four plays in general.

For, what is

seen in The Three Sisters, as in The Sea Gull and Uncle 1/anya. hut to
a much stronger degree in this play, is that although each character
has his or her own particular story, the stories differ fron: e.ach
other only in detail; in their overall meaning and
all, with the exception of one, the same.

they are

outco~c.

And invariably this single

story is one of dispossession and displacement.

In this way the plays

all can be seen to depict what Ri.chard Todd has called the "inevitable
mutuality of experience. 1116

Thus, through the portrayal of different

characters with different personalities and different probler.is but
for whom the basi.c issue and outcome are the same, Chekhov not oniy
illustrates this theme, but, of course, strengthens it greatly.
Displacement, in my opinton, forms both the theme and the plot
l
oft he pays.

• t•mg 1•d ea, 1117
•
It is "t he central or d omrna
- 1r.1orr.-.ea,

clarified and dramatized by the action of the play.

r

'

As such, i t see;-;;s

to me, that Chekhov's plays are far from the p1otless; ir,c=2c, a care.~ullj constructed plot is one of their o0tstanding features.

16HicJ:2rd Todd, 11 Praise Goo From \-!?10::: All Ba11 Ee~~~r.;s
Atlantic, Vol. 234, No. 3, September 1974, p. 94.
17\tJilllcm F-i1nt Thrall et. c.1. etjs., A Handbook::~ Li:-=rc~r1:re
(Ne1v Yor!-~: The Odyssey.Press, 1960), p. 528.
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before a discussion of the plot of this play is undertaken, a few
general observations on plot need to be made.
As it is both difficult and dangerous to divorce form from vision,
so it is to separate characters from plot.
together.

In their book Literary Criticism:

K. Wamsatt·, Jr. and Cleanth Brooks observe:

Obviously they belong

A Short History, William
"One might be content to

•

say that -- whatever the possibly successful imbalances of character
or of action i.n drama, and they are doubtless many -- there can be no
consideration of character and action separately. nl8

And in corrobo-

ration of this assertation, they quote Henry James 's question:
is character but the determination of incident?
the illustration of character? 11 1 9

"What

Hhat is incident but

However, the point which has been

previously made about form and vision, that -- despite the indivisibility of the two -- for the purposes of critical discussion some
distinction must be made, holds equally true for the consideration of
plot and characters.

Long ago in analyzing the differences between

comedy and tragedy Aristotle made such a distinction.
book of his Poetics he said:

In the fifth

"Comedy is . . . an imitation of characters

of a lower type.-- not, however, in the full sense of the word bad, the
ludicrous. being merely a subdivision of the ugly. 1120
not treat the subject

of

Aristotle does

comedy in any detail here, ho1'1ever, reserving

his full analysis for another book which has, vnfortur.c.te 1y, been 1os t.

J8\·Jilliam Hamsatt, Jr. a.nd Cleanth Brooks, L~terar.: Criticisr:::
A Short History, (New York: ~Jintage Books, 1937), p. 37.
19 rt-id.

20Aristotle, On M~n ~~the Universe. edited ov Lo~ise R. Loorn~s,
f ,,
,
k.-1.1--:;-i::-:=:-i~l~
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~ t:..?'J
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. OS 1yn~ New
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What he does discuss in detail is tragedy, the rrost important elerr€nt
of which is, he says, plot.

Tragedy, unlike comedy,

11

is an imitation,

not of men," he says, "but of action and life, of happiness and misery. 11 21
11

A1l human happiness or misery takes the fonn of action.

n22

This

paper purposely sidesteps for the most part the question of the generic
form of Chekhov's plays; however, in the discussion of The Cherry
Orchard the issue will be raised and reviewed.

Nevertheless, it should

be noted here that both of Aristotle's definitions can be applied to
the plays.

To a degree, Chekhov's characters are comic personages:

they are not, i.n any classical sense, heroic in stature; they are all
of them, at times, ludicrous.

But while th.e plays can be seen to be

"an imitation of character, 11 they are more than this.

For, though the

characters are important in and of themselves, they are also a means
to an end, a means by which Chekhov is able to portray

11

life as it is."

In this way the plays are very much "an imitation of action and life, 11
or perhaps more accurately, the action of life.
A more recent critic, E. M. Forster, has defined plot as "a narrative of events, the emphasis falling on causality . . . . in a plot, 11
he says, "we ask. 1\>Jhy? 11123

By this definition, it seems to me, it is

apparent that there is nothing plotless about Chekhov's plays.

The

fee1ing of causality hangs heavy over all the plays, the acti.on leading

2·1Ari stotle, On Mari

~

the Universe, p. 42S.

22Aristotle, De Poetica, The \~arks, Vcl. XI,
don Press, 1952): ~-1450 a.
23E. M. Forster. 11soects of the t~ove1, (i~ei·: York:

\~orl d, Inc., 1955 L

P-

86.

-

-
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inexorably and inevitably to disillusionment,
ment.

dispossessio~, dis~1ace

Further, though Chekhov's plays are, in part, dec1c.rc:tive

~n

form in that what is seen on the stage is a statement of ''11fe as it
i:s,,'1 they are also very mucfl of an interrogative nature -- directly

posing speci.fic questions.
is as it is?

Where does life go?

Why is it that life
Irina~

The Three Sisters resounds Hith such questfo,:is.

the yeunges t sister, heartbroken at the demise of her

dre~s,

at the

prospect of her life slipping by, never having been really lived, asks:
"Where?

Where is it? 1124

Where has it all gone?

echoed by her brother Andrei:

11

Jlnd iater she is

0h where is it, where has it ali

gone~

Why is that wnen we have barely begun to live, we grow

my past . . . •

dull, gray, uninteresting, lazy, indifferent, useless, unhc;:py . . . F25
These are questi ans \vhi ch not only the characters ask, whi cl: Chek!:ov
asks, but which the audience must ask too.

But they are q:Iesticns

which if they are anS\'lered at all are answered by each r.:an according
to the disposition of his mind and heart.

Ultimately, hm,1ever, they

are unanswerable, enshrouded in the mystery of life itself.
11

mystery, 11 says Forster, "is essential to a plot. 1126

f-~'1d

In fine Three

Sisters a sense of mystery of this existential kind dominates ar.d prevails.

The mode of the pla.y

i~

indicati.ve but it i_s also stbj'Jnctive.

Olga, the oldest sister, in the last lines of the play scys:

"

seems as if just a 1·ittle more and we shall know why we live, wny we

.24chekhov..

25 rb · d
1

·.:

The 1-lajor _
Plays ,
--~-

~.'"'~
p . .)\;~.

26 Forster,
.
p. 87.

_..;.___

p. 289.
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suffer . . .

If we knew, if only we knew. 112 7

Chekhov's p1ays may

lack action of a mechanical, conventional nature, but they do not
lack plot.

As in all of the plays, the locale of The Three Sisters is an
isolated one.

However, it i"s not set, as the other plays are, on a

country estate.

Its setting is the house of the three sisters and

•

their brother, somewhere in an unnamed provi nci a 1 town.

Although the

sisters have lived in this place for eleven years -- their father,
General Prozorov, having been stationed there with his unit -- they
have never regarded the town as home.

Originally from

l~oscow,

they

have continued to 1ook upon the capital as home, and they have every
intention of returning there.

To them the town in which they now 1ive

is everything which has given the word
tati.on:

11

provi nci al" a derogctory conno-

it is stultifying in its insularity, backward, biased, boring.

They i nvari ably yi ew themse 1ves as set apart and different from the
rest of the town.

Life in the provinces is for them, says Robert Bru-

stein, one of "involuntary banishment.:•

In these feelings they resemble

their creator who described Taganrog, his birthplace, Brustein says, as
"dirty, drab, lazy and illiterate, 1128 and who in his forced exile in
Yalta longed, like the sisters, to be back in Moscow.
The several actions of the play are, Maurice Valency
unified by and made significant
Mosco1>J,

11

?0"'
0
-

~i1rough

"the enciosing

be1ieves~

S}T::-01

11

of

MoscovJ, the unattainable city toward which .c.11 -r;':e c:ction

.
bruste1n:
p.

.. rl
i~· •
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tends, the dream which all the events of the play combine to
thwart.

1129

For the sisters, Valency comments, "Moscm·1 is the sok-

tion to every problem, the answer to every prayer, the only possible
hope of felicity on earth. 1130

To them Moscow is, says Brustein, r•a

city of sun, flowers, refinement, and sensibility -- in short, of
culture -- as opposed to the cold, s tupi di ty, and dreariness of tr:ei r
town.

1 31

~

Their vision of Moscow reduces their present life to an

"absurdity, 1132 Valency remarks.

But while no one disputes the validity

of the sisters view that Moscow has much that life in the province
lacks, i.t is generally agreed that because the intensity of the

s~s

ters' vision is coupled with their propensity to discuss it but to do
nothing to achieve it, their dream is essentially "delusionary. 11 33
Indeed, to some critics the sisters• obsession has appeared almost
silly.

Corrigan quotes a critic as saying it seemed soJl::what sense-

less that three adults could spend

11

four acts in not going to Mascari

when all the time they had the price of a railroad ticket. 11 34

David

Magarshack believes that, in general, too much importance has been
attributed to this theme.

11

The idea that the yearning of the

sis~e:rs

for Moscow is the main theme of the play and expresses as a Russian
critic put it,

1

a kind of poetic symbol which introduces a certain

29valency, p. 212.
30 Ibid. , p • 214.

3lsrustein, p. 161.
32valency, p. 214.
33Brus tei n, p. l 61.

34corrigan, p. xii.
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unreality in the delineation of everyday facts,' is far from true,"
says Magarshack:
The producers of The Three Sisters make too
much. of this all too obvious theme in conformity with the pop u1ar notion that the
chief characters of the play are 11 Chekhovian 11
ineffectual characters, whereas the truth is
that they are far from ineffectual. The
important fact that the play does not end on
a note of resignation but on a note of
triumph is somehow completely ignored by
them. It must be remembered that the Moscow
theme is to a large extent autobiographical,
expressing, as it does, Cilekhovis own
yearning to return to Moscow from the Crinea
where his illness kept him confined for the
last five years of his life. In his play
Chekhov uses it to point a moral rather than
to wa 11 ow in one of those moods which critics
are so fond of ascribing to him, but which
he in fact detested. It is significant that
every time Moscow is mentioned in the play,
Chekhov underlines the absurdity of such a
~
purely romantic craving for the unattainable. 11 3°
What Magarshack says is true enough but only to a point.
does indeed point out the absurdity of the

11

Chekhov

craving, I! and it is, in

part, the absurdity of such visions which gives the plays their comic
cast which it is Magarshack 1 s purpose to stress (thouah he does not
believe The Three Sisters is basically a comedy).

But Chekhov is

equally intent on showing the necessity and significance of such i11usions to his characters.

His attitude is mucr. more ar.bivalent than

Magarshack makes it out to be.

He hi mse 1f as a doctor had ver1 few

'illusi.ons. and he was, SiITiions quotes him as sc.ying, ''sorry for this.

351·1agarshack, Ch,:;~:hov, The Dramatist, pp. 252-253.

l 1,...,.I

it somehow desiccates life. 1136

But this desiccation is, as the o1ays

attest, the eventual lot of every man.
sions.
with

11

Ufe robs hir;i of his iilu-

They cannot be preserved, and he must at length co:-::e to terr:s
li,fe as it is. 11

If there is a moral to The Three Sisters, it

is that you can't go home again.

Indeed, the irony of the play is

that not only can the sisters not return to their old

hor:.e~

t'1ey c.re

not ev~n able to retain their present one.
Although displacement is the ultimate and inevitable fate cf
Chekhov's characters in all the plays, in The Tnree Sisters, the cembers of the Prozorov family are, says Brustei n, "more clearly vi cti;:-;s
than most such figures. 1137

And the instrument responsible for their-

dispossession is more obvious in this play than in the others.

Hf.erec.s

in the other plays,. displacement results more from a corrbinatiori of
external and internal forces, in The Three Sisters it is primariiy
~ttributable to a single character, to Natasha, "the most Galevolent

character, 11 Brustein maintains,

11

Chekhoy ever created. 1138

f:..s

c. ne:tive

of the town she represents all that is hostile and harP.fu1 in the
enyi ronment which surrounds the family.
says,

11

In ine Tnree Sisters" Erus"tein

envi.ronment plays a crucial role in the gradual defeat of the

central characters, while their own psychological fai1inss c.re
relatively muted. 1139

And i~atasha,. Brustein asserts, is "the p2rsoni-

36simmons, p. 480.
37Brustein, p. 157.
381bid.
39Ibid., p. 156.

k~::;t

fication of this environment. 1140
and stupid. 1141

Valency cai1s her "brutai, co2rs2,

Brustein describes her as "a pretentious bourg2ois

arriviste without a single redeeming trait. 1142
he says ,

11

the tri urrq::ih of pure evil. 1143

Her final

From the ti me she enterS the

Prozorov house, 11 the process of dispossession continues with re;e:ntless motion. 1144
Al1 of this is made clear by the action of the play but is intensi-

fi ed and enhanced by the settings.
the Prozorov's house.

Act I opens in the drawing roo::i of

In The Sea Gull and Uncle Vanya the

ment of the mood of the play precedes any exposition.
Three Sisters Chekhov has combined the two.

estah1~sh

But in 7he

The emotiona1 tone of the

play.is presented simu1taneous1y with the necessary

And the·

mood that is established is a mixed mood, a mixture of seemingly contradi ctory or paradoxi ca1 feeli.ngs.
istic of The Cherry Orchard.
first two in many

ways~

mastery of his craft.

This procedure is also character-

The last two plays are adyances

on~

In the last plays there is a coITT;)lexity end

in costumes which mirror their moods.

40Brustein, p. 160.
1.:"'

41valency, p. 220.
42 Brustein, p. 157.

44r r..:·,:11 o'••

When tr.e curtcin

Three Sisters, the sisters are all on

43-b·d
_!.___l.:.. , p . 158 •

the

giving evidence of Chekhov's i ncre.asi ng

depth of construction reflective of life itself.
goes up

OYer

Oka, the

stage~

oldest~

dressed

is dressed in
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blue; Masha, the middle sister, in black; and Irina, the youngest, in
white.

Olga's opening line, on its surface a straightforward state-

ment, is one which is saturated \-Jith suggestions which the play will
elaborate.

11

Father died just a year ago today ,? she sc.ys, "on the
1

fifth of May -- your name day, Irina. 1145

It is spring and Irina's

birthday, but these potent symbols of life are counteracted by, blended
with,•equally strong signs of death.

Happiness and sadness are

inextricably mixed.
Irony, as in all of Chekhov's plays, pervades this play.

The

three sisters represent and act out the limited roles available to
the nineteenth century woman:

marri.age to a r..an she r.ic.y not love or

a position outside the home which she may not like, roles which for
the sisters are incompatible to thei.r vision of life as it should be,
It is chiefli through the cha~acter of Irina that Chekhoy dramatizes
the irony.

In Act I the characters of this play congregate to cele-

brate Irina's bventieth birthday.
and optimistic.
the future.
mi tted,

She is young, pretty, desirable,

Her opening speeches are filled with yearnings for

She. looks forward to shuffling off her prese:nt, uncor.i-

prote~ted

1i fe; she eagerly anticipates a tir.e when she wi 11

work and love .. Although Chekhov in no way belittles her

iliusio~s,

he does il1ustrate their folly -- or their unreality -- not on1y by
the action of the play as a whole but in Act I itself :/.roug"i th:::
'examples of her two

sisters~

Olga hes a job.

But she is by no means fulfilled by her work:

She is c. sc.:-,c·ol teacher.
it

fr'Js~:2:es ci~d
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depletes her.
of Moscow.

Only one thing, she says, keeps her going:

her dream

But though in Act I she is hopeful, as both of her sis-

ters are, of realizing this dream, she is already looking more,to'rlard
the past than the future, and her opening speeches all pertain to the
past.

Worn and weary, she is twenty-eight and feels that youth --

that life -- is fading fast.

Masha, the middle sister does not work

professionally, but she is just as dissatisfied

~Jithher

life as Olga.

Married at an early age to a man she thought she loved and respected,
Masha has found that love does not last and that she is now trapped
for life with ·a man who disgusts her.

In the course of the play

Irina discovers for herself the fallacy of her own expectations and
the reality of her sisters• experiences.
Although this is a play which deals, on the surface anyway, \'Jith
the plight of the three sisters, the play as a \'/hole is not devoted
to a depiction of the feminine predicament.

Hhat is seen, instead,

is that the ultimate futility of illusion and the ultimate inevitability of disappointment are characteristics of the human condition,
for the major characters of the play, with the exception of Hatasha,
have all either made or in time will make this discovery.
excepti.on of

l~atasha

With the

they are a 11 introduced early in Act I:

the

sisters; their brother Andrei, a young man of much potential of whom
all have high hopes; the degeneri:te doctor
'of th~' family v:ho in his youth
Kulygin, Masha's pedantic,

1-:2s

Chebutykin~

en old friend

much in loye with 1-'.rs. ?rozorov;

ridiculo~s.

insecure but kind husband; and.

the three arrrlJ' officers, Tusenbach, Solyony and Versninir.,
·the romantic interests of the plc.y are formed.

a~-our.d

\'1hom

f\o: until Fi= end of
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the act does Natasha make her entrance, an entrance which is not in
the least spectacular or prepossessing.

i~atasha

comes at J..ndrei 's

invitation to attend Irina's birthday dinner, but she fee1s ·-- as she
is -- out of place.

Dressed improperly, baffled by

~he

'taD1e talk,

unable to hold her own, she rushes from the table in tears: follo·t;ed
quickly by Andrei who takes her in his arms, professes his love and
propos~s

to her.

And with this scene, Act I ends.

Act II has the same setting as Act I, but the tirie is a year and
a half later.
interesting.

Chekhov's handling of time in this play is particularly
Beu1een the beginning of Act I and the end of Act IV,

over four years elapse, 46 but, as Brustein notes, the ir..pression given
is "that time is standing still.'i47

On the surface little seer:s to

have changed in the house of the three sisters, but careful scrutiny
reveals that changes have occurred whtch though seemingly inltially
insignificant are, when viewed from the context of the p1ay as a wnoles
ones which radically alter the lives of the family.

In kt i the

relationships between the sisters and the visiting amy officers are
primarily social, initiated and maintained for tile mutual amuse:nent of
both sexes.
more complex.

But by Act II these relationships have d::ept:nEd and beco:.ie
In Act I, Hasha and Ve rs hi nin are obvious iy attracted

to each Qthe,r, but at this point there is nei tner tirre ncr re as on for
any development of thi.s interest.

By Act II, ho-..iev2;, r':csha and

46Brustein maintair:s that three and one r.e:17 yt:=.rs constitut2
the t~n-'e span in the pl2y, but by my count it is ever 7ot.:r years.

47
. p.
· Brus t e1n,

,~~
c~.
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Vershinin have become romantically involved.

In this act Vershinin

confesses his love for her, and Masha's acceptance of the confession
reveals her own love for him.
beginning is doomed.

But it is a love which from its very

Both are already married, and both are fully

aware of their responsibilities and obligations to their families.
They accept their si.tuation with a ki.nd of resigned fatalism.

Experi-

ence 11as led Ve rs hi ni n to be 1i eve that the possibility of happiness
lies only in the far .distant future, a belief that he expounds upon
whenever the opportunity arises.

The two other army officers intro-

duced in Act I, Captain Solyony and Lieutenant Tusenbach, are both
beguiled by Irina's youth and beauty, and Act II shovJs a deepening of
their interests.

Solyony, a sinister, solitary soul, modeled after

the fashion of Pushkin's Onegin and Lermontov's Pechorin, frightens
Irina by the intensity and irrationality of his behavior.

When she

firmly r·ejects his confession of love, he answers that he will kill
anyone she might accept.

His only rival is Tusenbach, a serious and

almost pai.nfully plain young man who shares Irina's views of the necessity and value of work.

He and Vershinin engage in frequent philosophic

discussions on the meaning of life as it presently is and in speculations on the nature of life in the future.

Irina admires Tusenbach

for the nobility of hi_s principles and the kindness of his personality,
but she does not love him.

By Act II some of the optimism and confi-

dence v1hi ch she has professed in Act I has begun to fade.

Her ho;::; es

J·

of finding someone to love have not been re2lized, and the job shE h2s
nm"' taken in the telegraph office has proved u:,re1..·arding:
ti on and be 1i ef that work 1·:oul d pro vi de r.ea•1i:";g ar.a'

'

ccn~en

her ex;::ectc,•.menT.. .rn

~
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b.e,r li.fe bave prayed false.
Irina "s growi.ng disiJ lusionment and th_e i_ntensi. fi_cat'ton of fae
romanttc _inyol vements 1t1hi_ch to a great degree affect the action of Act

II are, indeed, significant and influential circumstai:ces

~r;

the iives

·of the characters, but the most 1~mportant change, the one \Jihi ch hc.s

•

the most far-reachi.ng effects, is the intrusion of Hatash.a, an i ntrus ion \tJhich is only suggested in Act I but whi.ch in Ji.ct lI hc.s becor:-2
a fai t accompl i.
end.

In Act I she does not come on unti J · yery nee:r t!:e

In Act II she is on stage from the beginning, and i t is soon

apparent that she is no longer "out of place ..,

She has r.arried Andrei,

borne him a son, and is fast becoming mistress of the household.
Before the act is over she has usurped Irina's
i:nto Olga's

bedroo~.

8oving her

room on the pretext that since Irina's room ·is the surmi-

est, it is better suited to her baby's needs.

But the process of

dispossession is working on more than just a literal lev2L

Throug'.1

the efforts of Natasha, the Prozorovs are being deprived of much c.ore
than their house:
from their

n ves.

she i.s gradually draining all the joy arid pleasure
As an agent of the forces of

darkness~

sh:= works

to dim and finally to extinguish all that is bri9ht and 1iqht in their
lives.

In Act II Natasha is seen roaming frolii room to roos, 1ockino

for candles to put out, because, she says, she is a7rc.i c of fire.
is, says Brustei n, "a symbo 1i c fire extinguisher.''

She

''Sf-,:: fu'."'.c:ti ons to

extinguish joy, and to spre2d gioom and despair."L8· !-ct II ends t-;it~

48nrustein, p. 160.
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proof of her mounting success.

It is Carnival week.

Tne:re is to je

a party at the Prozorovs', but Natasha, insisting that the noise wodct
disturb the baby 1 s rest, quashes a 11 the p1 ans .

She ousts the

Nevertheless, she does not deny and destroy all pleasure.

~ues -;-,

.

0:11y in the

lives of others is it forbidden; for herself it is permitted.

The act

closes as she departs for a rendezvous with her lover.
Brustein has called Natasha

11

a symbolic fire extinguisher/' bt;t

he also notes that she acts in the opposite capacity, as L1at of c
"symbolic arsonist. 1149 The fires she ignites within the mer:-bers of
the Prozorov family at first smolder with an insidiously sraotherinq
effect, but in Act III the flames burst forth openly.

Chekhov has

clarified and intensified the meaning of his metaphnr by staging .t.ct
III against a background of a literal fire, one which threatens tc
consume the town.
to be spared.

Ironically, the Prozorovs' house is

o~e

of the

f~

But equally fierce fires burn within the breasts

characters, and in the light of these flames, \',·hat has hitherto been
hidden now becomes revealed.

Natasha, for once, shows her true cc1or.s:

forgetting momentarily to clothe her greed and self-interest in the
garb of socially acceptable excuses.

She has achieved her

obJectjv~

of appropriating Irina's room, confining the two sisters to a single
room.

And it is in this room that Act III is set, by

choice Chekhov illustrates and underlines Natasha's
'and the sisters' increasing helplessness.

f

, _ ..

'

pp

•

1C::C_l60
..... .,,

•

of whfc:.;

grc''"~;,; succ::~s

Natasha, rr:r..;::vs··, 1r1i1i ::<ot

be content until she has gained total control, and her

49Rv·•:c-'-c:1·1·1
l (_

riie2ns

~:~e~"':: ~s ~. o·l'l'
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to rid the house of its old and, therefore in her opinion, useless
servants.

Her cold and brutal treatment of the aoed
Arifisa who has
...,

been with the family for thirty years horrifies the sisters in its
heartlessness.

But Natasha is not only detennined to get her own way,

she evidently feels powerful enough to demand it.

And the sisters,

because of their rearing, are helpless in her hands.

Valency observes

that f'tatasha is
a despot. But with all the ridiculous show
of importance which she assumes as her position
improves, and all the social blatancy of the
arriviste, she also demonstrates such strength
of. character as the well-bred sisters are
incapable of developing. Her strength is graceless. She is brutal, coarse and stupid; but
she reaches out powerfully for what she wants,
and it does not elude her. Thus the contrast
is drawn vividly bet\'Jeen the crude social
climber who gains her point through native
shrewdness and the sharpness of her claws and
the fragile, high-bred women who shrink from
every indelicacy, and are therefore shoul dered
rudely aside by those who are not as delicate. 50
The sisters 1 sense of powerlessness, of inadequacy, of desperation is

stron~er

in this act than in any other.

her hopes have gone.

Irina vmnders where

She has taken another job and loathes it as

much as her previous one.

Her life is "drying up, 11 she says, "and

there is nothing, nothing, no satisfaction of any kind, and tirre is
passing and I feel that I am moving away from the

real~

moving further and further into some sort of abyss.

I

beautiful life,
~;-7;

in despair,

and-wily I have not killed Wjseif before r.ow, I don 1 t -knO! . .

50
v-c1 ·1en"v ! pp. 219-220.
.
I Io...-.,.
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Olga suggests that Irina marry Tusenbach even though she does not love
him and "he's not good-looking. 11

11

Irin~,

You see, 11 she tells

doesn't marry for love, but to do one's duty.
I think, and I would marry without love.

-"one

f...t least, that's Hhat

I'd marry anyone who asked

me so long as he was a decent man. 1152 Olga hes no ri.cn even remotely
interested in her; and no doubt would welcome any attention, but t.'1e
weakness and folly of her advice is exemplified by the plight of her
sister Masha.

And Chekhov underscores this by having Masha's confes-

sion follow Olga's counsel.

Masha is married to a man she does not

love, but he does fulfill Olga's requirernent of decency.
decency, Masha has discovered, is not enough.

Nevertheless,

Further, unlike her

two sisters, she has found love, and she tells them of her feelings
for Vershinin.

But they all know that it is a love which will bring

more sadness than joy.

Masha seemingly accepts this, saying:

• . . I love him -- such is my fate -- such
is my destiny . . . And he loves me • • •
All this is frightening. Isn't it? Is it
wrong? (Takes Irina by the hand) Oh, rzy
darling . . . how are we going to live our
life, what wi 11 become of us? . . . \.tnen
you read it in a novel it just see~G stale,
and al.l so clear, but when you fall in love
yourself, you begin to see that no one knows
anything, that each of us has to resoi ve
everything fo.r himself.
53
But for the sisters resolutions are hard to cor:e by.

1"'.Q',·,·2ver, by the

end of Act I I I, Irina announces th.at she has de.ci de.d tc·

J.4 rry

bach, but she is still clingirig f2st to the drea:- cf :<cscc»,·::

52chekhov, The Major Pl uys, p. 290.
531·01.d .

'

p. 2c1
J

•

Tusen-

"1'11

i24

marry him, I am willing,
implore you, let us go!
Mos cow!

11

she says, "only let us go to

~-'.oscm:.

.

.,.

...

There•s nothing in the world better than

Let us go! 1154

The last act of The Three Sisters is set in the gcrden of the
Prozorov house.

Not only are the sisters leaving, each to go her

•

separate way, but the brigade has been ordered to another post.
scene as in all the last great plays is one of departure.

The

The dispos-

session has been completed although there are a few final touches to
be added.

Brustein notes, as I have, that Chekhov has constructed his

sets to mirror the theme of dispossession.

"Chekhov,

11

he says,

i.llustrates this process through careful
manipulation of the setting. The first
three acts take place in interiors which
grow progressively more confined; the t,1ird
act being laid in the room of Olga and
Irina, cramped with people, screens, and
furniture. But the last act is laid outdoors. The exterior setting tel1s the
story visually: the family is now out of
their home . . . 55
Natasha, as the agent of dispossession, has tri um;;hed, but fate or
circumstance has consistently lent her its aid.

She is now in complete

control of the house and wi 11 be able to work her will unhindered by
any interference from any of the Prozorovs.

AndrEi

to a necessary nuisance; their relationship is r.o

From-the beginning she has been unfaithful to

54chekhov, The Major ~lays, p. 294.
::;c:;B

~-xus

t e1n,
.
p. 1:J~8.•

s~2

r;-:or2

hi~ •

.:re

hc.s reduc:=d

v.c:n t1tu1ar.
i~

all

_....
l ?.:::
probability their second child is not his, but her lover•s. 56

01ga

now lives at her school \'1here she has becorrE the headr.;istress.
her sisters' and Vershinin 1 s departure, Masha will no longer be the
frequent visitor to the house that she has been.

And Irina, having

decided to marry Tusenbach, is preparing to leave with him; he is to
work in a brickyard, she to teach school.

Though her present situc-

.•
tion is not what she had hoped for, she is resigned to accept i t and

to extract from

it

what happiness she can.

have relinquished their dreams of Moscow.

Both she and her sisters

"I have made up rr;y minc,n

Irina says,
if I am not destined to be in Mosco~1,
then so be it. It is fate. There is
nothing to be done. . . . It is all
God's will, that is the truth. Nikolai
Lrovich proposed to me . . . Well? I
thought it over and made up my mind.
He is a good man, i.t is really ari;azing
how good he is. . . . And suddenly it
was if my sou 1 had gral'm wings , I
rejoiced and grew lighthearted, and
again I had a longing for work., for
wor k . . . ..57
But even this chance for happi_ness is denied Irina, for shortly
after she makes this speech, Tusenbach is killed in a duel by Solyo:iy,
who had sworn to dispose of any rival.

The ending of this play as

with all of Chekhov's plays is in no way happy, and the characters

make no attempt to mask their unhappiness.

56arustein, p. 155.
57chekhoy, The Major Plays, p, 299.

"fl.11 o:..ir ho;;2s are
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shattered," Masha says. 58 And later in the act, Olga o:s2rv2s:
"Nothing ever happens the way we want it to, I di dn 1 t wc;.t to bE c.
headmistress, and yet I became one.

It means we are net to be in

w

And yet at the end, each sister is anle

Moscow.

facs to::

thought of an uncertain future, if not with equanimity, at least
determination to persist, with hope that in

ti~e,

life

~i11 be

wi~h

better

more $"atisfying ....;_ happier. The play ends with the sisters ur.udd1ed
60
together,"
Olga in the middle, "her arms round both her s~sters,."
",l..rd new w::•re

each voicing her own particular form of reso1ution.
left alone . . . to start our lives all over again.
living.
adding:

~:e

we must go on living . . . ," says Masha.61

r:1st go on
Irin::

ag!"2ES,

"Some day people will know why such things hai:r-2n, and v-1ha.t

the purpose of all this suffering is . . .
more mysteries. . .
To work! 1162

Then there wm'.1•t be cny

Meanwhile we must go on living . . .

lj.\e m:;st work.

And Olga, the oldest, speaks last and lonsest,. reinforcfog

the thoughts and hopes of her sisters:

"How happy the r.usi c i.s, n she

says referring to the band which plays as the regiment d::par"'"t.S.
I almost feel as if I wanted to live! Oh,
God'. The years will pass, and we shall be
all gone. We shall be forgotten . . . Our
faces, our voices will be forgotten and

58chekhoy, Six Plays, p. 277. tl:ost of the quotc.ti:~s frc:J ti".2
plays are taken from Ann Dunnington 1 s trc.nslc.tion of ":"':--,e i·~.~:;: PicJS,
but v~rious translations have been read c.nd comp2reci, 2-:: ·,.;~.~,~ 2 ifoe
or a'speech h~s seemed preferable in ar:other translc.t:c:, ;-:: ~~s. 2s
in this instc:,r:ce, been employed.
The Major Plays, p.

60chekhov, Six Plays, p. 237.
61 1b·i d.
62r,bt: d •
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peop 1e wi 11 even forget that the re we re
once three of us here. . . But our sufferings wi 11 mean happiness for those who come
after us . . . Then peace and happiness will
reign on earth, andvve sha 11 be remembered
kindly and blessed. No, my dear sisters, our
lives are not finished yet. We shall live!
The band is playing and soon we shall know
why we live, why we suffer.
. Oh, if we
only knew, if only we knew! 63
•

Each of the plays has thus far ended with a declaration of this
sort, a declaration in \'Jhich a character, though utterly desolate,
vows her intent and detenni nation to persevere.

In the two preceding

plays, however, the effect of these speeches has been undercut by the
·situation of the chief protagonist, to a large degree in The Sea Gull
by Treplev's suicide and to a lesser degree in Uncle Vanya by Vanya's

silence.

But in The Three Sisters the asseveration of resolution, as

it is voiced in concert by all three sisters, receives not only the
fullest expression but the final expression.

The Cherry Orchard does
--.
.

not end with this kind of declaration.
As vigorous and as full of detennination as the sisters! final
speeches are, there is in them also a strong note of bewilderment, of
uncertainty, of wounded wonder as to why life is as it is.

David

Magarshack, however, denies this, contending that at the end of the
play, all of its great themes converge:

"the theme of the illusion

of happiness, the theme of mankind's future, and, abovE 21i, the theme
of _thi regenerative powers of vmrk," he says, "are ali c2refLiily interwoven l'lith the action and find a _gay affimation of

63chekhov, _?ix Plays, p. 287.

1~f:: ~n

the final
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chorus of the three sisters to the accompanir.Ent of an invigorating
march by the band of the departing regiment. 116 4

Robert Brustein, not

unnaturally, takes issue with Magarshack's interpretation. - "Despite
Magarshack's desire to read the play as "a oay affinr.ation of life,"
Brustein obseryes,

11

there is little that is gay or affinr.ative: about

In fact, in Brustein's opinion, the play "is the gloor;;iest

it."65

Chekh~v ever wrote. 1166 . Nothing, he notes, turns out right for the
Prozorovs.
ters.

"Everything, in fact, fails the family in The Three Sis-

And as their culture fades and their lives gro\o1 grayer, the

forces of darkness and illiteracy move in like carrion crows, ready
to pick the last bone. 1167

The only source of light and hope is that

their suffering may have some significance and their situation say not
last -- life may improve.

"And the question the play finally asks,"

Brustein says, 11 is whether the defeat of the Prozorovs has any u1timate meaning:

will their suffering eventually influence their

surroundings in any positive way? 1168
This question, Brustein maintains, is one which is

~endlessly

debated" in The Three Sisters, most obviously in the philosophic dialogues which occur between Vershinin and Tusenbach.

Alike in that

they are both serious, concerned, thoughtful rr.en, they are ter.percrrental

64Magarshack, Chekhov, The Dramatist, pp. 262-263.
65srustein, p. 157.
66 T 'b~I d •
i

67 H:>id. ,.p .. 164.
68Tb'd
"- 1 •
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and ideological opposites.

"Vershinin -- an extremely unhappy soul

holds to optimistic theories, 11 says Brustein, "while Tusenbach
inexplicably merry -- is more profoundly pessimistic. u69

Vershinin's

favorite topic of discussion i.s what life will be like in the future,
in

11

two or three hundred years,u a topic which although Tusenbach is

happy enough to di.scuss, is one whi.ch he feels is fundamentally
fruitTess because, he contends, "life will remain just the same
difficult, full of mysteries, and happy.
man will still be sighing:

A thousand years from now

'Ah, how hard life is!' -- Yet he will

fear death, exactly as he does now, and be unwilling to die. 1170
Vershinin disagrees.

11

It seeros to me, 11 he says,

that everything on earth must change 1i ttl e
by little, and is already changing before our
eyes. In two or three hundred years, let's
say a thousand years -- the time doesn't
matter -- a new, happy 1i fe wi 11 davm. He' 11
have no part i.n that life, of course, but we
are living for it now, working, yes, suffering,
and creating it -- in that alone lies the purpose of our existence, and, if you like, our
happiness.71
Although these speculations deal, by and large, with the fate of
mankind i_n genera 1 , they are rea 1ly, Brustei n says, "secretly connected with the fate of the Prozorovs. 1172

Every act of the play contains

pronouncements of this sort, but the questions which the p1ay poses

o9Brustein, p. 164.
70chekhov, The !·1c.jor Plays, p. 265.
711bid.
72 Brus te i n , p . 1 65 .
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are, Brustein observes, "never resolved. 11 73

11

Vershinin's view, 11 he

says, 11 awakens hope that there is some ultimate meaning to }ife;
Tusenbach's leads to stoicism and tragic resignation.

It is the

recurrent conflict between the progressive and static interpretation
of history, and its outcome is as insoluble as life itself. 1174
r~aurice
11

play is·

Valency, too, notes that the dominant question of the

Why? 11

But he maintains that, although "Chekhov avoids

conclusions, 1175 the play does give an answer of sorts.

"The situa-

tion in The Three Sisters, 11 he says, "is treated with austere realism.
Life has its little satisfactions, but on the whole it is not a pleasant experience.

The recurrent q_uestion is:

why?"

Vershinin and

Tusenbach haye their differing, opposing answers, Valency observes,
and s ti 11 another vi.ew is depicted by the character of Dr. Chebutyki n, "the old skeptic, 11 who "believes in nothing and expects nothing."77
What these varying, irreconcilable approaches suggest, Valency contends, is that 11 In_diyiduals think of themselves as discrete entities,
each with his own destiny.

It is implied that they·might better

think of themselves in the aggregate as a wave, sharing a corrmon
·impetus, and that thei_r i_n$istence on maintaini.119 thei.r individuality
at any cost is a chief source of their discontent. 1178

73srustein, p. 164.
74rbid., pp. 165-165.
- h

1

~v21ency, p. 244.

d.

'

p. 241.

771·Dl. d •

,

p. 243.

d.'

p, 242.

71:,If .
1 .....

Jl

78Jbi

fa.rid aithough
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what has happened to the characters in

th~

past and what

~rill

happen

to them in the future is important to them, it is not in the overall
scheme of things of much si gni fi cance.

11

The life which we glimpse

in The Three Sisters 11 Val ency claims,
is a continuum in which a few events are
seen to make a vortex, a shape which is
swallowed up in the flux as quickly as it
was formed. In the story of The Three
Sisters nothing is presented as-other than
ephemeral, and no event bears any special
emphasis. The play simply marks a morrent
in eternity. In the impressionist view
of things, of course, eterni_ty is essentially
a matter of moments. But Chekhov is by no
means simply an impressionist. To understand him, it is important to add to the
sense of episode, the sense of process, and
after t~at, the all-enveloping doubt.
The Three Sisters concentrates attention momentan ly on v:hat may be considered a
trivial aspect of the evolutionary pattern,
namely, the plight of the individual in the
cosmic scheme. Evolution makes nothing of
individuals. But within its outlines, insofar
as they are intelli_gible, the drama of the
i ndi vi dua 1 may be magnified, if one has a
mine;! to it, to something like universal proporti ans. In respect to the uni versa 1, the
human drama is necessarily a microscopic art,
and it is important for the dramatist to
preserve his sense of scale. But once it is
conceded that a particular destiny can have
in itself no more than minimal importance,
one is free to generalize its significance
in terms as vast as the heavens; there is no
limit to the artist's }ancy. A drop of water
can reflect the \'IO rl d. 9
.
In the foregoing passage it seems to me that Valency assur.es some of
the-a~bivalence which he at~ributes to Chekhov.

mises seem to be advanced:

79valency, p. 241.

' t~:2

1

~:a.disparate pre-

plight of the ir,dividual" is in and

of itself of no general importance; "the plight of the indh·idua1 11 is
reflective of the condition of mankind and is thereby

siG~ificant.

The play itself, Valency maintains, projects attitudes of

~cth

faith

and skepticism, attitudes which, he says, indicate "the extent of
Chekhov's spiritual discomfort. 1180

Like many other critics who

observe that it was Chekhov's practice to disserainate his

cr.m ideas

through various, often very different characters -- that h: never
designated a particular character as his spokeswan ---Valency sees
Vershinin

both Vershinin and Chebutykin as voicing Chekhovian views.
speaks for Chekhov's faith, and Chebutykin for his doubt.
soul , " Va 1ency remarks, "was capacious.

1

"Chekhov's

The re was room in it for the

one and for the other, and he saw no way to reconcile tt.e

Ul\0.

this inner quarrel, Valency maintains, had great significance
his life as a dramatist.

11

11

f.r.d

in

Possibly it represented in conscious tems

the dynamic principle of his art, the polarity which gc.ve it rirJver:-ent.
His mind was calm, but his soul was not placid and, more clearly then
any other of his plays, The Three Sisters reflects his S;liritua1
tension. 1181
In The Three Sisters, the sisters come to understand that t'1ey
cannot supply any satisfactory answer to the question of w'.iy life is
as it is, but they do arrive at an anSvJer to the question Of how Wey
as individuals should respond to this life.

The ending cf -:"'s-

cle_ar.lY illustrates the conyiction of both the chc.racters c'":'.i

8Dvalency, p, 243~

___

s1rbi d ., p .

- ..

?U:..

:~2/
~~::~r
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creator. that man -- despite disillusionment and dispossession
must continue to work and continue to hope.

The final note of the

play is strongly stoic, but given the situation, doubt and dissatisfaction have not been, cannot be, dispelled.

However, in The Cherry

Orchard, Chekhov's next and last play, although displa_cement is the.
lot of all, and for some a difficult fate to bear, it is dispassionately
depicted as the way of the world and, as such, accepted.
characters naturally continue to wonder about

t~e

ft~d

though

nature of life and

to ponder its meaning or meaninglessness, ultimately the question of
11

Why 11 is seen to be irrelevant and i.s heard no longer.
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VI
The Cher.ry Orchard
The Cherry Orchard was Chekhov's last play, written as he was
dying.

Its composition, a painstaking and painful process, stretched

over most of 1903.

Though all the plays gave him trouble in the

making, The Cherry Orchard was the hardest for him to write.
was beset by his usual problems:

the characters refused for awhile

interruptions impeded his work. 2

to come clear:l

He

But far more

serious than these fami1iar difficulties was the steady and obvious
deterioration of hi.s health.
unable to exert himself.
wrote a friend,

11

He was weak and suffering, physically

"I am writing only four lines a day, 11 he

and even tliat gives me unbearable pain. 113

less, somehow he managed to finish the play.

Heverthe-·

In October of 1903,

shortly after the play's completion, he wrote Olga Knipper, the
Moscow Art Theater actress he had married two years before:
play is finished -- finished at last. . .

"The

The worst thing about the

play is that I wrote it not at one sitting, but over a 1ong, a very
long period so that it is bound to seem, in a sense, spun out.
Darling, how hard it was for me to write this play. 11_4
Stanislavsky arranged for the play to be premiered on January 17,

ir•iagarshack, Chekhov, The Dramatist, p. 266.

zv a·1 ency, · p.

2'·o 1 .

3Magarshack, Chekhov, ~ Life, p. 377.
4 Va 1ency , p . 26 3.
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1904, Chekhov•s forty-fourth birthday,

poured forth from many quarters.

It was a gala affair; p.raises

Between the. third and fourth acts,

he was ushered unwil1ingly onto the stage, and Nemirovich-Danchenko
delivered a lengthy, formal tribute to him from the whole Moscow Art
Theater.

Throughout his life, any display of respect or overt adula-

tion made Chekhov highly uncomfortable:

.

favorite position.

stage center was his least

But weak, ill and overcome with_ embarrassment as

he was, he bore the ceremony with his customary grace and humor.

Less

than six months later he was dead.
Given the circumstances of the play's creation, it is amazing that
The Cherry Orchard was written at all.

But that it is a masterpiece

in the opinion of many, Chekhov's greatest play -- is something of a
miracle.

It is true, nevertheless, that although the steady advances

of his disease drained him physical1y and thus quantitatively diminished
his efforts., qualitatively his work was never better.

Maurice Valency

notes that in the last few years of his life, Chekhov was "an old man,
thin, gray and incapable of exertion . . •

Yet these years were, from

an artistic view poi.nt, the best of hi:s life, the most precious, the
very· flower of hi.s career. 115

The reasons for this, to the extent

that reasons can be supplied for artistic excellence, are plain.

He

was by now an accomplished, recognized writer, with. both the wisdom
and skill of his craft; and the knowledge that the work that he was
doing'·might wen be his last certainly reinforced the intent that it

also be his best.

In The Cherry Orchard Chekhov turned once 2gain,

5valency; p. 257.
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but now for the 1as t ti me, to the s i tua ti ons and theme·s Nhi ch had
always been his concern.

Thus the play depicts

11

life as i t is 11

~lith

all that has been shown to be characteristically Chekhovian.in that
phrase, a life that is unsatisfying and inexplicable, a life in wh1ch
the only certainty is that of displacement.

And because this was his

last chance to portray his vi.si.on of life, there is in this play paradoxically both an immediacy and an objectivity, a comprehensiveness of
treatment, surpassing, I beli.eve, the other plays.

The Cherry Orchard

is not only Chekhovts final expression of life as he saw it, it is
also his fullest.
Robert Brustein has observed that Chekhov, unlike Ibsen and
Strindberg, who were

11

occupied with finding ne\1 postures by which to

dramatize their changing relationship to the outside world," was
seemingly "more concerned with refining an unchanging vision of objective reality. 116 . The Cherry Orchard is the epitome of this refinement,
but all of the plays are variations of this "unchanging vision. 11
· Each presents a view of 1 i fe as it is and raises both directly and
indirectly the questions of why and how.

Why is li.fe as it is?

how can man face -- or simply live -- such a life?

And

The first of these

q~estions remains -- as it must -- unanswerable, but the second, the

plays show, can be answered in a number of ways.

Bewilderment and

unhappiness, as has been seen, a re the common 1ot of a 11 of Chekhov's
·major characters.

In varying degrees they find th ems elves dispossessed

of everything l'l'hich has meant the most to them, and ·they are all. in

6g rus tern,
' .
p. 140.
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the end, displaced persons.

But though their situations are similar,

they do not all respond to them in the same way.

Treplev shoots him-

self; Vanya decides to "bear it 11 but is last seen sitting mute and
heartbroken.

The heroi'nes of the plays not only resolve to persevere

but voice the-Ir belief that perseverance is in itself worthwhile,
that ultimately somethi'ng good, something satisfying will be -- or at
least; may be -- attained.

(It is interesting to observe this differ-

ence between the male and female responses in Chekhov's plays, an
aspect of his vision which as far as I have been able to ascertain
has not been dealt with by the critics.)

In each succeeding play the

conviction of the necessity of courage and hope in facing the hardships of life becomes stronger, culminating in the final chorus of
the three sisters.

There is a definite stoicism and a certain nobil-

ity in the final speeches of all of these heroines, but the life which
they go forward to meet holds li.ttle promise of happiness, and the
ending of these plays is undeniably bleak.

The Cherry Orchard, how-

ever, does not end this way at all.
But the. oyerall situation is the same.

Displacement, in fact,

because it can be seen to be working on several levels is more fully
chronicled i.n this play than i.n any of the others,

When sumnarized,

the action of this play appears to be the simplest, the moststraight-

;

forward of al 1. In essence The Cherry Orchard dramatizes an
.
ari_~:to'cratic family's loss of its ancestral estate to the son.of one
of its former serfs.

In the end the orchard which is symbolic of the

old way of life is destroyed.
personal, individual plane.

Dispossession is thus depicted on a
But the [ass can be interpre-ted -- and
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is -- as illustrative of the situation of Russia at the beginning of
the twentieth century.

The political and social structure of the

country was plainly crumbling.

In a very few years the whole feudal-

istic system would be totally shattered, and a new life would, indeedll replace the old.

The play, therefore, can be regarded as reflective

of the trends of the time, as a portrayal of the class struggle which
then aominated the Russian scene.

And further, on a still higher,

more abstract level, The Cherry Orchard can be seen as symbolic of
the situation of mankind in general.
Perhaps it is the surface simplicity of the play's design or
perhaps it is its underlying complexity which accounts for the continuing appeal of The Cherry Orchard.

It is considered by most critics

to be Chekhoy 1 s most popular and "best loyed 11 play. 7 Writing in 1965,
Leonid Kipnis notes in an introduction to the play that it has been
performed more than fourteen hundred times in countries throughout
the world -- in Germany, Austria, England, France, Czechoslovakia,
Turkey, China, Japan, Iceland, and the United States.

"Chekhov/'

·Kipnis claims, "is now the only playwright of the turn of the century
whose works are constantly performed all over the world.

And no other

play-of his has met with the critical and popular acclaim of The
Cherry Orchard. 11

The ·play, he maintains, "shows Chekhov at his most

mature, with a wonderful mixture of realism and irony.

Russian as

the play is, it is international and therefore understood c.nd·

7Ruth Davies, The Great Books of Russia, (No:1nan, Oklalrni11a:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1%8):-p. 342.
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accepted everywhere. ri8
It may we 11 be that The Cherry Orchard is accepted eve_rywhere
but that it is ubiquitously understood is true only in the sense that
the play has been meaningful to many different people.
meant the same thing to all men.

It has not

All of Chekhov•s plays are critically

controversial but none more so than The Cherry Orchard.

Critics -

•

differ in their analyses of the characters, in their interpretations
of the symbols, and therefore, understandably in their opinions of
the overall me.aning of the play.

But probably the most frequently

raised question is that of the play•s genre.

This is an issue which

·some critics, chiefly David Maga rs hack, see as central to al 1 of the
plays, but it is one which in discussing The Cherry Orchard almost
every critic has something to say.

To a large extent Chekhov himself

is responsible for the controversy.

The Cherry Orchard, he categori-

cally declared on several occasions, is a comedy.

To substantiate

his position, Magarshack quotes from yarious letters of Chekhov.
Early in September as he was fi.ni_shi ng the play, Chekhov wrote
Nemirovich-Danchenko:

11

! shall call this play a comedy. 11 9

that month he wrote his wife:
lous.1110

And later

11 The last act will be merry and frivo-

Valency cites a similar (and perhaps the most frequently

quoted} assertion from another letter wri_tten to Olga Knipper in the
11

same month:

Hhat has emerged from me i_s not a drama but a comedy;

8Leonard Kipnis, Introduction to The ChErry Orchard, (Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota Press, 1%:::), o. 12.
Q

.

_;!Mc.garshack, Chekhov, The Dramatist, p. 267.
lOibid.
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in certain places, even a farce."11
otherwise.

Stanislavsky, ho~1ever, thought

"This is not a comedy or farce as you \ffote-, 11 Valency

quotes him as telling Chekhov, "it is a tragedy. 11 12

And the argu-

ment over the genre of The Cherry Orchard has been on ever since.
My .own interpretation of the play is not dependent on generic
considerations, but the question is important.

It is more than

academic, for, as has been pointed out, form shapes vision.

A review

of various critical interpretations of the genre of this play helps to
illustrate and illuminate the differences in critical response.

David

Magarshack is probably the best example of a critic who completely
sides with Chekhov.

He believes that the play is i ncontes tab ly a

_comedy; to see it in any other light is to misunderstand it.
Cherry Orchard, 11 he maintains,

11

"The

has been so consistently misunderstood

and misrepresented by producer and critic alike that .it is only by a
complete dissociation from the current misconceptions about the play
that it is possible to appreciate Chekhov's repeated assertions that
he had written not a tragedy but 'a comedy, and in pl aces even a
farce.

111

13

Chekhov, Magarshack goes on to say,

seems to have been as anxious that nothing
should obscure the essentially comic character of his play that he eliminated everything
from it that might introduce any deeper emotional undercurrents. The play, it is true,
has plenty of emotional undercurrents, but they
are all of a 'comic nature, t~at is to say, the
ludicrous el~ment is never missing from them.
The _Cherry Orchard, in fact, conforms entirely

llva lency, p. 262.
12-·
- l Dl'd •

,

p.

l"6~
!J.

l3j!jagarshack, Chekhov, The Dramatist. p. 264.
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to Aristotle's definition of comedy as "an
imitation of characters of a lower type who
are not bad in themselves but whose faults
possess something ludicrous in them."14
Many critics accept Chekhov's dictum that the play is a comedy,
but their acceptance is usually a partial one; most find it necessary to qualify the traditional understanding of comedy, redefining
•

J. L. Styan, for

comedy in what they see as Chekhovian terms.

instance, believes that Chekhov 1 s major aim was to portray the relativity of truth and that comedy is the most effective means by which
this purpose can be dramatically achieved.

11

Ambivalence, 11 Styan says,

uis the source of a11 that is truly participatory in comedy. 111 5 He
cites Chekhov 1 s technique of undercutting as the pla)'\1right's chief
tool for conveying his vision of the truth.

uchekhov kr.ows, 11 Styan

asserts,
that by reversing a current of feeling,
muting a climax, toppling a character 1 s
dignity, contradicting one statement by
another, juxtaposing one impression with
its opposite, he is training his audience
to see the truth of the total situation.
To be compassionate yet cool at the same
time is to take a big step nearer this
truth and Chekhov's final, hard discipline
·;s to prove that the truth i.s relative by
trying i.t dialectically on his audience•s
fee 1i ngs .16 ·
The result of th.is di.a lecti_ca l

process~ ~ays

Styan ~ is

11

perfect

14.Ma;arshack, Chekhov, The Dramatist, p. 26l.
15J. L. Styan, Chekhov in Perfor.sance, (Carrbridge:
Uni ve rs i ty Press , 1974) , p--:- 247.
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comedy -- Chekhovi an comedy. u 17
Walter Kerr, too, maintains that Chekhov's plays are comedies
but of a speci.al sort, "comedies of the mind, 11 Kerr calls them, a
kind of comedy which borders frequently on the tragic.

Chekhov wrote,

Kerr cl a i ms ,
comedies of the mind, comedies in which the
most serious issues were reduced to absurdity
by the malfunctioning of the instrument that
ought to have been able to resolve the issues
effectively. The failure of intelligence is
his perpetual theme, the strait jacketing of
the intelligence by preconceived attitudes
his principal comic image.18
In the plays of Chekhov, Kerr asserts, "we enter the realm of seriousness, of intellectuality, of something very like tragedy in order to
display the terrible, and inevitably funny limitations which exist
within seriousness, within intellect, within the tragic landscape. 11 19
Though other interpretations

of

implies, misinterpretations.

Chekhov are possible, they are, Kerr

"Anyone who prefers not to see what is

comic -- which is to say, 1i mi ted -- in the behavior of Chekhov's
characters can easily give a 11 of his attention to the unhappy eventualities of the play and none of it to the self delusion that has
brought these things about. 11 20
Robert Brustei.n is another critic who believes that The Cherry

17styan, p. 247.
18\·ia 1ter Kerr, Tragedy and Comedy, (New York:
19GS). p. 235.

19Ibi d., p. 237.
201i ·Dl. d •
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Orchard is primarily comic in form although an anaiysis of genre is
not one of hj5 major considerations.
The Three

Sisters~

In comparing the play wtth

he observes that "In The Three Sisters Chekhov

depicts the prostrati.on of the cultured elite before the forces of
darkness; in 'The Cherry Orchard he examines the same problem from a
comic-ironi:c poi:nt
11

of

vi_ew. 1121- The Cherry Orchard, Brustein asserts,

is tlie most farcical of Chekhov's full length works, and so it i'las

intended. 1122

Whereas in the earlier plays Chekhov evokes a sympathy

for the victims of the changing social order, in The Cherry Orchard,
he !?atirizes th.ero.
11

play,

And thus, says Brustei_n, Chekhov in this last

i"s more impatient with ni"s cultured idlers; and their eventual

fate seems more fitting and roore just. u23
Despite Chekhov's insistence that his play was a comedy and the
concurrences of some critics, other critics are not convinced.
Tyrone Guthrie, in a preface to an edition of The Cherry Orchard which
he edited, reviews the controversy and defends Stanislavsky's right
differ with Chekhov.

It is "too easy, 11 he contends, to say that the

playwright is the best judge of his \'JOrk.

"What an author hopes that

he means," Guthrie says, "and what he expresses are not always quite
the same thing. 1124 . Maurice Valency agrees, observing that despite
the play's many comic elements, it cannot be called a comedy.

And

21srustein, p. 167.
221bid.

23Ibid.

24ryrDne Guthrie, introduct-ion to The Cherry Orchc~--d~ (r-,;inneaThe University of Mi:inesota Press, 1965), p. 13.
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further, Valency believes that Chekhov was bound to have realized
this:

11
•••

it is inconceivable that Chekhov was insensible to the

tragic implications of the situation he had created.

He himself was

a gardener. ·He was accustomed to watch over his· plants and trees with
the solicitude of a father.

Everything indicates that the orchard as

a symbol had exceptional signi.ficance for him, and that its destruc,...
tion touched him deeply.

1125

"The Cherry Orchard," Valency

continues,
has many comic passages, some of them so
broad as to approximate farce but, generally
speaking, di rectors have been unable to fathom
the author's comedic intention. The reason is
not far to seek. The play, on the whole, is
not funny. The characters have their comic
side, but the situation is sad. No rationali~:!~~~2~as ever succeeded in giving it a comic

Valency's position is supported by john Gassner's views.
Gassner, in an arti.cle entitled

11

The Duality of Chekhov, 11 discusses

Chekhov's plays in general and maintains that they are neither
strictly comedy nor tragedy but a blend of the two genres.
he writes,
is especially modern in this one respect:
that his mature work belongs in the main, to
a mixed genre·. Whereas in the .past comedy
and tragedy tended to exist separately, they
tend to blend in modern writings. In his
\'l'Ork, comedy may infiltrate tragedy and
tragedy may influence comedy, producing controversy on the part of those who like to

25va 1ency, pp. 265-266.
26rbid., p. 267.
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busy themselves with the fine points of
literary classification. Chekhov is the
master of the double mode, of.what for
want of a better term, we may call tragicomedy or simply "drarna. 11 He was so
effective in this genre because his various
attitudes and moods blended so naturally.
He was so effective also because he has
such high spirits that disenchantment ~r
depression could not overcome him . . • 7
But it should be said, I believe, in the defense of these critics
who have made the matter of generic consideration a major concern that
they have been doing more than "busy /fng7 themselves with the fine
points of literary classification," for, the way in which they view
the genre of the play influences or determines the way in which they
interpret the personalities of the characters, the significance of
the symbols and the meaning of the play as a whole.
the other way around:

Or perhaps it is

their response to different components

oy

the

play such as the plot, characters, structure, symbols is responsible
for their understanding of the play's genre.

It seems to be a matter

of whether the critic employs deductive or inductive reasoning.

But,

however the process works, in either case, it is both certain and
understandable that those who see The Cherry Orchard as pure or mainly
comedy respond to various elements in the play quite differently from
those who feel and consequently stress its "tragic implications."
Because The Cherry Orchard is a play of ample proportions and
many dimensions, it can support various readings.

Of the critics

reviewed, my Ol'l'n interpretation most closely coincides with that of

27John Gassner, "The Duality of Chekhov , in Chekhov: A Collection of Critical Esso.ys, (Englewood Cliffs, Ne\'1 Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
11

Inc. ,-196 7) , p. 179.
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Valency, chiefly because he, it seems to me, more than the others,
recognizes and expresses the comprehensiveness of Chekhov's vision.
The Cherry Orchard, as I have said, is Chekhov's final and fullest
portrayal of life as i.t saw it, but this is not to say that he has
plucked the heart of the mystery or bound it in a nutshell.

On the

contrary, the mystery remains very much intact, and the perimeters of
this play expand much like those of a circle when a pebble is tossed
i.n a pond.
Probably most great art is born of conflict within the artist.
Yeats has said that rhetoric i.s derived from man• s quarrel with others
but the poetry originates in his quarrel with himself.28
certainly true of Chekhov's plays.

This is

(Despite their differences, the

critics all concur in viewing the plays as poetry:

Robert Corrigan

states that the plays are structured as poems;29 Maurice Valency
speaks of the plays 1 "poetic content 11 ; 30 and Ernest Sirrrnons praises
the "poetic power of Chekhov to evoke man's vision of life. 11 )31

A

great deal has been written about Chekhov's vision and its bearing on
the genre of The Cherry Orchard.

My own feeling is that Chekhov's

vision defies generalizations, for it was both tragic and comic, that
emotionally his response to life was tragic but intellectually it was
comic, and that hi.s plays grew out of the conflict between the two.

2Bsrustein, p. 2~7
29Robert Corrigan, introduction to Six .E._l_ays, o. xxiv.
30valency, p. 140.

31 Simmons,
.
p.

~-,

3!::l
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In themselves, though, these terms "tragic vision" and 11 comic vision"
are imprecise and stand in need of same sort of definition. ·What is
meant by comic vision has been illustrated adequately enough by such
critics as Magarshack and Kerr.

Something, though, needs to be said

about the meaning of tragic vision.

But as numerous essays and books

attest, the subject is broad and deep and difficult to approach objectively,

A few pertinent defi.ni.tions will be proffered not in any

expectation of resolving the controversy but only in the hope of
clarifying my own views.
Essentially Chekhov•s conflict was the fairly universal one that
what he wanted to believe about life and what experience showed him
was true about it were two very different things.

Like most men, he

longed and sought for meaning, and this search, says Edith Hamilton
in her book The Greek Way to Wes tern Civilization, is a primary
requisite of the tragedian;
life. 1132

he "must seek for the significance of

But not only must he seek, says Miss Hamilton, he must also

believe33 in its significance and its dignity.
accepted views.

These are generally

In his essay 11 The Tragic Fa 11acy, 11 Joseph Wood

Krutch emphasizes the idea of nobility which is , he says , "i nsepa rab 1e
from th·e idea of tragedy. 1134 ·By these definitions, neither Chekhov's
vision nor his plays which reflect it can be called tragic.

York:

And

32Edith Hamilton, The Greek VJay to Western Civiiizaticn, (Mev-1
The Nev,i American Llbra ry, 1960), o. 168.
33My underscoring.

34Joseph Wood Krutch, "The Tra ic F2llacy," in Traoedy: Vision
and Form, Robert 1-J. Corrigan, ed., San Francisco: Chandler Publishing
Company, 1965), p. 174.
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further, Edi th Hami 1ton observes:

11

Hhen humanity is seen as devoid

of dignity and significance, trivial, mean, and ·sunk in dreary helplessness, the spirit of tragedy departs. 1135

Certainly the characters

in the plays can be viewed as often seeming 11tri vi al , mean, and sunk
in dreary helplessness. 11

They are all at times, as has frequentl.Y

been said, comic, even 1udi crous.
Chekhov wrote.

11

11

The Lord 1 s earth is beautiful, 11

There is one thing, however, that is not beautiful

and tha(_i s us. 1136
And ultimately the most incontestable fact about life is that it
ends in displacement.

Chekhov, says Brustein, because he confronts

11 a world without God and therefore with out meaning. • . has no remedy

for the disease of modern 1ife. 1137

And so because of his be 1i ef that

art must be honestl.Y realistic, that it must show life as it is, he
created what he saw and not what he wanted.

It would seem, then, difficult indeed to view Chekhov's plays as
tragedi.es in any classical sense of the term, and yet behind his
realism, his objectivity, there persists a tragic vision of a modified,
perhaps a modern sort.
.

Robert Corrigan notes Scott Fitzgerald's defi-

-.

niti_on of this view as the "sense that life is essentially a cheat and
its conditions those of defea·t. 1138

This, it seems to me, describes

'

35Hamilton, p. 168.
36Magarshack, Chekhov, A Life, p. 221.
37srus tei n, p. 178.

38Robert Corrigan, 11 ~!ilder and the Tragic Sense of Life," Essays
·in the Modern Drama, Morris Freedman, ed., (Boston: D. C. Heatn end
Company ~-n-:-P.313.
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the Chekhovian vision in its bleakest form (however, even this must
be qualified, for because of Chekhov's ever-present sense of humor
the vision is never wholly bleak}.

And in order to view the above·

definition as descriptive of a tragic vision and not just a pessimistic one, it must be extended.

Obviously, life viewed -- felt --

this way, as a cheat, impli.es suffering on man's part, and, says
Edith 1-lamilton, "Tragedy's preoccupation is with suffering. 1139

It

cannot be denied that Chekhov saw suffering as a condition of life or
that his characters suffer.

But whether thei.r sufferings have meaninq

remains unanswered and unanswerable.

Questions such as these are the

stuff of which criticism is made, but, in the end, no single position,
Magarshack to the contrary, is satisfactory or sufficient.

Generic

consi derati,ons are important because they offer ways in which to view
a play, but there is a danger in attempting to apply them too rigidly
to Chekhov's plays, for as wi.th all great drama, the play will always
go beyond the definition.
Nevertheless, a valid generalization about Chekhov's art
believe, be made.

can, I

And that is his plays grew out of his need to express

his conflict -- were created as Robert Penn Warren has observed in
another context, "in order to_ objectify and grasp the nature of /Fii s7

-.

~

own inner drama,'AO and in the expression of this conflict to achieve
some sort of reconciliation.

This is, indeed, says Joseph Wood Krutch,

39Hami lton, p. 169.
40Robert Penn Warren, Faulkner: A Collection of Critical Essays,
(Englevwod Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Ha1l, Inc.-,-l966), p. 4.

..1so

the purpose of all great art:
Milton set out, he said, to justify the
ways of God to man, and hi.s phrase, if
it be interpreted broadly enough, may be
taken as describing the function of all
art, whi. ch must, i_n some way or anoth.er,
make the life w.hi. ch it seems to represent
satisfactory to those who see tts reflection in the.magic mirror, and it must
grati:fy or at least reconci_le the desires
of the bef1.0lde.r . • . by- at least satisfying
the universally human desire to find in the
world some justice, some meaning, or, at
the very least, some recognizable order. 41

-

In The Sea Gull, Uncle Vanya and The Three Sisters, there seems little
. . - --.--.
.
-.
.

justice or meanfng, and the only order is that of the inexorable process toward displacement.

The order remains the same in The Cherry

Orchard, but there can be seen in this play, I belieye, some meaning
and justice to the order.
The structure of The Cherry Orchard is that of the cycle of .1 i fe
itself. · The settings of the four acts symbolize various stages or
aspects of life and make this pattern very clear.
the Nursery of the Gaev estate.

Act I is set in

It is dawn of a May morning.

The

cherry trees whi.ch can be seen through a window of the Nursery are in
bloom.-

All the signs of begfoning --- place, day, and season -- are

given.

And th.e play begi.ns with an arrival.

Lyubov is returning

home from Europe where she had fled, following her son's death.
cy~1.ica1

order of 1ife is thus indicated.

The

Lyubov is arriving· to

begin vJhat she hopes will be a nevi li.fe, but her arrivc.l is a return,

41Krutch, p. 275.
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and she will be confronted by old problems as well as new.
beginning, therefore, has something in it of the

natur~

This

of an end,

and it foreshadows the conclusion of the play which has much in it of
a beginning.

Chekhov, as his practice was, gradually unfolds his

exposition, establishi.ng mood first; but by the end.of Act I all the
major themes, relationships and conflicts have been introduced.
succe~ding

The

acts only reinforce and resolve what has been presented in

the first act.
When the curtain rises, there are only two characters on stage,
Lopakhin and a maid, Dunyasha.

(The Sea Gull and Uncle Vanya, as has

been seen, begin in this way too).

Lopakhin is just waking up,

having fallen asleep waiting for Lyubov•s train.
her is clarified almost i.mmediately;

His relationship to

he admires her and feels infer-

ior to her.

Though now rich, he is very conscious of his peasant

origins.

••

11

I've made a lot ofmoney, 11 he tells Dunyasha, "but

if you think about it, I'm a peasant th rough and through ... 42

Lopakhi n,

on one level of this play, represents the rising bourgeois class, and
our first view of him, I believe, is suggestive of this.
them, is just waking

up.

He, like

Through the characters of Lopakhin and

Dunyasha, in their anticipation of Lyubov•s arrival, Chekhov set the
mood of Act I, a mood ofexpectati on and agitation,. feel in gs which
are indicative of beginning.
lyubov.·will recognize him.
faint.

Lopakhin wonders if after five years
Dunyasha keeps saying she is going to

Even the dogs, we are told, have been restless.

·42Chekhov, The Major Pl2ys, p, 316.
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shortly arrives with the members of her family who have gone to meet
her, these feelings are intensified, and more are added:
fusion, question.
representati~e

joy, con-

Although on the surface, both action and mood seem

of a typical homecoming (assuming t~ere is such a

thing}, there is, nevertheless, an ominous undercurrent.

That this

is a play about loss and ending is suggested in the beginning by the
repeated use of the word

11

cold. 11

characters are cold; and there

1~s

The Nursery is cold; many of the
a frost -- even now in May -- on

the cherry b1ossoms.
In many ways The Cherry Orchard resembles the other plays.
study, the hand of the creator becomes easily recognizable.

With

The set-

ting is the now familiar isolated estate, and the characters of all
of Chekhovts plays seem to belong to the same family, not to four different ones.

And yet the world of The Cherry Orchard is not quite the

same as that of the preyious plays, for it is muted in a way the others
are not.

There are the old themes:

dissatisfaction with life, unre-

quited loye, lack of communication, the necessity and inadequacy of
illusion, and certainly, definitely displacement; but the treatment
of these themes· lacks the intensity, perhaps melodrama is the best
word, of the earli_er- plays.

_Treplev's· reaction to his estrangement

and displacement is both morbid and melodramatic, Vanya's shrill and
melodramatic.

This is less true of The Three Sisters:

the sisters

'themselves though heartbroken are contained; but there is, ne~erthe
less, something exaggerated and melodramatic in Natasha's successful
vi11ainy.

In The Cherry Orchard, however, there is nothing morbid or

shrill or even heartbreaking.

The dispossession of Lyubov and Gaev

is sad, of course, for them and, therefore, for us -- but i t seems

. f53
not only inevitable but right, and it is as if the dispossessed
recognize this as well as the other, less directly affected characters.
There are only two possible events in The Cherr; Orchard:

the

sale of the orchard and the engagement of Lopakhin and Varya, L.yubov's
adopted daughter.

Looked at from the point of view of happy endings,

neithe.r event succeeds.

And these failures are pretty well established

as early as Act I so that the succeeding acts serve only to confinn
what has seemed preordained.

After all the usual gestures and excla-

mations of welcome have been proffered and reciprocated, Anya,
Lyubov's daughter, asks suddenly:

11

Well, how are things?

Have you

paid the interest? 114 3 And Varya answers, "How could we? 11 and then
abruptly announces,

11

In August the estate will be put up for sale. 1144

Aghast, Anya can momentarily only utter several "My God's!" but then
she quickly changes the subject and inquires whether Vary a has
received the long expected proposal of marriage from Lopakhin.
has not, and Varya is convinced that she never will.
anythi.ng will ever come
.
f or me. • • 1145
t ime

dropped.

of

it, 11 she says.

11

11

She

1 don't think

He's too busy, he has no

And then both matters are, for the time being,

Thus from the first, there is little indication that what

is desired will be achieved .. Lopakhin later in ·the act offers his
solution to the family 1 s financial problems:
out, 11 he tells lyubov and Gaev,

11

••

45 Ibi d.

there is a way

if the cherry orchard and the

43chekhov, The Major Plays, p. 320.
44 I bi d. , p . 321 .
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land along the river were cut up into lots and leased for sumner
cottages, you''d have at the very least, an income of t\'1enty-flve
thousand a year. 1146
it is

To Gaev, however, this is "nonsense 11 ; to Lyubov

incomprehensible.~

not because they are in the slightest degree

dim-witted but becaus.e. such an action is totally contrary to their
view of life and themselves.
The dialogue followi.ng Lopahkin's proposal -- to them preposterous, to him eminently sensible...,_ clearly indicates the identification
of the owners with the orchard.

It is beautiful, remarkable, inter-

esting, even famous, but it is useless.
profligacy is emphasi:zed again and again.

And so are they.

Whatever money she has she

either lends or spends, nei.ther wisely nor well.
same way, generously and fooli.shly.

Lyubov's

And she loves in the

Gaev•s detachment from reality

is both humorously and pathetically underscored by the imaginary game
of billiards he is forever playing and by his penchant for declamations, delivered usually at the wrong time, full of sound but
signifying little to others.
their home nor themselves.

Lyubov and Gaev can take care of neither
Dependent upon servants and the services

of others all of thei.r lives, they are both by personality and -rearing
.incapable of coping with the chang.es, little and large, encroaching
on their world, changes· which they begin to recognize dimly in Act I
but which become clearer to them as the play progresses.
is not:quite the same pla_ce Lyubov left.

The estate

Their old nurse has ·died

while she was away, Gaev tells her, and so has another servant, and

46chekhov, The Major Plays_, p. 325.
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still.another has left for a more promising job in the
the countryside the same.

city~

"There used to be only gentry and

Hor is
~he

pea-

sants living in the country, 11 Lopakhin infonns Lyuboy, "but now these
summer people have appeared. 1147

She does not, however, understand

the implications of these changes yet.

Toward the end of the act,

Lyuboy looks out of the Nursery·window at the cherry orchard, wonders
at its.beauty, and 11 laughi_ng wi.th joy" exclaims:
changed. 11
adds:

• • nothing has

II

But her mood shifts suddenly, for, in the next instant, she

"If only I could cast off the heavy stone weighing on TTlY breast

and shoulders,

. if I could forget rey past. 1148

as much to his own thoughts as to hers:

And Gaev replies

"Yes, and the orchard wi 11

be sold to pay for our debts. . . u4 9

Of the four acts of The Cherry Orchard, the second. act gave
Chekhov the most trouble. 50

It is, to rey mind, his greatest creation,

for in this act he has managed to capture and dramatize the essence
of 1ife itself.
setting.
11

It ts the only act that does not have an interior

The action, such as it is, takes place in a

field~

near

an old abandoned chapel , 11 around which are clustered tombstones.

Telegraph poles tower in the distance, and the skyline of a large
town looms on the horizon.

This is, indeed, the metaphysical setting

in which man emerging into the twentieth century found himself:
1os t -- or at best stranded -- somewhere between the old, predomi I

.

nantJy 1 rural world of faith and tradition, a world which is lovely

47chekhov, The Major Plays, p. 327.
481.E_i d.' p. 330.
49Ibid.

50Magarshack, Chekhov, The Dramatist, p. 267.
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but useless, and a new one of urban automation where beauty seems to
have been banished by use and practicality.
has no place in this act.
at the

~nd

Time, as man reckons it,

The only indication that is given is that

of the act the sun has set and darkness is

Acts I, III and IV something definite happens:

settlin~.

In

in Act I there is the

arrival; in Act HI Lopakhin acquires the orchard; in Act IV there is
the departure.

But in Act .II nothing happens except toward the end

of the act a string seems to break in the sky.
The mood of the act is evoked, as is so often the case in Chekhov 1 s plays, by mi nor characters.

Acting much 1i ke a chorus, they

antiphonally present all the themes of this play and the past ones.
The act opens with Charlotta's musings on her loneliness, her feelings
of alienati.on and displacement.

She has no passport; she knows little

of her begi.nnings; she is not even

~ure

of her age.

"Alone, always

alone," she says to no one in particular, "I have no one . . .
who I am, and why I am, nobody knows. . . 1151
echoed by the other characters.

And

This theme is then

Epihodov complains hesitantly that

he "can't figure out where he is going, 11 that Fate has treated him
"absolutely without mercy," that he is "like a small ship . . . buffeted by the storm. 1152

Dunyasha says that she "no l anger knows how

to lead a simple life," that she is "afraid of everything. 1153
ally, little by little a mosaic of life is formsd.

5lchekhov, The Major Plo.ys, p. 338.

52chekhov, Six Plays, p. 307.
S3Ibid., p. 308.
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These minor characters, having set the mood, are then joined by
the major ones.

Lyubov, Gaev

an~

Lopakhin enter, and Lopakh.in imme-

diately -- predictably -- introduces the subject of the impending
sale of the estate.

It is imperative, he says, that action be taken

quickly, but Lyubov and Gaev seemingly do not even hear him:
Lopakhin: You must make up your mind once
and for all -- time won't stand still. The
question after all is quite simple. Do you
agree to lease the land for summer cottages
or not? Answer in one word: yes or no?
Only one word!
Lyubov: Who is it that smokes those disgust1 ng cigars out here? (Sits down).
'Gaev: Now th_at the railway li.ne is ::;o near,
i.t 1 smade thtngs conveni_ent. (Sits down).
We went to town and had lunch . . . cue ball
to the ~enter! I fe~l 1 i_ ke going to the
how:;e first and play1.ng a game.54
Such disjointed dialogue is typical of Chekhov's characters, illustrating often their inclination, at times their detennination, to
isolate themselves from others.

It is not that Lyubov and Gaev do

not hear Lopakhin's advice; they do, but it is utterly unacceptable
to them, and yet they have no solutions of their own so they continue
to avoid the issue.

It remains, however, very much on their minds.

The dialogue continues in its apparently desultory fashion.

But

whi1 e the speeches may seem unconnected and irrelevant, actually every
\

line -s'poken has direct bearing on the action of the play.

Lyubov,

ostensibly ignoring Lopakhin 1 s implorings, looks down at the dwindling

54chekhov, The Major Plays, p. 339.
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supply of coins in her purse and, speaking more to herself than to
anyone else, comments on the way she has squandered money.

It is

partly because she cannot -- has never been able to -- handle money
that the cherry orchard wi11 be lost.
has her drop her purse.

To reinforce this idea·Chekhov

The few remaining gold pieces scatter.

Yasha, the-young footman who is the play•s most odious example of
the "n·ew man, 11 is quick to gather them up.

11

Allow me, 11 he says,

11

1 1 11

pick them up in an instant. 1155 And this response is indicative, of
course, not only of this immediate action but of the overall action of
the play.

It is the Yashas of the world who are displacing Lyubov and

her kind.

He is a self-centered upstart, cold and brash, whose flip-

pant sarcasm finally goads the usually mild-mannered Gaev into expostulating:

"Either he goes or I do . . . 1156

David Magarshack uses this

scene as an example of the ludicrous in Chekhov's characters.

Nothing

could be more absurd, he contends, than Gaev's demand that Lyubov
11

should choose between him and some absurd fool of a footman like

Yasha. 115 7 .While it is possible to interpret Gaev 1 s remark as merely
a display of petulance, absurd in its immaturity, this interpretation,
it seems to me, does not go to the heart of the matter.

Gaev's condi-

tional statement -- that either he or Yasha must go -- epitomizes the
situation of the characters of The Cherry Orchard.
Lyubov's power to make the choi.ce.

It is not in

No one responds to Gaev's outburst,

but the play as a whole provides an answer.

55chekhov.. The Major Plays, p. 340 .
----''---~

56chekhov~ Six Plays, p. 309.

57Magarshack, Chekhov, The Dramatist, p. 272.
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On the surface Lopakhin's proposal seems a reasonable one.
problem to him is both clear and soluble.

The

But this is because to

Lopakhin the estate and its orchard are simply a piece of valuable
real estate.

To Lyubov and Gaev, their property is a concrete repre-

sentation of their life.

It is no more possible for them to deal

with the dissolution of the orchard as a business transaction than i t
would.be for them to view and discuss their own lives in such a way.
Life does, indeed, come to an end.

Displacement is inevitable, but --

_at the least -- this idea requires some adjusting to.
Orchard can be read as a play about such an adjustment.

The Cherry
At the core

of Judaic-Christian theology is the Biblical dictum that the wages of
sin is death, the idea that the Genesis myth depicts.

Chekhov was not

orthodox in his beliefs; yet this principle can be seen as operating
at the center of The Cherry Orchard.

The pattern of life that the

p 1ay sets forth i.s the natura 1, eyol uti onary one which Valency discusses -- that change and destruction are the nature of life -- but
beneath this ts certainly the suggestion, if not the doctrine, that
retribution is part of the scheme of things.

Lyubov apparently

accepts this view, a view which for her is tragic in its implications
but is simultaneously comic in its over-simplification.

It is because

of Lyubovts awareness of her sins, her feeling that she cannot escape
con~equence~,

their
~ot

indeed must pay the price of them, that she does

give Lopakhin a straightforward answer,

..

_)

Her recognition qf her

.f'

si fuati'on precludes any answers of this sort.
to hirn:

But she does respond

"I keep expecting something to happen," she tells him, "like

the house cavi_ng i'n on us. 11

"We ha ye sinned s_o much.- .

58chekhov,_ The Major Plays, p. 342.

~ 1158 .Lopakhi n
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is baffled by this kind of talk so, in what amount~ almost to a
confession, she recounts her sins, concluding with the desperate sup.

.

plication:

"Lord, Lord, be merciful, forgive my sins!

me any more! 1159

Don't punish

At the end of the play, Lyubov's restrained and

resigned acceptance of the loss of the orchard derives,

to

a large

degree from these feelings of guilt -- that she deserves to be punished.
None of which is meant to suggest that The_Cherry Orchard is a modern
morality play or that Chekhov subscribed to a belief in poetic justice, but there is, all the same, this idea in Lyuboy's mind, an idea
which alleviates the pain of displacement and perhaps even goes part
of the way to explain it.
Act I I, I have said, dept cts the very essence of 1i. fe as Chekhov
perceived it.

That i.t is extraordi.narily dense and suggestive is

thus understandable.

In thi.s act Chekhov has his characters wrestling

with all the big questions:

the nature of man, the future of man, the

meaning of death, the meaning of life.

The characters speak to them-

selves and to others, agree and disagree, offer advice and ask questions.
Obviously the best example of this is the act itself in its entirity,
but let a

few

sample~

suffice.

Lyuboy tells Lopakhin:

your lives are, how full of futile talk,"
ought to get m~rried ....6

°

"How drab

and advises him:

"You

Firs reminisces about the old days before

the· Emancipation when "everyone was happy. 116 1 Trofi mov and Lopakhi n

59chekhov, The Major Plays, p. 342.

p. 343.
61 Itii d. , p . 340.
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both discuss and stress the neces·s-ity and value of \.Jerk, Trofimov
voicing his belief that i_n work lies the hope Of the future:
kind goes forward, perfecting its powerS.

wit~in

our grasp,

"You die anyway. 1162

Gaev remarks:

Han-

-

Everything that is now

unattainable will someday be comprehensible and
only we must work . . . 11

11

Lopakhin,

though he works.hard himself, feels that people on the whole are lazy
and

d~shonest.

God, he says, has given man so much -- "vast forests,

boundless fields, broad horizons" that "we ourselves ought truly to
be giants."63

Giants, says Lyubov, are only good in fairy tales;

otherwise they are ·frightening.

At this point Epikhodov, the

incompetent, befuddled, ever-unfortunate -- the complete antithesis

of a giant -- walks across the stage.

Gaev remarks that the sun has

set and softly addresses Nature, and a string breaks in the sky.

In

Act II, great questions are asked, but no set answers are given; they
cannot be.

But whatever seems equivocal, ambiguous, nebulous in the

whole pi_cture which develops as these characters discuss life's mysteries is given shape and form, th.e ominousness of which cannot be
denied, by the descent of darkness and the sound of the breaking string.
This sound.is heard only twice in the play, first in the second
act and then again at the very end, but its effect is so masterfully
created and crucial to· the understanding of the play that it must be
analysed carefully.

Indeed, so important and meaningful a symbol is

·this sound, so expressive is it of the Chekhovian visic:i that·Valency

62chekhoy, TheMajor £_Je:ys, p. 346.

63,h"d
J.i_;l
•

'

p. 347 .
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has chosen The Breaking String as the title for his book which discusses all of Chekhov's major plays.

Because Chekhov's drama- "repre-

sents a world in transition, 116 4 this symbol, Valency feels, is a
fitting one for the great plays,·but especially for The Cherry-Orchard.
For despite "all its jokes, its

slapstick~

and comic flourishes," and

notwi ths tandi ng "all its expressi ans of hope for the future, The Cherry
•
Orchard centers upon the sound of the breaking string. n65
The sound is first heard near the end of Act II.
Gaev 1 s flowery, de cl amatory address to nature.
assembled in thi.s act near

11

It follows

The characters are

an abandoned chapel in the fields."66

It is evening, and, as Gaev observes,

11

The sun has gone down."67

"For Gaey," Valency says, "the sun has gone down i_n more ways than
one, and the associati_on of images, perhaps unrealised," compels him
to declaim "l i_ke a chorus in a Sophoclean tragedy":

"Oh nature, glori.ous nature, shining with
eternal li_ght, so beautiful and so indifferent. . . You whom we call Mother, you
unite within yourself both life and death,
you create and you destroy.· . . 11 68
The younger characters, Varya, Anya, Trofinov, are appalled.

To

them, here is just another example of Gaev's irrelevant verbosity.
They implore hi_m to hold his tongue.

64valency, p. 289.
65Ibid., p. 284.
66Ibid.

6 7Ibid., p. 285.
68 1 bid.

He acquiesces.

All are silent,
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and suddenly a sound like a string breaking somewhere far-off in the
s ky i s he a rd .
11

Thi.s scene, 11 Valency mai.ntains, "marks the very zenith of

Chekhov's art. 6 9 Gaey has been presented as 11 an aging dandy who has
11

taken refuge from Hfe in an imaginary game of billiards. 1170 To both
the characters and the audience alike he seems an "old windbag,"
inordinately fond of hi.sown voice, with a penchant for high-flown
rhetoric which is embarrassing both in its style and content.
this speech, Valency asserts, 11 is inspired. 1171

But

"In his apostrophe to

nature is said all that can be said of the mystery of life, and in
this moment Gaev gi yes voice to what al 1 those present must feel in
their hearts.

It is the essential theme of the play. 1172

It is indicative of the nature of humanity
that ihe young and old are seldom on speaking terms. Each generation is self-enclosed:
as distinct from its forebears as the egg
from the hen that laid it. It is impossible
for Gaev to communicate his feelings. The
young cannot apostrophize nature in this
manner. They must wait until they are old;
and then, in their turn, they will find no
li.steners. And so, even though at this
moment Gaey speaks with the tongues of men
and angels, though the whole of the heavenly
choir is ranged behind him, and all of the
universe crowds forward to hear him, these
people who are nearest to him will not listen,
To them he seems an utter fool, the relic of
a bygone age. His frustration brings about a

69va1ency, p. 285.
70Ibid.
71 Ibid. , p. 286.

72 rbid.
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moment of inexpressible sadness.
breaks in the s f<y .7 3

A string

The sound is repeated again at the very end of the play, making it
clear, Valency says, that "the author's intention is unmistakable. 1174
Both the sound and its meaning are
both a

11

finality. 11 75

11

mysterious, 11 but there is about

"The symbol is broad; it would be folly to try

•

to
it.

~ssign

to it a more precise meaning than the author chose to give

But its quality is not equivocal.

Whatever of sadness remains

unexpressed in The Cherry Orchard, this sound expresses. u 76
Although words like

11

judgment 11 and

11

resolution 11 are too strong

and too exact to be applied to Chekhov, something of the nature of
these words seems to be the controlling force behind Act III.· The
setting of this act, as i.n the others, is crucial.
the sun, as Gaev said, has set.

It is "evening":

In Act II the setting of the sun is

abstractly symbolic, whereas in Act III it is more directly symbolic
of the situations of the particular characters of this play.- Nature's
light has gone out, but man being man has provided himself with other
sources of illumination.

These, though, as they are artificial are,

therefore, apparently ultimately ineffectual.
ters are placed in

11

In Act III the charac-

the_ drawing room, separated by an arch from the

ballroom, 11 77 lit by the chandelier.

P.s the curtain rises, the characters

73ya 1ency, p. 286.

74rbid.
7srbid., p. 287.
76 Ibi d.

77chekhov, The Major Plays, p. 352.
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are seen leaving the bal1room, their daricing done for the time.being.
As soon as they begin to talk, it becomes evident that this is the
day of the auction, which marks the time of the year as August 22nd,
a date which has been frequently mentioned.

And upon the heels of

this information, Charlotta begins performing her "tricks 11 ; she .is
adept at cards, feats of ventriloquism, and all manner of sleight of
hand.· This scene serves to illustrate the meaning of the whole act:
that although man's means of illusion and delusion are many and his
recourse to them perhaps necessary, they are useful only in shielding
him temporarily from the consciousness of his approaching fate; they
are totally ineffective in helping him to avert it.

The action of the

play has from the start led in only one direction

toward d1splace-

ment, but because the pace of this play (like all of Chekhov's plays)
is at the first so deceptively slow and winding, the strength of the

In Act

force which drives things forward is not immediately felt.

III, however, the pace picks up perceptively, and the arrival of the
climax, though expected and inevitable, is almost sudden.

But because

of the gradual build-up, both the audience and the characters are
prepared.

Just before Lopakhin 's arri.val, Lyubov announces:

my fate will be deci.ded, my fate . . . "78

"Today

The whole atmosphere of

The Cherry Orchard is,. indeed, heavily charged with fatalism, an
atmosphere characteristi.c of the earlier plays too.

A cold and driv-

ing wind blrn,Js through them all, but by the end of The Cherry_ Orchard
the wind has changed, both

ln

its temperature and dlrection.

78chekhov, The Major Plays, p. 352.
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From the beginning, there are only two probable "happenings"
proposed in The Cherry Orchard.

One is the sale of the orchard;

the other is the marriage of Varya and Lopakhin.
reaches fruition in Act III:
the new master.

The first of these

the orchard is sold; Lopakhin becomes

For the owners displacement becol'Jl2s a reality.

second, the marriage, however, never comes off.

The

That it will definitely

not h~ppen is not ascertained until Act IV, but in Act III, Lyubov,
who is the main proponent of this marriage, speaks her mind on the
subject of love.

With the exception of Lyubov, who both receives

from and gives to others feelings more genuinely wann than any other
character, whose name in Russian means

11

love, 11 none of the other

characters seems able to come to grips realistically with love at all.

And this may be the reason why all

com~unication

-- ever tenuous at

best -- which is built up from time to time between the characters
invariably breaks down.
talk.

There is much talk of love, but it is only

Dunyasha, Yasha and Epihodov relegate it either to the physical

or to the sentimental.

Lopakhin and Varya are afraid of it though it

sounds like a nice idea to them.

Anya believes whatever Trofimov says,

and Trofirnov says that they are "above love ... 79

It is this remark

by Trofimov which really undoes Lyubov, and she lets fly her temper,
the only time truly angry feelings surface in the play.

11

You should

be a man at your age, you ought to understand what it means to be
;in love," she says, rebuk.ing

(/.l.ngrily}

Yes, yes!

Trofimov~

11

And you should be in .love!

Oh, you're not so 'pure,'

you·r purity is a

perversion, you're nothing but a ridiculous prude, a frc:2k . . .

79chekhov, Six Plays_, p. 322.
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'I'm above love!'

You're not above love,_you're useless . • . u80

More than Trofimovts platonism or even his virility is being judged
here.

Chekhov by portraying the absence of love between his charac- ·

te rs confirms its 1oss -- and affirms its need.
Interestingly, Lyubov reacts far more emotionally to Trofimov's
•

perverted idealism than she does to Lopakhin's announcement that he
has bought the orchard.

Perhaps it could be argued that this is an

example of transference, but I really do not think so.
denying that she is stri.cken by her loss.
speech of triumph quite naturally:
weeps. 11 8 1

she

11

There is no

She responds to Lopakhin's
sinks into a chair and

The brutality of his remarks is overwhelming.

He has, he

says, "bought the most beautiful estate in the whole world 11

~nd,

summoning the musicians to "strike up, 11 he calls upon everyone to
witness how h.e, 11 Yermolai Lopakhin will take the axe to the cherry
orchard. . . 1182

Because of the presence of the former owners, the

speech is ugly in its setting, but it is understandable in its origin.
Lopakhin does, indeed, have something to boast about.
. not altogether insensitive to Lyubov's anguish.
ten to me, why?" he solicitously asks her.
no turning back now.

(With tears)

Lyubov has nothing to say.

11

"My poor friend, there's

And much like

Mama, life is still before you . .

Blchekhov, The Major Piays, p. 356.

83Ibid.

however,

Oh, if only this could be changed. 11 83

80 chekhov, Si. x Plays, p. 324.

s2rbid.

is~

"Why didn't you lis-

Like Vanya she sits mute.

'Sonya,, Anya seeks to comfort her:

He

J68

We ll plant a new orchard, more luxuriant than this
1

on~.

You will

see and understand; and joy, quiet, deep joy will sink into_ your soul,
like the even fog sun, and you \'Ii 11 smile, Mama! 1184 This speech.which
concludes Act III is very similar to Sonya's final one and to those
of the three si.sters, but its placement is significantl.Y different.
The earlier plays end with these speeches.

A whole act follows Anya's.

As Act I with its obvious expressions of beginning has at the
same time suggesti:ons and omens of ending so does Act IV project
signs of beginning amidst its numerous manifestations of ending.
Act IV the characters remain only to depart.
Ortober; winter is coming.

In

The time is late fall --

The setting is, as it shou1d be, the same

as Act I.

In the beginning is the end, but in the end is the begin-

ning too.

Significantly, however, in the description of the setting,

the word 11 nursery 11 is not mentioned; what is described is a bare room,
stripped of all everyday signs of life -- of curtains, pictures, furniture -- those many things by which the living make their presence
both evident and comfortable.
tion.••85

Further, "there is a sense of desola-

The atmosphere is unmistakably tomblike.

That Lopakhin

would like to lighten this atmosphere -- at least, to give it the
grim gaei ty of a wake -- seems apparent in his attempt to serve champagne, but the other characters refuse to partake and participate.
But as in the previous three acts there is a mingling of many moods
and-fee1ings:

there is the sense of desolation, but there is also

84chekhov, The Maj or P1ays , p. 357.
B5chekhov, Six Plays, p. 330.
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the op ti mi sm and good wi11 expressed by Trofi mov and Lopakhin, the
joy and expectation of Anya, the resignation and hope of Ly·ubov and
And in the end, the effect of paradox and irony· is as strong

Gaev.

Fi rs, the truest representative, the real remnant of the

as ever.

old way, is left behind.

He has not been forgotten (repeated refer-

ences. to his welfare have been made by both Lyubov and Anya throughout
the act); he simply has fallen yi ctim to the new order.

It was Yasha 1 s

responsibility to see to Firs, and Yasha, who has neither love nor
respect for the old in any sense, predictably did not discharge his
duty.

But Firs's very presence in the house after the others have

gone contradicts one of

Lyubov·~

parting remarks.

we leave there won't be a soul here . . . 11
until Spring . • • 1186

The word

meaning it has in English of
11

servant 11 or

11

11

11

She says:

"After

And Lopakhin replies, "Not

soul 11 has in Russian not only the dual

person 11 and "spirit" but a third one of

serf 11 (as in Gogel •s Dead SoulsL

This sort of know-

ledge, however, is not necessary for an understanding of the implications of the situation.

The fact that life remains is made most

apparent -- not by the words but by the actuality -- the reality
of Firs

himself~

And the promise of continuation and rebirth is re-

inforced by Lopakhin's final words:

"And so until spring. 11 87 But

there are endings too -- and the last sounds of the play are sounds

of ending.

"A distant sound is heard.

It seems to come from the sky,

the_sound of a breaking string mournfully dying c.way.

Then all is

.s.i lent once again, and nothing is heard but the sound of the axe on

86chekhov, Si>: P1ays, p. 339.
87 Ibid.
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a tree far away in the orchard. 11 88
In his plays Chekhov strove to depict life as he saw it and

to

confront those central questions of man's existence which have ever
been the concern of all great writers -- of every thinking man.

Life

is inexplicable and di.splacement the lot of every man, and yet man
must somehow come to terms and make his peace with this life, a peace
which ultimately passes understanding.
do, I believe, through his art.

And this Chekhov was able to

His task was made especially diffi-

cult by his perception that in his time the world had lost its
glory -- its connection with heaven had been severed.

For this rea-

son, the sound of the breaking string is, as Valency has observed,
the symbol most befitting and descriptive of the Chekhovian vision.
Wisely perhaps, Valency refuses to assign any definite meaning to the
symbol.

Certainly its ominous implications are sufficiently effec-

tive, and yet there is, I believe, a more precise interpretation
possible.

At the end of Book II of Paradise Lost, Satan completes

his peril-fraught journey through the Vast and sees for the first
time

11

•••

hanging in a golden chain/This pendant world."

In the

beginning the world was linked to heaven, but this chain has naH been
broken,
Chekhov vJas very much a man of his own time in viewing the world
'in this way:

cast off from its moorings, stranded at best --·at

88valency, p. 287. Because different translators express the
sense of characters' speeches or stage di recti ans sl i ohtly differently
and sometimes I preferred one to c.nother, three transl 2ti o:is have been
used in my analysis of The Cherry Orchard: Ann Dunnigc.n's in T!ie Major
Plays, Robert Corrigan 1 S1n Six Plays, and Maurice Valency's in The
Breaking String.
·
-
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worst doomed for destruction.

The breakdown in faith, man's divorce

from God, his isolation are familiar nineteenth (and twentieth) century themes.

Man looks longingly back to the past when life was

whole and good_, and death was denied its due.

Early in the century

Wordsworth wondered:
•

Whither is fled the visionary gleam
Where is it now the glory and the dream?

And later, just about the time that Chekhov began to be recognized
as an artist, Emily Dickinson observed:
Those -- dying then,
KnP.w where they went -They went to God 1 s Right Hand
That Hand is amputated now
And God cannot be found -The Abdication of Belief
Makes the Behavior small
Better an ignis fatuus
Than no ·;11ume at all
The validity of Emily Dickinson•s statement that the abdication of
belief makes the behavior small is borne out by the actions of Chekhov•s characters i.n parti.cular and, in general, by much of modem
literature.

Si nee the time of Shakespeare (some say Milton), man• s

image of hi_mse l f has undergone a steady erosion.

"God and man and

Nature," writes Joseph Wood Krutch, have "all somehow dwindled in the
courc:i:> of the intervening centuries. 1189 · "

. we ourselves ought to

be giants, 11 Lopakhi n says, "but it is clear that we are not."

false light,

11

A

an ignis fatuus, 11 Emily Dickinson believed, is better

89Krutch, p. 272.
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than no light at a 11, and Chekhov agreed.

Mari, he knew and showed,

needs his illusions; he cannot bear too much reality.
no real life," Vanya tells Sonya,
better than nothing. 1190

11

"When one has

one lives on illusions.

It 1 s

But ultimately, illusions are not enough.

Time and circumstance. prove them false, and man must face reality.
Although it is true enough that man has viewed his world in
different ways in different times, there are certain constants.

He

has always had doubts; he has always questioned the scheme of things.
Long ago the chorus in Aeschylus 1 s Agamemnon asked:
Where, where lies Right? Reason despairs her powers,
Mind numbly gropes, her quick resources spent.
The answers which great literature provides to the riddle of life
are not really answers but approaches, facile on the surface but in
reality hard and harsh, truly apprehendable only through struggle and
suffering.

And these are ·approaches which apparently must be worked

out and arrived at by each man in each age for himself.
born wise.
wise. 11

He

11

must, 11 says the chorus in Agamemnon,

In Chaucer's

world is questioned.
we are told.

11

11

Man is not

suffer to be

Knight 1 s Tale, 11 the justice of things in this
11

This world nys but a thurghfare ful of wo, 11

In iuch·a world, how can man live?

advises his people that it is
. . . wysdom, as it thynketh me,
To maken vertu of necessitee.

90chekhov, The Major Plays, p. -195.

Theseus, the king,
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Shakespeare's plays are great because they show greatly the struggle
of man after he has been stripped of illusions.

The world

peare's tragedies is a stark, injustice-ridden place.

bf Shakes-

It is only a.

"goodly frame," man is only the "paragon of animals" before Hamlet
has come face to face with evil.

Kent would not ca 11 Lear back from

death.if he. could, would not have him stretched out again "upon the
rack of this tough world."

"Men must endure/Their going hence even

as their coming hither," Edgar tells Gloucester.

"Ripeness is al1."

And readiness too, as Hamlet observes.
In The Cherry Orchard both the ripeness and the readiness are
there.
change:

This world is not as we would haye it.

The only constant is

the old order changes, yielding place to new.

hope for the new.
ple would weep.

Chekhov had

He dtd not, he sai.d, write his plays so that pea11

! wanted something else," he said:

I wanted to tel1 people honestly: "Look
·at yourselves. See how badly you live and
how tiresome you afe. 11 The main thing is
that people understand this. When they do,
they will surely create a new and better
life for themselves. I will not live to see
it, but I know it wi 11 be en ti rely different,
not what we now ha ye. 91
But exactly what life is, he knew could not be put into a simple,
expository statement.

Near t.he end of his life when asked by his

wife.vihat he though life was, he told her:
It is like asking what a carrot is.

91valency, p. 299.

"You ask me l'Jhat life is?

A carrot is a carrot, 2nd nothing

174
more is known. 1192 . However, 1 i fe can be expressed through art . . And
this Chekhov did, and he did it greatly.

In this harsh world, he

drew his breath in pain and told his story.

92Magarshack:

Chekhov,~ Life, p. 283.
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